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Abstract 

A model is set up for the operation (which includes both searching 
and fishing) of a Japanese krill trawler over a half-month period. It 
is based on an underlying krill distribution model whose parameters 
are determined primarily from the scientific FIBEX surveys. Output 
from the model of the operation is compared with (and partially tuned 
to) statistics for a sample of data from the commercial fishery. A 
major inconsistency is found: haul times are a factor of 4-5 times 
greater in reality than in the model. Two ad hoc model modifications 
are introduced to eliminate this inconsistency: artificially elongating 
krill swarms, and allowing hauls to continue through more than one 
swarm. Twenty four candidate abundance indices (generally of a CPUE 
form) for krill biomass in the 600 n mile square oceanic sector 
modelled are considered, and their performance in response to a 
variety of ways in which the overall krill biomass might decline is 
investigated. Generally the indices respond by dropping relatively 
less than the proportional biomass decrease. Catch statistics 
collected at present (centred primarily on catch per fishing time) 
are of low utility in detecting biomass decline. Combination catch 
rate indices incorporating within-concentration search time give 
improved performances, but are able to monitor changes in 
within-concentration krill distribution parameters only. Indices 
that distinguish primary searching time from secondary searching 
time (searching while waiting to finish processing) within 
concentrations perform better, but collection of the requisite data 
may not be practical. Other approaches (e.g. research vessel 
surveys) need to be considered to monitor changes in the number, 
distribution and size of krill concentrations, both because there are 
doubts about the reliability of indices based on concentration 
searching time (which do respond to such changes), and because such 
indices are relatively imprecise. Priority needs to be given to 
improving the krill distribution model underlying the analysis; this 
probably requires that scientific surveys be planned to operate in 
small areas concurrently with fishing vessels. 

* Revised and extended. 
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Resume 

Un modele est etabli pour I'operation (qui inclut la recherche ainsi 
que la peche) d'un chalutier de krill japonais sur une periode d'un 
demi-mois. 11 est base sur un modele fondamental de repartition du 
krill, dont les parametres sont determines essentiellement d'apres 
les etudes scientifiques FIBEX. Les resultats du mode le de I'operation 
sont compares aux (et en partie ajuste selon les) statistiques d'un 
echantillon de donnees de la pecherie commerciale. L'on remarque 
une inconsistance majeure: les heures de trait sont un facteur 4 a 5 
fois plus grand en realite que dans le modele. Deux modifications du 
mode le ad hoc sont introduites pour eliminer cette inconsistance: 
allonger artificiellement les ban cs de krill et permettre aux traits de 
se poursuivre sur plus d'un essaim. Vingt-quatre indices d'abondance 
proposes (generalement sous forme de CPUE) sont consideres pour la 
biomasse de krill dans le secteur oceanique de 600 milles carres du 
modele, et leur performance en reponse a une variete de manieres 
dont la biomasse totale de krill peut baisser est I'objet de recherches. 
En general les indices repondent en baissant relativement moins que 
la baisse proportionelle de la biomasse. Les statistiques de capture 
recueillies a ce jour (concentrees principalement sur la capture par 
heure de peche) sont de peu d'utilite pour detecter la baisse de la 
biomasse. Les indices de taux de peche combinee, comprenant le 
temps de peche dans la concentration, donnent de meilleurs 
performances mais peuvent uniquement controler les parametres de 
repartition du krill dans la concentration. Les indices qui distinguent 
le temps de recherche primaire du temps de recherche secondaire 
(recherche dans I'attente de la fin du traitement) dans les 
concentrations donnent de meilleurs resultats mais il se peut que la 
collecte des donnees requises presente des difficultes. D'autres 
methodes (par ex. des etudes des navires de recherche) doivent etre 
considerees pour surveiller les changements dans le nombre, la 
repartition et la taille des concentrations de krill, en raison, d'une 
part, des doutes sur la fiabilite des indices bases sur le temps de 
recherche d'une concentration (qui repondent a de tels changements), 
et d'autre part, parce que d'autres indices sont relativement 
imprecis. 11 faut accorder la priorite a I'amelioration du mode le de 
base de repartition du krill de I'analyse; ceci necessite probablement 
de prevoir que les recherches scientifiques ope rent dans de petites 
zones concurrement avec les navies de peche. 

Pe3lOMe 

MO,l{eJIb pa3paooTaHa ,l{JI.H onepalU1ll .HnOHCKOro Kp"JIeBOrO 
TpaYJIepa, KOTOpa.H paCqllTaHa Ha nOJIYMeC.HqHbIH CpOK II 
BJIlOqaeT KaK nOllCKOBble, TaK II PbIOOJIOBHble ,l{eHCTBll.H. 3Ta 
MO,l{eJIb oa3llPyeTC.H Ha MO,l{eJIll pacnpe,l{eJIeHll.H OCHOBHoro 

KP"JI.H, napaMeTpbI KOTOPOH onpe,l{eJIeHbI B OCHOBHOM ll3 
CbeMOK no nporpaMMe "FIBEX" BbIXO,l{Hble ,l{aHHble MO,l{eJIll 

onepaQllll cpaBHllMbI (ll qaCTllqHO np"Be,l{eHbI B 
cooTBeTcTBlle) co CTaTllCTllqeCKllM HaoopoM ,l{aHH~X 
npOMbIIIIJIeHHOrO PbIOOJIOBCTBa. r JIaBHOe HeCOOTBeTCTBlle 
HaH,l{eHo: BpeM.H TpaJIeHll.H - q>aKTop B 4-5 pa3 OOJIbIIIllH B 
peaJIbHOCTll, qeM B MO,l{eJIll. .llJI.H Toro, qTOObI YCTpaHllTb 3TO 



HeCOOTBeTCTBlle, C03):laHhI ):lBe CnellllaJIhHhIe MO):llllPllKallllll 
MO):leJIll, KOTOphle Y):lJIllHH$!IOT CKOnJIeHll$! KPllJI$! II n03BOJI$!IOT 
npO):lOJI)I(aTb TpaJIeHll$! 1.J.epe3 OOJIee 1.J.eM O):lHO CKOnJIeHlle 

KPllJI.SI. Y1.J.llThIBaIOTC$! ):lBa):lllaTb 1.J.eThlpe llH):leKCa BepO$!THOM 

1.J.llCJIeHHOCTll (OOhI1.J.HO IPOPMhI CPU E) olloMacchI KPllJI$!, 

CMO):leJIllpOBaHHOM B KBa):lpaTHOM ceKTOpe OKeaHa nJIOIIJ;a):lblO B 

600 MOPCKllX MllJIll., II ll3Y1.J.aeTC$! ll3MeHeHlle 3TllX llH):leKCOB, B 

3aBllCllMOCTll OT pa3Hooopa3Hhlx nYTeM, no KOTOPhIM OOm;aR 
olloMacca KPllJIR MO)l(eT YMeHbmaTbC$!. KaK npaBllJIO, llH):leKChI 

OTBe1.J.aIOT OTHOCllTeJIbHO MeHbmllM nOHll)l(eHlleM Ha 

COOTBeTCTBYIOIIJ;lle YMeHbmeHllR OllOMaCChI KPllJI$!. 
CTaTllCTll1.J.eCKlle ):laHHhle no ,allHaMllKe YJIOBOB, coopaHHhle B 

HaCTO$!m;ee BpeM$! (KaCalOIIJ;IIeC$! r JIaBHhIM oopa30M YJIOBa Ha 

e):lllHllllY npOMhICJIOBOrO YCllJIll$!) MaJIO llCnOJIb3YlOTCR B 
BhmBJIeHllll YMeHbmeHllR OllOMaCChI. OOOOm;eHHhle llH,aeKChI 

llHTeHCllBHOCTll BhIJIOBa, OObe,allHRIOIIJ;lle BpeMR nOllCKa B 

npe,aeJIax KOHlleHTpalllUI, ,aalOT OOJIee COBepmeHHhle 

pe3YJIbTaThI, O):lHaKO, OHll ,aalOT B03MO)l(HOCTb KOHTPOJIllpOBaTb 

ll3MeHeHllR napaMeTpOB TOJIbKO B npe,aeJIax rpaHllll 

KOHlleHTpallllll. HH,aeKChI, pa3JIll1.J.alOIIJ;lle nepBll1.J.HOe BpeM$! 
nOllCKa OT BTOpll1.J.HOrO (nOllCKa B Te1.J.eHlle O)l(ll,aaHll$! 

OKOH1.J.aHll$! oopaOOTKll coopaHHhIX ,aaHHhIX), B npe,aeJIax 

KOHlleHTpallllM paOOTalOT JIY1.J.me, HO coop Heooxo,allMhIX 
,aaHHhIX MO)l(eT OhITb npaKTH1.J.eCKll HeB03MO)l(HhIM. .llPyrlle 
MeTO):lhI (HanpllMep, CbeMKH C HaY1.J.HO-llCCJIe,aOBaTeJIbCKOrO 

cy,aHa) ,aOJI)I(HhI Y1.J.llThlBaTbC$! ,aJI$! MOHllTopllHra ll3MeHeHllM B 

1.J.llCJIe, pacnpe,aeJIeHllll II pa3Mepax KPllJIR, TaK KaK llMeIOTC$! 

COMHeHll$! no nOBO):lY Ha,ae)l(HOCTll llH,aeKCOB, OCHOBaHHhIX Ha 

BpeMeHll nOllCKa KOHlleHTpallllll (KOTophle B 

,aeMCTBllTeJIbHOCTll pearllpYIOT Ha TaKlle ll3MeHeHllR), II B 
CB$!3ll C TeM TaK)I(e, 1.J.TO 3Tll llH,aeKChI OTHOCllTeJIbHO HeT01.J.HhI. 

B nepBYIO 01.J.epe,ab Heooxo,allMO YCOBepmeHCTBOBaTb Mo,aeJIb 

pacnpe,aeJIeHll$! KPllJI$!, KOTOpa$! JIe)l(HT B OCHOBe 
llCCJIe):lOBaHllR; 3TO, B03MO)l(HO, nOTpeoyeT, 1.J.TOOhI HaY1.J.Hhle 

CbeMKll npOBo,allJIllCb B HeOOJIbmllX paMOHax o,aHOBpeMeHHO 

co CbeMKaMll C npOMhICJIOBhIX Cy,aOB. 

Resumen 

Se establece un modelo para la operacion (que incluye tanto la 
busqueda como la pesqueria) de un arrastrero de krill japones 
durante una quincena. Se basa en un modelo subyacente de 
distribucion del krill cuyos panimetros estan determinados 
principalmente por las prospecciones cientificas FIBEX. El resultado 
de este modelo de operacion se compara con (y parcialmente se ajusta 
alas estadisticas de una muestra de datos de la pesqueria comercial. 
Se encuentra una anomalia mayor: la duracion del arrastre es 4-5 
veces mayor en realidad que en el modelo. Se introducen dos 
modificaciones al modelo ad hoc para eliminar esta anomalia: alargar 
los cardumenes de krill artificialmente, y permitir que los lances se 
realicen en mas de un cardumen. Se consideran veinticuatro indices 
posibles de abundancia (generalmente en forma de CPUE) para la 
biomasa de krill en el sector oceanico modelado de 600 millas 
nauticas cuadradas, se investigan sus funcionamientos en respuesta a 
las diferentes man eras en que la biomasa total del krill podria 
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declinar. Generalmente los indices reaccionan bajando relativamente 
menos que la disminucion proporcional de la biomasa. Las 
estadisticas de captura recopiladas actualmente (centradas 
principalmente sobre captura por tiempo de pesca) son de poca 
utilidad para detectar la disminucion de la biomasa. Los indices de la 
tasa de captura de combinacion que incorporan tiempo de busqueda 
dentro de la concentracion dan resultados mejores, pero solamente 
pueden controlar cambios en los parametros de la distribucion del 
krill dentro de una concentracion. Los indices que distinguen entre el 
tiempo de busqueda primario y el tiempo de busqueda secundario 
(explorando mientras se esta terminando la elaboracion) dentro de 
una concentracion funcionan mejor, pero la recopilacion de datos 
precisos puede que no sea practica. Otros enfoques (por ej. 
prospecciones de buques de investigacion) tienen que ser considerados 
para controlar cambios en el numero, distribucion y tamano de las 
concentraciones del krill, tanto porque hay dudas sobre la exactitud de 
los indices basados en el tiempo de busqueda de una concentracion (Ios 
cuales responden a tales cambios), como porque tales indices son 
relativamente imprecisos. Se de be dar prioridad a mejorar el modelo 
de distribucion del krill siendo la base del analisis; esto 
probablemente requiere que las prospecciones cientfficas sean 
planeadas para operar en zonas pequenas al mismo tiempo que los 
buques de pesca. 



1 . INTRODUCTION 

This document reports the results of a simulation study of krill distribution and the 
krill fishery in the Antarctic. The exercise is being undertaken on a contractual basis for 
CCAMLR to determine the (possible) utility of CPUE (catch-per-unit-effort) as an index of 
changes in krill biomass. A major objective is to provide insight regarding which particular 
catch statistics might most appropriately be collected to construct (CPUE-like) abundance 
indices with the greatest potential to reflect such changes. 

This paper details an attempt to model the Japanese Antarctic krill fishing operation. 
This operation is strategically very different from the Soviet fishery, models of which have 
been presented in Mangel (1987, 1988). In the Soviet fishery, the activities of locating and 
of fishing krill concentrations are largely the separate responsibilities of different vessels, 
and a large number of vessels works in close collaboration. In contrast, in the current 
Japanese fishery (at least as a first approximation), the trawlers operate singly and 
independently of each other [see Butterworth (1988)], and have each to find the krill 
concentrations as well as to fish them. 

The model developed has attempted to mimic the Japanese fishery in the "high 
season" (January-February). The reasons for this choice are discussed in Butterworth 
(1988); essentially, since catch rates are best in this period, it seems likely that future 
krill fishing will be concentrated in these months (as is already the case). A particular 
characteristic of the fishery over these months is that most hauls are reported to fish upon a 
single swarm of krill only. 

The model is intended to reflect the operation of a single trawler off Wilkes Land. 
Butterworth (1988) sets out in some detail the reasons for choosing this area in preference 
to the Scotia Sea (where most Japanese krill fishing now takes place). The overriding 
concern was that initial modelling attempts should be aimed at an operation and area with as 
few complicating factors as possible. 

The paper first describes the setting up of the underlying krill distribution model 
(section 2.1) for a 600 n mile square sector of the Southern Ocean and the basis for the 
choice of the distribution parameter values (section 2.2). The distribution model with these 
particular parameter values is designated the "base case". Chapter 2 then goes on to give a 
detailed description of the models used for the searching (both for concentrations, and for 
swarms within concentrations) and fishing operations. 

A sample of the standard data collected in the commercial fishery was provided for the 
1980/81 and 1981/82 seasons for a Japanese trawler that operated off Wilkes Land. 
Summary statistics are extracted from these data (section 3.1), and then compared to the 
"base case" simulation model output to check the realism of the model. This realism is 
improved by "tuning" some of the fishing operation model parameters to obtain better 
agreement between the data and the model output (section 3.2). 

This exercise highlights a fundamental inconsistency between the model and the data: 
typical swarm sizes and densities, together with mean catches per haul, cannot be reconciled 
with average haul times and towing only a single swarm per haul. Compatibility is restored 
by modifying the model in two different ways (section 3.3): 

(i) Artificially elongating swarms in the direction in which they are towed. 

(ii) Allowing hauls to tow through more than one swarm. 

For each of these approaches, the base case model krill distribution parameters are 
then adjusted in a variety of ways, each of which corresponds to reducing the overall krill 
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biomass in the 600 n mile square sector under consideration by 50%. The change in the 
average value (over 100 simulations) of a number of potential abundance indices (developed 
in section 3.4) is determined for each of these adjustments, to examine the abilities of these 
indices to detect a biomass decline. Further, the behaviour of each of these indices is 
examined over a range of krill biomass values, where the change in the krill biomass from 
its original level is effected by a randomly chosen combination of changes in distribution 
parameters (sections 3.5 and 3.6). 

Finally, shortcomings of the model are discussed (section 3.7), and conclusions are 
summarised and recommendations made in Chapter 4. 

2. THE SIMULATION MODEL 

The basic structure of the simulation model is set out in flow-diagram form in 
Figure 1. A trawler steams from its offloading point towards the southernmost limit 
("ice-edge") of the 600 n mile square oceanic sector under consideration. Once a 
concentration of swarms is found, either en route to the ice-edge or following searching once 
the edge has been reached, the trawler will seek suitable swarms to fish in that 
concentration, and continue fishing in this way until either the catch-rate becomes too low, 
bad weather intervenes, or the time has come to return to offload (15 days after 
commencement). In the case of either of the first two of these reasons, searching will 
continue (after a period has elapsed in the event of bad weather) until another concentration 
is found, and the process above is then continued. 

The sections of this Chapter that follow set out the details of each major element of the 
model as characterised in Figure 1, together with the rationale underlying that particular 
specification. 

2.1 The Krill Distribution Model 

In the first instance, it must be emphasised that the model developed here is a 
simplification of the real situation; it attempts to capture the main qualitative features of 
typical krill distribution patterns which would be relevant to the utility of catch statistics 
based indices as measures of biomass, but does D.Q1 try to incorporate all the detailed 
knowledge about krill aggregation behaviour that is available. If certain abundances indices 
are indeed found not to have utility in this simplified situation, it is highly unlikely that the 
introduction of more detail into the distribution model would change this conclusion. On the 
other hand, if some promising candidate indices are revealed by this analysis, then the 
suitability of those indices should also be checked by simulation for more detailed krill 
distribution models; however, such an exercise is outside the scope of this initial 
investigation. 

The largest scale considered in the model is a "sector" of the Southern Ocean. This 
sector is a square with sides of 600 n miles and approximates an area between, say, 
latitudes 60

0
S and 70

0
S spanning 20° of longitude. Clearly the simplest assumption to make 

would be that there is a uniform average density of krill in the area. However, a stratified 
habitat distribution as shown in Figure 2 has been used. 

One of the reasons for deciding to use a stratified habitat is that scientific sighting 
surveys of minke whales (a major krill predator) carried out by the International Whaling 
Commission have shown that this species preferentially congregates close to the Antarctic 
ice-edge during the summer months [Butterworth et al (1987)]. It has therefore been 
presumed that the southern most subsector S1 (see Figure 2) is the most preferred habitat, 
and that preference for habitats decreases with movement northward. 
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This description is more representative of the south Indian and southwest Pacific 
Oceans (e.g. off Enderby Land and off Wilkes Land). For an initial modelling study, it is more 
convenient and appropriate to deal with such regions of simpler geography rather than, say, 
the complexities of the Scotia Sea with its island related krill distributional patterns [see 
Butterworth (1988)]. 

The South African FIBEX survey, which covered latitudes 60
0

S to 69°S in the Indian 
Ocean sector off Antarctica, did not show a correlation of krill abundance with latitude 
[Hampton (1985)], which argues against the habitat structure adopted for this krill 
distribution model. However, Hampton (pers. commn) suggests that it would be inadvisable 
to attach too much importance to this result. Although the survey in question commenced 
with its southern most transect very close to the ice-edge, a major storm occurred within 
hours, changing conditions and rendering it impossible for the survey vessel to resume its 
original east-west trackline, so that it is questionable whether it really managed 
representative coverage of the near-ice-edge area. Further, discussions with the Captain of 
a Japanese krill trawler (Captain Fukui, pers. commn, September 1987) confirmed that his 
operations off Wilkes Land are generally within 100 n miles of the ice-edge, and often much 
closer (f 10 n miles) than that, which provides support for the form of habitat structure 
adopted. 

The basic model for the krill within this sector is one of "patches within patches": 
the sector contains a number of concentrations of krill, and these concentrations consist in 
turn of collections of swarms, whose size is smaller than that of a typical concentration. The 
justification for a distributional model of this type is based on the more detailed hierarchical 
classification proposed by Kalinowski and Witek (1982, 1985) [see Butterworth and 
Miller (1987), Appendix I]. Attention has been restricted to swarms, as layers have too 
low a density for fishing them to be economic, and fishing on superswarms seems to be a 
relatively infrequent phenomenon [Butterworth (1988)]. 

The sector is taken to contain Ne concentrations of krill (see Figure 3). These 
concentrations are assumed to be circular with radius Le' where Le varies from one 
concentration to the next. Each concentration contains some number of swarms of krill. It is 
assumed that the number of swarms in a concentration (given a fixed total biomass in the 
sector) is proportional to its area. Thus, if Le denotes the radius of the ith concentration, the 
number of swarms in that concentration is given by: 

( 1 ) 

where Dei is the density of that concentration in swarms per unit area. Although De 
may vary between concentrations, it is not (in terms of the assumption above) correlated 
with concentration size. 

Individual swarms in the concentrations are characterised by physical location, 
length scale, density, and the nature ("quality") of the krill in the swarm. The centre of 
each swarm is assumed to be located uniformly and randomly within its concentration, i.e. 
any possible spatial correlation in the distribution of swarms within a concentration has 
been ignored. Each swarm is assumed to be circular in the horizontal plane with a radius r, 
and to contain krill of density 8 measured as a biomass per unit area; both rand 8 vary from 
swarm to swarm within a concentration. 

Krill quality is a major concern for the Japanese fishery. Generally the larger sized 
krill are preferred, and "green" krill are avoided [see Butterworth (1988)]. It is not 
clear whether size and greenness are swarm or concentration properties, [although 
comments by Captain Fukui (pers. commn) suggest that they tend to be the latter] and the 
time scale over which greenness persists is unknown [Captain Fukui commented that this is 
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definitely at least a few days, and that he suspects it is a few weeks]. For simplicity here, 
these quality factors will be ignored, though they should be an aspect for attention in 
subsequent studies. There is some further justification for ignoring greenness in this 
particular case, as the commercial data sample to which the simulation model output is to be 
compared was deliberately selected for a period where greenness was not a concern for the 
parent company of the vessel concerned [see Butterworth (1988)]. 

Although concentrations and swarms within concentrations undoubtedly do move, the 
model used for this study is quasi-static. For computational simplicity, general movement 
of the krill concentration field will be mimicked by keeping the position of the 
concentrations fixed and moving the fishing vessel (for example, during periods of bad 
weather - see section 2.4). Very large scale movements cannot be taken into account at this 
stage, because the simulation is restricted to a "sector" within which the krill biomass 
remains fixed (apart from the effects of fishing). Again, if a candidate abundance index 
proves to have no utility for monitoring biomass for this simple model, it is most unlikely 
that it would perform any better for a more complex model of krill movement. 

However, in order to capture some effects of motion, a random search formula, 
rather than exhaustive search, will be used to characterise search both for concentrations, 
and for swarms within concentrations. This is discussed in more detail in section 2.6. 

2.2 Setting the Krill Distribution Parameter Values 

The following notation is used in this and following sections: 

U[A,8] indicates a uniform distribution over the range [A,8] (from which a 
random number is drawn) 

N[O,0'2] indicates a normal distribution of mean zero with a standard deviation 0'. 

2.2.1 Habitat Stratification 

It is assumed that the ratio of the densities of krill in subsectors S1: S2: S3: S4: Ss is 
12:6:4:3:2. Note that the two southern most subsectors have narrower widths than the 
others, so that the corresponding abundance ratios are 6:3:4:3:2. There is little specific 
justification for the numerical choices made here (which could of course be varied), though 
the International Whaling Commission Antarctic minke whale surveys do indicate minke 
whale densities within - 10 of latitude of the ice-edge (cf: stratum S1) are typically 2-4 
times the densities further north [8utterworth et al (1987)]. 

2.2.2 Number of Concentrations 

The estimate of the number of concentrations in the 600 n mile square sector that has 
been used in this study is: 

( 2 ) 

This estimate is based in the first instance on diagrams in Ichii (1987) of the 
operations of a Japanese trawler off Wilkes Land, which suggests a typical 
inter-concentration distance of about 100 n miles. It was then (partially) tuned so that the 
simulation model output produced values for total concentration searching time (TeST) 
roughly equivalent to those evident from the sample of commercial fishing data available. 



2.2.3 Radius of (Circular) Concentrations of Swarms 

The radii of concentrations are drawn at random from the following distribution: 

Le = U[1 O/-V;;;, 20/"~] n miles 

The basis for this choice is to be found in Butterworth and Miller (1987), Appendix I 
[which is essentially extracted from information in Kalinowski and Witek (1982, 1985)], 
which describes concentrations as extending over distances of 1 to 100 km. The {;;; factor is 
an historical anomaly; it originated from maintaining equal concentration areas in two 
earlier analyses, one of which had modelled concentrations as square in shape. It has been 
maintained here to preserve some consistency with earlier work. 

2.2.4 Surface (Areal) Density of Krill Within a Swarm 

The surface densities (Le. integrated over the vertical dimension) of krill swarms 
within concentrations are drawn at random as follows: 

o = 150e£ g/m2 £ from N[0,(1.4)2] ( 4 ) 

Butterworth and Miller (1987) quote a range of 10 to several hundred g/m3 for the 
volume density of krill in a swarm. The combined results from FIBEX [BIOMASS (1986), 
Table XI] give a mean krill volume density p = 59 g/m3 and a mean swarm thickness of 5 m; 
this corresponds to a mean surface density 0 == 300 g/m2 . Kalinowski and Witek (1983) fit 
the p distribution with a log-normal distribution corresponding to N[4.28,(1.40)2], for 
which the median p is 72 g/m3 • 

BIOMASS (1986), Table XI also indicates that: 

c.v.(swarm thickness) - 0.25 c.v.(horizontal dimension) 

so that the variability of swarm thickness is relatively negligible for the purposes of these 
calculations. 

Accordingly, this suggests: 

where E from N[0,(1.4)2] 

However, it should be noted that most of the data that contributed to the estimates 
above were collected in the Antarctic Peninsula area. Butterworth (1988) quotes Japanese 
Captains' statements that krill catch rates (which seem to relate primarily to 
within-swarm density) are higher in the Scotia Sea compared to the area off Wilkes Land. 
Further, Shimadzu (pers. commn) advises that swept-area experiments off Wilkes Land 
yielded density estimates of 5-10 g/m3 over a 20 m deep net mouth, which correspond to 
surface densities 0 = 100-200 g/m2 • 

Since the sample of commercial data with which the results of this simulation are to 
be compared was taken from an operation off Wilkes Land, the median density value suggested 
above was halved to the 150 g/m2 used. 
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2.2.5 Radius of (Circular) Swarms Within a Concentration 

The radii of swarms within concentrations are drawn at random from the 
distribution: 

2 e from N[0,(1.1) ] ( 5 ) 

Butterworth and Miller (1987) [extracted from Kalinowski and Witek (1982, 
1985)] state "swarms are several tens of metres long". The FIBEX data [BIOMASS (1986), 
Table XI] give the mean intersected swarm length A = 73 m. Kalinowski and Witek (1983) 
fit intersected swarm length by a log-normal distribution corresponding to 
N[3.69,(1.09)2], for which the median A - 40 m. 

If swarms are assumed to be circular, the radius r is related to A by: 

r = (2/11:)A ( 6 ) 

so that the FIBEX data correspond to a mean r - 47 m, and Kalinowski and Witek's (1983) 
results to a mean r - 25 m. 

This would seem to suggest that the median value for r of 50 m adopted for this 
analysis may be rather too high, particularly as the estimates extracted from the data should 
be modified further by the e-a2!2 factor for mean-to-median conversion for a log-normal 
distribution. Further, intercept survey [on which the BIOMASS (1986) results were based] 
is size biased, and will give a positively biassed estimate of the average radius of circular 
swarms. On the other hand, the non-circularity of swarms that occurs in practice will 
introduce a bias in the other' direction [Hampton (1985)]. A further fact which suggests 
this median value choice may be too large is that Kalinowski and Witek (1983) fit the 
distribution of swarm biomasses by a log-normal corresponding to N[6.03,(2.54)2], for 

which the median swarm biomass Bs = 0.42 tonnes. This corresponds to a mean Bs = 10.5 

tonnes, which is somewhat less than the Ss = 35 tonnes to which the chosen distribution 
model parameters correspond (see summary subsection following). These aspects have not 
been pursued further at this stage, but merit more investigation in due course. 

2.2.6 Density of Swarms Per Unit Area in a Concentration 

Swarm densities within concentrations have been generated from: 

Dc = 20e£ (n miles)-2 e from N[0,(0.1 )2] ( 7 ) 

The rationale which follows for estimating the median value, was drawn to the 
author's attention by I. Hampton. 

Consider an' area A containing Ns circular swarms each of radius r. If F is the 
fraction of the area A that is covered by the swarms, then: 

( 8 ) 

For an echosounder based line intercept survey of krill swarms, the echosounder 
beam width is much less than the typical swarm diameter (-100 metres), so that if s is the 
average distance between swarms detected on the echosounder, and given that these swarms 
have been assumed to be circular, an estimate of fractional cover F is provided by: 
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F = [2r·nI4]/s (for s » r) ( 9 ) 

so that: 

De = Ns/A = 1/(2rs) ( 1 0) 

Inspection of the sample of data provided from the Japanese krill fishery suggests 
that s ~ 3 n miles [see distance between successive hauls (DBH) in Table 1 )]. However, 
application of equation (10) is inappropriate in this case, as it seems from comments made 
to the author by Mr Ichii and Captain Fukui that sonars (of much wider effective search 
width than echosounders) do play a major role in swarm detection by the fishing vessels [in 
contrast to the impression given in Butterworth (1988)], and also because it seems that 
there is considerable selection taking place in the choice of swarms for fishing (see section 
2.7). Nevertheless, equation (10) can be applied to the FIBEX results which report an 
average inter-swarm spacing of 2.2 km [BIOMASS (1986)]. Taking r = 50 m then, 
gives De = 15.6 swarms per (n mile)2. 

The s = 2.2 km FIBEX figure includes some effective between-concentration as well 
as the within-concentration spacings, and hence is positively biased for the purpose used 
here. Accordingly, the median value in (7) was rounded upwards from the estimate obtained 
using equation (10). The choice of a value for the variance is semi-arbitrary; some 
variation seems appropriate to allow for differences in De from concentration to 
concentration, which must exist in practice. 

2.2.7 8ummary and Relation to Circumpolar Krill Biomass 

The krill distribution model parameters chosen (for what will subsequently be 
referred to as the "base case") are therefore: 

Relative densities of strata: 
Number of concentrations: 

Concentration radius: 
8warm density: 
8warm radius: 
8warm (areal) density: 

81:82:83:84:85 = 12:6:4:3:2 
Ne = 36 
Le = U[10I\ln, 20/.y~] n miles 
De = 20ee (S)-2 e from N[0,(0.1 )2] 
r = 50ee metres e from N[0,(1.1 )2] 
0' = 150ee g/m2 e from N[0,(1.4)2] 

( 1 1 ) 

These parameter values can be used to compute the overall abundance of krill to 
which the distribution model then corresponds. Using the median values for the parameter 
distributions yields: 

8warm biomass: 
Number swarms in concentration: 
Concentration biomass: 
8ector biomass: 
Biomass around Antarctica: 

Bs = 0' n r2 = 1.18 tonnes 
Ns = De n Le2 = 4 500 
Be = NsBs = 5 300 tonnes 
Bsee = NeBe = 0.19 million tonnes 
BAnt = 18 Bsee = 3.4 million tonnes. 

This last figure seems at least an order of magnitude too small. Estimates of 
(historic) krill consumption by predators have been in the 100-200 million tonne range. 
Growth rate and longevity estimates for krill [see Rosenberg et a/ (1986)] suggest a 
production:biomass ratio for krill certainly rather less than unity, so that 500 million 
tonnes might be an appropriate order of magnitude estimate for the circumpolar krill 
biomass. 
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However, the calculations above need to be amended to take into account the bias 
factors that arise when distributions rather than single values are used for the parameters. 
For example, the mean of a log-normal distribution (used above for De, rand 0) is not equal 
to its median as utilised in the preceding calculation, but is a factor ecr2/2 larger. Revised 
multiplications along these lines yield mean values: 

Bs = 35.3 tonnes 

Ns = 4 690 

Be = 166 000 tonnes 
Bsee = 6 million tonnes 
BAnt = 108 million tonnes 

which appear to be far more realistic figures. 

The basic distribution model, and the rationale for the choice of parameter sp16 
values, were presented to participants at a BIOMASS SIBEX Workshop in Cambridge in July 
1988. While the obvious shortcomings of the model were recognised, it was generally 
agreed that existing data were neither adequate to allow substantial improvements to the 
model at this time, nor radically in conflict with any aspect of the model. 

2.3 Generation of the Krill Concentration Field 

The total of Ne = 36 concentrations is located in the basic 600 n mile square sector 
with its stratified habitat, where the southernmost strata are the more preferred regions 
for krill concentrations. The east-west coordinate of each concentration centre is selected on 
a uniform random basis from [0,600] n miles; the north-south coordinate is also selected 
at random from [0,600] n miles, but from a step-wise uniform distribution corresponding 
to the relative densities chosen for the stratified habitats. A particular realisation of the 
procedure is shown in Figure 3. 

For computational convenience in simulating the fishing operation, two constraints 
are applied in generating this distribution: potential concentrations whose position and 
radius (selected from Le = U[1 O/-V;;;, 20/-V-;'] n miles) are such that they overlap the 
sector boundaries are disallowed, and potential concentrations which overlap those already 
placed in the sector are similarly excluded. 

The chosen parameters are such that a considerable fraction of the potential 
concentrations (typically some 15% of the desired total number) can be excluded by these 
constraints. Accordingly, in scenarios (see section 3.5) where the Le range is reduced for 

comparative abundance index studies, the original [1 O/f;., 20/-V-;'] n miles range is used in 
applying the constraints when setting up the concentration field, and only then are the 
concentration radii all diminished by the desired fraction. 

2.4 Bad Weather Periods 

Ichii (in litt., 30 May 1988) has provided information on the frequency with which 
bad weather led to suspension of Japanese krill fishing operations. In his compilation, 
drawn from the 1973/74 to 1985/86 seasons, a total of 37 out of 1472 days, or 2.5%, 
were affected. The frequencies of the durations of these bad weather periods were: 
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one day 68% 
two days 28% 
three days 4% 

In the simulation, the probability that bad weather commences (as distinct from 
occurs) on a particular day within the 15 day (half-month) period under consideration is 
accordingly taken to be 0.02. The duration of that period is chosen at random to be 24, 48, 
or 72 hours according to probabilities of 0.68, 0.28 and 0.04 respectively. The time of 
onset of a particular period of bad weather during the day concerned is selected at random. 
Bad weather will not, however, recommence on the same day that a previous period of bad 
weather abated. [Note that this is a slightly more complex prescription than in the study by 
Mangel (1987), where the bad weather periods all commence and end at midnight.] 

Once bad weather commences, the vessel can neither search for concentrations nor 
seek and fish swarms within a concentration (though a trawl in progress at the time of 
commencement will be completed); however, transit both to and from offloading remains 
possible. One minor exception to this (for computational convenience) is that if bad weather 
occurs while the vessel is en route to its chosen spot on the ice-edge, and its track intersects 
a concentration during that bad weather period, it waits at that position and commences 
fishing once good weather returns. If bad weather occurs on the way back to the offloading 
point, this is counted as transit time rather than loss to bad weather; this is because the 
vessel continues searching/fishing until the last possible moment that will allow it to get 
back (travelling at 10 knots) to the offloading point within the 15-day deadline, and so 
would be unable to fish on any concentrations that might be detected on the return trip -
hence bad weather at such a time does not result in the loss of any opportunity to fish. 

A vessel affected by a 24/48/72 hour period of bad weather is moved 50 n miles in a 
random direction (reselected if it would move the vessel outside the sector boundaries), and 
has to recommence searching for a concentration at the end of that period. To a limited 
extent, this mimics movement of the krill concentration field. (This movement does not 
occur in the case of the minor exception discussed in the preceeding paragraph.) 

The model feature of "losing" concentrations during bad weather is not entirely 
realistic, as echo sounders do enable vessels to search and keep track of swarms during such 
periods. However, no allowance has been made in the model for temporal variability in the 
parameters describing a concentration and the distribution of krill within it, because of the 
absence of pertinent data to parameterise such effects. Dispersion of a concentration would 
lead to a vessel leaving to search for another concentration because of a drop in catch rate, so 
that the manner in which bad weather consequences are modelled can be considered in part as 
a surrogate for the effect of such temporal variability. 

2.5 Initial Searching Strategy for Concentrations 

Ichii (pers. commn) advises that a Japanese krill trawler needs to offload at a cargo 
vessel typically twice a month; accordingly, a 15 day period (a "half-month") was chosen 
for this simulation study. The trawler commences operations for the half-month from the 
offloading position, which is assumed to be on the western boundary of the sector at a 
distance 100 miles from the ice-edge [Le. the point (0,100)]. This choice may be rather 
larger than is realistic, as Ichii (in litt., 30 May 1988) advises that his experience is that 
the cargo transfer is carried out close to the ice-edge to take advantage of the calmer 
conditions there. 

Butterworth (1988) reports that "the opening strategy is often to move to an area 
where good catches were made the previous season". This "area" is assumed in the 
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simulation model to be close to the ice-edge and near the east-west midpoint of the sector, so 
that the vessel sets an initial course for the point (300,0), steaming at the searching speed 
of 10 knots. 

If no krill concentration is encountered, the vessel commences its general search 
strategy once the ice-edge is reached. However, if an encounter takes place - determined in 
the simulation model by checking whether the transit line intersects the circular boundary 
of any of the concentrations placed in the sector - fishing commences on the first 
concentration found in this manner. Once fishing on this concentration has concluded, the 
vessel commences its general search strategy from the position of that concentration, Le. the 
original strategy of heading for the ice-edge is "forgotten"; having found krill in that 
vicinity, the vessel would regard it as a "good area" and so consider it worthwhile to seek 
further concentrations in that region. 

The period steaming to the ice-edge (except insofar as bad weather intervenes) is 
regarded as "concentration searching time" (CST) commensurate with that incurred during 
the exercise of the general search strategy described in the next section. 

2.6 General Search Strategy for Concentrations 

In order to capture some of the effects of concentration movement, a random search 
formula rather than an exhaustive search process is used to characterise the search for 
concentrations. Suppose that an area A contains a krill concentration and that this area is 
searched at rate Ws units of area per unit time, so that after t units of time the area searched 
is Wst. In exhaustive search, if Wst is greater than A, the concentration is detected with 
probability 1. In circumstances where the concentration moves relative to the searcher, it 
could move back into a region which has already been searched. Such a situation can be 
regarded as a random search, and under very general conditions random search is 
characterised by the formula (see Figure 4): 

Prob {detecting the object after t time units} = 1 - exp(-WstlA) 

For this analysis, this formula becomes: 

where: 

Prob {detecting a concentration after t hours} = p(t) = 1 - e-wdvt 

w is the effective search width (n miles) 
d is the density of concentrations (per n mile2) 

v is the searching speed (knots). 

( 1 2 ) 

( 1 3 ) 

Since echosounder and sonar beam widths are much less than the modal concentration 
radius used (1S/{;; == 8.5 n miles), the effective search width is taken to be the modal 
concentration diameter: 

w = 17 n miles 

(Le. a concentration is detected if the vessel crosses its boundary). 

For the searching speed: 

v = 10 knots 
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and for the southern most stratum in the base case: 

d = 12/(75 x 600) = 1/3750 (n miles)-2 

so that the random search formula becomes: 

p(t) = 1 - e-0.0451 ( 1 4 ) 

which corresponds to a mean search time to find a new concentration of 22 hours. 

This formula must be adjusted for strata with different concentration densities, or 
simulations where the modal Le value is changed; in general, it becomes: 

p(t) = 1 - exp{-0.045 (3750d) (Le/8.5) t} ( 1 5) 

The search for concentrations is considered in blocks of time which are each of 8 
hours duration. The reason for this limitation is to allow the value of d in equation (15) to 
be changed if the vessel's search moves it into a stratum with a different concentration 
density. Thus, a random number u from U[0,1], coupled with a value for d corresponding to 
the vessel's position at the start of that search time block, is used together with equation 
(15) to determine the time t until a concentration was found as follows: 

t = - [In(1 - u)]/[0.045(3750d)(Le/8.5)] ( 1 6) 

If equation (16) provides a value t > 8 hours, the vessel is moved to a new position, 
and the process repeated until a value of t < 8 hours is obtained. 

As the vessel would not necessarily steam along a single straight line over such an 8 
hour period, 80 n miles is the maximum distance the vessel could have moved from its 
position at the start of the search time block. For simplicity, it is assumed that the actual 
distances in n miles moved by the vessel from its various starting pOints are drawn at 
random from the uniform distribution U[0,80]. The vessel is then moved the selected 
distance in a randomly chosen direction, and the calculations are repeated for the next search 
time block. (The direction is reselected if it is such as would move the vessel outside the 
sector boundaries.) 

Once equation (16) yields a value of t < 8 hours, the simulation model program 
determines which concentrations (i) have their centres a distance Si from the vessel's 
starting point for that search time block, where Si < 10t. Note that 10t n miles is the 
maximum radial distance that the vessel could have steamed from the starting point in 
t hours. If there are no such concentrations, the vessel is moved some distance within a 
circle of radius 1 Ot n miles. This distance is calculated on the same basis as described in 
the preceding paragraph, and another 8 hour search time block then commences at a time 
thou rs later. 

Alternatively, one or more concentrations are found within this 10t n mile radius. 
If only one is found, this is the concentration taken to be discovered. If more than one 
possibility exists, a choice (using random number generation) is made between those 
concentrations based on the relative weightings: 

(1 7) 

The rationale for the Lei term is that larger concentrations are more likely to be 
discovered, as the effective search width is proportional to concentration radius. In the 
absence of any concentration within a 10t n mile radius, the vessel would move a distance 
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drawn from U[0,1 Ot], so that the distribution of distances to concentrations actually found 
should have a similar form. However, because of the expanding area effect, the number of 
concentrations possibly discovered will increase linearly with s (on average), so that larger 
values of s from the [0,1 Ot] range would be favoured. The denominator term involving s in 
equation (17) was introduced to compensate for this effect; the added 10 n miles is an ad hoc 
adjustment to deaccentuate what would otherwise be very high weights accorded to 
concentrations very close by. 

In cases where the previous concentration has been left because of a poor catch rate, 
the simulation model program precludes the vessel from rediscovering this same 
concentration during this search process (though it could be rediscovered later after another 
concentration has been fished). This restriction does not apply to cases where bad weather 
has interrupted the fishing, however. 

Throughout these calculations, checks are made regarding the onset of bad weather and 
the need to return to the offloading point [identical to the (0,1 OO) commencement point] 
before the end of the 15 day period. In circumstances where either of these deadlines occur 
at a time f after commencement of a search time block, and f ~ min [t,8] where t is 
determined from equation (16), only f hours is added to the "concentration searching time" 
(eST) and this period of search is regarded as unsuccessful. 

2.7 Generation of the Krill Swarm Field Within a Concentration 
- Fishing Selectivity 

To save on computer time requirements, the swarm field within a concentration is 
only set up if that particular concentration is discovered in the searching activities during a 
specific simulation run. Values of the parameters of the distributions of 0 , r and Dc are 
needed for this process and are generated using equations (11). 

The question arises of whether swarm radius and density are correlated, i.e. do larger 
swarms tend to be more (or less) dense than average? From the Kalinowski and Witek 
(1983) log-normal fits to p and A, it follows that: 

( 1 8 ) 

This is very close to the variance of their log normal fit to swarm biomass 
[(2.54)2], suggesting little covariance between swarm size and density. This provides some 
justification for the simulation model procedure of generating the rand 0 parameters for a 
particular swarm from independent distributions. 

What would be the average catch per swarm taken from a swarm distribution with the 
parameter values of equation (11), by a typical fishing net of size 20 m by 20 m? The 
vertical range of most swarms would be completely encompassed by such a net, so that a well 
directed tow on a circular swarm would yield on average: 

C = 20 ·2 r· B 
20 ·2 . 50 exp{(1.1}2/2} . 150 exp{(1.4}2/2} g 

= 1.46 tonnes 
( 1 9) 

This cannot be reconciled with data in Shimadzu (1984) that the average number of 
swarms trawled per haul is 1.5, and in Shimadzu (1985) that the average catch per haul of 
the Japanese independent trawlers is about 6 tonnes (8 tonnes for the specific commercial 
data set examined in this study - see Table 1), unless (as indeed might be expected) 
considerable selection is taking place. 
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The simulation model program assumes that only those swarms whose biomass 
exceeded a certain limit (Bmin) are selected by the fishery. In reality, the Captain does not, 
of course, make a quantitative estimate of the actual swarm biomass, but rather exercises 
his judgement based on the indications of swarm size and density evident from his 
echosounder and sonar. Swarm biomass is a simple and convenient way of combining the 
measures that will contribute to the Captain's decision into a single quantity. The limit is 
chosen to provide an average catch per swarm in the vicinity of 8 tonnes (as in Table 1 - see 
section 3.2), and further incorporates a stochastic component to allow for the fact that there 
will be imprecision involved in a Captain's estimate of whether a swarm is sufficiently large 
to warrant its being fished. Thus, the biomass of each swarm generated in the swarm field 
creation procedure is compared with: 

E Bmin e tonnes E from N[0,(0.2)2] (20) 

and only those swarms of greater biomass are regarded as "fishable". 

The value chosen for the variance in equation (20) is the same as used in modelling 
the precision with which the Captain estimates the amount of krill caught while the haul is 
taking place, the basis for which is discussed in section 2.8 [immediately preceding equation 
(22)]. 

The limitation of equation (20) means that only a smallish proportion of the total 
number of krill swarms are fishable (about 7% and about 30% for two modified models 
eventually considered - see sections 3.2 and 3.3). The simulation model program only needs 
to retain the parameter values of this subset of all the swarms in the concentration, which 
saves considerably on storage needs and calculation time. 

The positions of the centres of each fishable swarm within the concentration are 
selected at random (Le. possible spatial correlation is ignored). This is the only constraint 
applied; the swarms are not precluded from overlapping each other or the perimeter of the 
concentration. A particular realisation of this process is shown in Figure 5. 

For reasons discussed earlier, the simulation model does not take into account any 
krill quality aspects - neither "greenness" nor size. 

2.8 Searching and Fishing for Swarms Within a Concentration 

The initial swarm fished in the concentration discovered is selected at random from 
all the swarms, irrespective of its position in the concentration. [Note: for terminological 
convenience, "swarm" is used in this section in the sense of a "fishable swarm", as defined 
in section 2.7, unless specifically indicated otherwise]. Fishing on this swarm is assumed to 
commence immediately upon discovery of the concentration, without expenditure of any 
further search time. 

The catch made during a tow is given by: 

C = min[40ro, Bs] ( 21 ) 

This assumes that swarms are towed along their diameter using a net with 
20m x 20m mouth opening, that this net encompasses the complete vertical range of the 
swarm, and that there is no substantial net avoidance behaviour by the krill. In earlier 
work the inclusion of an adjustment factor to allow for larger swarms being more easily 
towed close to their diameter was considered. However, the typical size of those swarms 
which are ultimately selected as fishable swarms is » 20m, so that this aspect (whose 
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quantitative parametrisation is problematic anyway) has been disregarded because such 
large swarms are probably easily targeted. Note that as swarms are assumed to be circular, 
no allowance "needs" to be made for the Japanese trawlers having to carry out their tows 
with the wind behind them [Butterworth (1988)]. 

The simulation model program does also allow for tows being curtailed before the net 
has passed through the whole swarm. This occurs on occasions because the vessels have 
limited processing capacity, and the complete catch from a haul has to be processed within a 
certain period before the krill deteriorates. Because the turnaround time from one haul to 
the next is roughly two hours, the Captain will aim to make a catch that is about twice the 
vessel's hourly processing capability. Data on vessels' exact processing capabilities are not 
available (the information is classified for commercial reasons), but Ichii (pers. commn) 
advises that for the vessel for which the data sample was provided, the processing capability 
was in the vicinity of 5 tonnes/hour. 

It is therefore assumed in the simulation model that the Captain aims for a catch of a 
maximum of 10 tonnes, and curtails his fishing time accordingly. The Captain's estimate of 
the curtailment time will, however, be subject to error, and Captain Fukui (pers. commn) 
suggested that the catch made could typically differ from that intended by some 20%. Thus, 
the maximum catch permitted in a haul by the model is: 

Cmax = 10 eB tonnes £ from N [0,(0.2)2] (22) 

The hauling time that is recorded in the standard data reported for the krill fishery 
corresponds to the period from the net reaching the desired towing depth to the moment when 
the net starts to be raised; this will be referred to as the "fishing time" (FISHT). Captain 
Fukui (pers. commn) advised that the net generally reaches the intended depth about 300 m 
before entering the krill swarm itself. If b metres is the length of the swarm towed through 
[calculated from equations (21) and (22)], then as the trawlers tow at 2 knots, the fishing 
time is calculated as: 

FISHT = b/(2 x 1852) + 0.08 hours (23) 

Allowance must also be made for the time required to lower the net to the desired 
depth, and later to recover it back on deck with the catch. Rough estimation using a small 
sample of some very detailed data collected by one particular Japanese trawler during the 
1986/87 season (and kindly provided by Or Shimadzu) suggested: 

tlower = 0.33 e£1 

traise = 0.33 e £2 

hours 

hours 

£1 from N[0,(O.35)2] 

£2 from N[0,(O.12)2] (24) 

where the lowering time is measured from the moment the swarm is first detected to the 
instant the net reaches the desired depth (and FISHT begins). Ichii (in litf., 30 May 1988) 
advises that both these times are correlated with the depth of the haul. The model has 
therefore, pending further analysis of available data, assumed the extreme of exact 
correlation [Le. generate £1, then £2 = 0.12 £1/0.35]. 

The effect· of fishing on a swarm is assumed to be only a reduction in that swarm's 
radius. The position and surface density 0 are taken to be unchanged, and the revised radius 
is calculated to correspond to the original biomass of the swarm less the catch made. 

The initial version of the simulation model restricts hauls to towing through a single 
swarm. For reasons discussed in section 3.2, this restriction has been relaxed in a 
subsequent modification. In this modification, once a concentration is found, the parameters 
of the fishable swarms only are stored as before, but if after towing through one of these 
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fishable swarms, the "Captain" estimates that he has yet to obtain the desired total catch of 
10 tonnes, he continues the haul. He then fishes on further swarms which he finds in his 
path until either a maximum towing distance TOW max (taken here to be 4 n miles) is 
reached, or he estimates that the additional krill taken from these further swarms has 
resulted in his catch now having reached 10 tonnes. 

To effect this in the modified simulation model for cases where towing continues 
beyond the initial swarm, further swarms (of any size, not only fish able swarms) are 
generated in the manner described in section 2.7 in a rectangular area. This area is of length 
TOWmax less the distance already towed at the point of exiting the initial swarm, and width 
0.5 n miles either side of the vessel's trackline. Only the parameters of those swarms 
which intersect the trackline, or whose perimeters come to within 17.5 metres of the 
trackline (corresponding to an assumed sonar detection width), are stored. For the 
computational convenience of avoiding having to deal with overlapping swarms, the distances 
between swarms intersecting this "sonar band" around the trackline are increased so that 
swarms which did intersect in this band consequently only touch at their boundaries; any 
swarms overlapping the TOWmax distance as a result are excluded. The vessel then fishes 
each swarm in turn along its longest chord within the sonar band (Le. deviation by the vessel 
up to 17.5 metres either side of the trackline to effect this is allowed), until TOW max is 
reached or the estimated catch exceeds 10 tonnes (this may involve ending the haul midway 
through one of the subsequent swarms). A particular realisation of this process is shown in 
Figure 6. 

Once the net has been raised, searching commences for another swarm on which to 
tow. [Strictly, this searching starts at some stage during the raising of the net (Ichii, pers. 
commn), but this factor is ignored in the model for simplicity.] If a good catch rate has been 
obtained from the swarm just fished, attempts will be made to relocate and refish that 
swarm. [A further criterion in practice is whether the catch contained the larger sizes of 
krill, though this is beyond the scope of this model which ignores krill quality aspects.] 
Ichii (pers. commn), in the light of observations made on a Japanese krill trawler, 
estimates that such attempts are made after some 40% of the hauls, but that only about half 
of these are successful in relocating the swarm just fished. In the program, therefore, 
whenever: 

C/FISHT > (C/FISHT)rpt (25) 

the swarm just fished is refished with a probability of 0.5. When refishing occurs, a fixed 
period of 0.2 hours was added to the "total primary searching time" for swarms (TPST). 

The value of (C/FISHT)rpt in constraint (25) is chosen to have the program produce a 
refishing attempt probability in the vicinity of Ichii's 40% estimate (see section 3.2). The 
0.2 hours is slightly less than the average interswarm searching time recorded for a 
Japanese trawler in the 1986/87 season [see discussion following equation (27)]. More 
than one sequential retowing of a swarm is possible; the model program repeats the above 
procedure until constraint (25) is not satisfied, or the swarm is not relocated (as 
determined by random number generation and the 0.5 relocation probability). 

If refishing of a swarm does not occur, search has to be conducted for a new swarm to 
fish. The computational procedure used is basically identical to that described for 
concentrations in section 2.6. The random search formula used [analogous to equation (15), 
with t again in hours] is: 

p(t) = 1 - exp {-4 (Dc/20) (S/Sb) t} (26) 
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where: De is the density of swarms per (n mile)2 

S is the selectivity, which is the ratio of the number of fishable swarms [from 
equation (20)] to the total number of swarms in the concentration 

S b is the selectivity for the base case krill distribution parameters. 

Mangel (1988) considers a more detailed model for searching for swarms within a 
concentration, and reports that it results in distributions of search times that are well fitted 
by exponential distributions of the form of equation (26). 

For the base case, De = 20 and S = Sb so that: 

p(t) = 1 - e- 41 (27) 

which corresponds to an average search time of 0.25 hours. The value of 4 was in fact 
chosen on the basis that a sample from the time-budget data collected on a Japanese trawler 
during the 1986/87 season, and provided to the author by Dr Shimadzu, indicated a mean 
interswarm searching time of about 15 minutes. Ichii (in litt., 30 May 1988) advises that 
he observed interswarm searching times of about 10-15 minutes off Wilkes Land in the 
1985/86 season, and that the time to rediscover the same swarm was comparable. Note that 
this implies less efficiency than the random search formula [equation (13)] indicates, the 
equivalent parameter values for model modifications to be considered (see sections 3.2 and 
3.3) being: 

w = 1 n mile (see following paragraph) } 
v = 10 knots wdv = 14 - 60 hrs-1 

d = DeS = 20 x (0.07 - 0.30) (n. mile)-2 
(28) 

However, the value of an appropriate estimate for w is uncertain, and use of the 
empirical data seems a more secure approach. 

The exponent in equation (26) is taken to be proportional to the density of fishable 
swarms in the concentration (DeS); note that S will change in those of the scenarios to be 
considered (section 3.5) where the parameters of the r or 0 distributions are altered. An 
argument could be made that the exponent should also contain a term proportional to the 
median of the swarm radius (r) distribution. However, comments to the author by Ichii and 
Captain Fukui (pers. commn, Sept. 1987) indicate that sonar is quite important in finding 
swarms. Sonar can have an effective search width of up to 2 n miles, which is rather larger 
than typical swarm radii (even for the fish able swarms only). It is therefore assumed that 
the effective search width for swarms is invariant, and the effects of changes in r on search 
times are manifest only through the selectivity term S. 

The "primary search time" (P ST, measured in hours) to the next swarm is thus 
determined by use of a random number u from U[0,1] and equation (20): 

PST = - [In(1-u)]/[4(Dc/20)(S/Sb)] + 0.01 (29) 

The additional 0.01 hours is added to avoid unrealistically small divisions occurring 
for certain CPUE indices. Unlike the situation with concentrations, no search time block 
approach needs to be applied, because there is no swarm density gradient within any of the 
simulated concentrations. 

A search is then made by the program for all swarms whose centres are within a 
distance of 10*PST n miles of the swarm previously fished (excluding that last swarm). 
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[Strictly the centre point of the swarm previously fished is not always used; this occurs 
particularly in the model modification which allows for a tow through more than one swarm. 
Provided the tow proceeds further than half way through the initial swarm, the point from 
which searching commences for a new swarm upon which to set the net allows for the 
distance moved by the vessel beyond the centre of the initial swarm, including the time 
needed to raise the net. The tow direction is taken to be random, but the movement is 
precluded from taking the vessel beyond the concentration boundary.] If there are no 
swarms within this distance, fishing is assumed to take place on the nearest swarm in the 
concentration (for simplicity of programming; this happens only very rarely, and is not 
unfeasible because of the possibility of swarm movement). If one or more swarms are 
present, the selection procedure to determine which swarm is actually discovered is as for 
concentrations (see section 2.6); the relative weighting factors for each swarm (j) 
[analogous to equation (17)] are: 

(30) 

where Sj is the distance in n miles to the jth swarm, 0.1 is an ad hoc adjustment to 
deaccentuate weights accorded to swarms very close by. 

However, a further complication can arise with the discovery of this next swarm, as 
fishing may need to be delayed to allow processing of the previous catch to progress 
sufficiently. Processing can continue while a new haul is in progress, but to avoid problems 
with deterioration of the new catch, processing of the previous catch should be complete by 
the time the new catch arrives on deck. 

This creates a non-trivial problem, as it is not clear beforehand how long the next 
haul will take, though there is the option of leaving the net in the water longer to slow 
deterioration of the krill while processing of the catch from the previous haul is completed. 
However, to simplify matters in constructing the simulation, it is assumed that, given the 
typical interhaul turnaround time of about 2 hours, the Captain allows for a fixed maximum 
1.5 hours of processing during the forthcoming tow. 

Even so, by the time the next swarm is discovered, the amount of the previous catch 
left to process may still exceed 7.5 tonnes (corresponding to 1.5 hours processing at 5 
tonnes/hour), so that commencement of the next haul has to be delayed. [The processing rate 
depends on the particular krill product being produced, but this complication is ignored here 
for simplicity.] The period from discovery of the swarm until the haul can commence is 
termed "secondary searching time" (SST). In practice, it is spent keeping track of the 
swarm found, deciding the best strategy for fishing it, and possibly also examining other 
swarms seen nearby which may be chosen for towing instead. For simplicity, however, the 
simulation model assumes that the haul is always carried out on the swarm first found. 

The initial version of the simulation model assumes that all hauls are made on a single 
swarm only. Data (see section 3.1 and Table 1) and comments received from vessel Captains 
[Butterworth (1988)] indicate that this is the predominant pattern in the Japanese krill 
fishery during the "high season" (January-February). While the placement of the swarms 
in the concentration does not preclude overlapping, the simulated tows in the initial 
implementation ignore this possibility, taking krill from only the single swarm 
"discovered" . 

Figure 5 shows a particular realisation of a vessel moving within a concentration 
while both towing and searching (note that the tow lengths shown correspond to the model 
modification with f = 8 - see section 3.3). . 
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Fishing on a concentration may end for one of three possible reasons in the simulation 
model: the need to return to offload, the onset of bad weather, or a poor catch rate. A check on 
elapsed time is maintained throughout the model program, so that the vessel breaks off 
fishing with enough time remaining to return to the offloading point (steaming in transit at 
10 knots) before the end of the 15 day period. If bad weather occurs, the vessel is moved 
50 n miles in a random direction, and has to start searching again for a concentration when 
the bad weather ends. 

Ichii (pers. commn) advises that the catch rate (per overall time) is regarded as too 
poor if it falls below about half the vessel's processing rate capability. This is usually 
assessed on a daily basis, as not all fishing occurs at times and places where there is 24 hour 
daylight (as assumed in the simulation model), and there is a diurnal pattern in krill 
availability. In the simulation, a continuous check is kept of the ratio of total catch per time 
elapsed for the previous 10 hauls (close to a 24 hour period for normal operations); fishing 
on the concentration is ended if this ratio falls below CRmin' The value of CRmin has been tuned 
to obtain improved agreement between the simulation model output and the commercial 
vessel data sample provided (see section 3.2), with this exercise commencing with 
CRmin = 2.5 tonnes/hour (Le. half the 5 tonnes/hour processing rate assumed). 

It is possible that future searching (for concentrations) may return the vessel to a 
concentration that has been fished earlier during that same half-month (the only exclusion 
by the simulation model is immediate return to a concentration just left because of poor 
catch rate). In such a case, that concentration's biomass has been reduced by the previous 
fishing activity. The swarm distribution within that concentration is then set up anew, as 
swarms would have intermingled during the intervening period, by repeating the process 
described in section 2.7. However, to adjust for the catch already taken, all swarm radii are 
reduced by the square root of the proportion of the original biomass of the concentration still 
remaining. In practice though, for the chosen parameter values, this adjustment is 
negligible. 

2.9 Moving the Vessel 

At certain times during the simulation, it is necessary to adjust the vessel's position 
in a random direction - this arises either because of a bad weather period, or during the 
general search for concentrations. 

In these cases, the distance to be moved is specified as described in sections 2.4 and 
2.6. The compass direction of the movement is chosen using a random number generator. 
Only one constraint is imposed: the movement may not take the vessel outside the 
600 n mile square sector. If a compass direction is selected which has this result, it is 
disregarded and a further selection is made until the direction obtained will keep the vessel 
within the sector. 

3 • RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Fishing Operation Statistics Extracted from the Commercial Data Sample 

A sample of the data collected routinely during the Japanese krill fishing operations 
was kindly supplied to the author by Or Shimadzu. The basis for the vessel and the period 
chosen is described in detail in Butterworth (1988). Briefly, the vessel is a fairly typical 
independent trawler, and the data pertains to operations off Wilkes Land in the 1980/81 and 
1981/82 seasons. 
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Summary parameters of these fishing operations extracted from the data are shown in 
Table 1. The object of the extraction is to provide values to compare with the simulation 
model output, as a test of the realism of the model developed. As the intention has been to 
model a "high season" operation, the Table shows data extracts for the months of January 
and February only. 

An explanation for the basis of the entries in Table 1 is necessary. Some of the 
statistics constitute a single value: thus, the ratio of the total catch during the month (TC) 
divided by the total time spent "fishing" (note the definition in section 2.8) (T/FISHT), 
provides one number for each month. However, the ratio catch-per-fishing-time (C/FISHT) 
can also be evaluated for each haul, and provides a large set of numbers for a particular 
month; in such cases, Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for this set. 

An average column has been presented for ease of comparison of these statistics to the 
simulation model output, and gives the mean of the four monthly values shown. Where only a 
single statistic was provided each month, the standard deviation shown is that of the four 
values concerned. However, in cases where a mean and standard deviation are given for each 
month, the "standard deviation" figure shown with the average was calculated by taking the 
average of the four monthly coefficient of variation values, and then multiplying this by the 
average of the four monthly means. (This procedure may give a better impression of the 
degree of variation than some other averaging methods which are more influenced by mean
variance correlations.) 

The distances between successive hauls (DBH) were calculated from the latitude and 
longitude given for the position of each haul. The shorter of such estimated distances may be 
rather imprecise, as position is only recorded to the nearest minute of latitude and longitude. 
The values may also be inflated compared to the actual situation in the concentration, as no 
allowance can be made for both the swarm and the fishing vessel moving with the current 
(insofar as the two may be Similarly influenced thereby). 

A movement from one concentration to another was inferred when both the time 
between successive hauls (TBH) and DBH showed much larger values than normal. "Bad 
weather" was assumed when only the TBH (and D.Q1 the DBH) value was much greater than 
usual (this could, of course, reflect other aspects such as repairs to machinery). It is 
difficult to distinguish transiting to offload from inter-concentration movement by 
inspection of the data; only one clear case of transiting was evident, and added to the bad 
weather time. 

Overall, this exercise involved some guesswork and the results from it should be 
regarded with caution, particularly in relation to the "independent searching for 
concentrations" process assumed in the simulation model (section 2.6). There were 7 
instances during the 4 months examined of movement (generally in an east-west direction) 
of over 200 n miles; these hardly seem likely to reflect true searching, but rather probably 
correspond to movement on the basis of external information received of good fishing in 
another area. Sometimes a few (typically < 5) hauls were made at an intermediate position 
between two areas which were both intensively fished. Presumably these constitute some 
trial tows made in transit, where the locality was left almost immediately because of poor 
krill quality or catch rate. Also, there were occasions where the vessel clearly moved to 
another concentration nearby, but returned to the concentration previously fished after only 
a few tows. In Table 1, the figure shown for number of concentrations fished reflects 
inclusion of the former but not the latter of these last two instances in the total count; the 
minimum excludes, while the maximum includes both. 

The overall average of 8 concentrations fished per month seems high when compared 
to a statement by Ichii to the author that typically only 2-3 concentrations would be fished 
during such a period. Ichii (in litt., 30 May 1988) has also investigated five Japanese 
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mothership type operations over the high season, and found that typically 1-3 
concentrations were fished per month on these occasions. It is also clear from the data that, 
if "bad weather" periods have been correctly interpreted, they do not necessarily result in 
the vessel losing contact with the concentration as is assumed in the simulation model 
structure (though note also the comments made in section 2.4 about this feature of the 
simulation model mimicking the effect of temporal changes in krill distribution 
parameters). 

The position of the ice-edge during these operations was not known, so that distances 
therefrom could not be calculated. The values shown for the north-south fishing extent are 
probably a positively biased measure of the range of vessel distance from the ice, as the 
latitude values from which they were deduced showed a southerly trend with time, 
presumably related to the ice-edge's summer retreat. 

where 

The overall time budget deduced from these data is: 

TeST 
TFISHT 

BW + TRANS 
TPST + TSST + (TTOWT - TFISHT) 

23% 
32% 
13% 
32% (by subtraction) 

eST 

FISHT 

TRANS 

PST 

SST 

TOWT 

(TOWT-FISHT) 

is the time searching for a concentration (the prefix "T" indicates 
total, i.e. summation over the period of interest) 

is fishing time (with the net at the desired depth) 

is time lost to bad weather 

is transit time 

is primary search time for a swarm within a concentration 

is secondary search time (time needed to complete processing). 
[Note that (TPST + TSST) measures total search time within 
concentrations; the two constituents cannot be distinguished from 
the data available.] 

is the total period the net is in the water (including FISHT) during 
a haul 

is thus the net lowering and raising time. 

The above may be compared to the detailed records kept by another Captain and listed 
in Butterworth (1988), which in this terminology correspond to: 

TeST + TPST + TSST = TAST 45% 
TFISHT 18% 
TTOWT - TFISHT 24% 
BW + TRANS 13% 

where T AST is the total of all searching time, both for concentrations and for primary and 
secondary searching for swarms within concentrations. 
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A further comparison may be made to the time budget data collected during the 
1986/87 season throughout the Japanese fleet. Dr Shimadzu has advised the author that this 
corresponds approximately to: 

TCST + TPST + TSST = TAST 25% 
noWT 50% 

BW + TRANS 25% 

Certainly these schedules indicate considerable variation, though in a very general 
sense it is probably true to say that the fractions of time devoted to searching 
(TCST + TPST + TSST = T AST) and to fishing plus net handling (TTOWT) are roughly the 
same. 

3.2 Tuning the Model Parameters Using the Commercial Data Statistics 
- the FISHT Problem 

Table 2 lists the parameters of the fishing operation model. A number of these have 
already been fixed, as discussed in Chapter 2. A few remain for adjustment (or "tuning") to 
have the simulation model output show better agreement with the commercial data sample 
(Table 1) and other information available on the Japanese krill fishery, as set out in the 
first column of Table 3 (though now amended where relevant to reflect the half-month 
period pertinent to the simulation model). These few, which include one (Ne) which is 
strictly a distribution model rather than a fishing operation model parameter, are: 

(C/FISHT)rpt 

Bmin 

CRmin 

the minimum catch rate to attempt to refish a swarm 

the minimum estimated biomass for a swarm to be selected for 
fishing 

the minimum catch rate per total elapsed time for the vessel not 
to stop fishing and search for another concentration 

the number of concentrations in the sector. 

The statistics in the first column of Table 3 are not all independent; for example, 

parameter values that give a reasonable fit to the figures for mean catch per haul (C/H) and 

mean fishing time per haul (F ISH T) are also going to fit the catch rate expressed as 
TC/TFISHT. While the effects of changing the values of the parameters available for tuning 
are not totally independent, for practical purposes the tuning amounts to adjusting: 

(C/FISHT)rpt to fit the fraction of attempted repeated hauls 

Bmin to fit mean catch per haul (C/H) 

Ne and CRmin to fit total concentration searching time (TCST) and the number of 
concentrations fished (TNC). 

The first column under the heading "Simulation Model Output" in Table 3 
corresponds to a fit of the fishing/distribution model as presented in Chapter 2. As pointed 
out in section 2.6, a non-zero value of Bmin (Le. some selectivity) is essential to raise the 

C/H value to the 6-10 tonnes range compatible with the data sample used here and statistics 
quoted in Shimadzu (1985). 
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Immediately, one major discrepancy between the simulation model output and the 
actual data stands out. This is the five-fold difference between the average fishing time per 

haul (FISHT) for the data sample of 1.23 hours, compared to 0.23 hours in the simulation 
output. [Note also from equation (23) that 0.08 of those 0.23 hours is made up by a fixed 
contribution comprising the time between the net reaching the desired depth and its entering 
the swarm.] 

This reflects the problem of reconciling the typical length of Japanese trawlers' tows 
(- 2 n miles at 2 knots) with typical dimensions of krill swarms reported from scientific 
surveys (- 100 metres), together with the fact that the Japanese report most of their tows 
to be through a single swarm. Introducing the selectivity criterion of equation (20) does 
reduce this discrepancy to a limited extent by extending the average length of swarm towed 
per haul to some 550 metres, but by no means removes it. Increasing Bmin would not solve 
this problem because even though a smaller fraction still of the swarms with a yet larger 
average radius would then be selected, the desired catch limit of 10 tonnes per haul would 
mean suspension of tows before the complete extent of the larger swarms had been traversed, 
so that FISHT would not increase markedly. 

Obviously a fundamental inconsistency exists somewhere in the distribution
operation model which was developed in Chapter 2 with the intention of its being 
representative of the krill fishery, and this casts some doubt on using any results emanating 
from that model as a basis to judge the potential utility of alternative abundance indices as 
measures of krill biomass. In the following section, some possible resolutions of the 
inconsistency are discussed, and two different model modifications are introduced to achieve 
reasonable agreement between the simulation model output and the commercial data. 

[Strictly, it is not entirely correct to describe the first column under simulation 
model output in Table 3 as corresponding to a fit of the model precisely as it has been 

presented in Chapter 2. First, because the mean tow time (TOWT - which includes time for 
lowering and raising the net) is 0.91 hours, it would be unrealistic for the model to have the 
"Captain" allow for 1.5 hours of processing during the forthcoming tow (see section 2.8). 
Thus this period was shortened to 0.75 hours. Secondly, because it is the model 
modifications developed in the next section that are ultimately used for investigating the 
response of abundance indices to krill biomass decline, it is actually these modified versions 
which were tuned. For ease of comparison purposes, the Bmin and Ne values adopted above for 
the original (Chapter 2) model are as for the elongated (f = 8 - see next section) 
modification; only (C/FISHT)rpt and CRmin were further adjusted.] 

3.3 Two Model Modifications 

There are a number of possible explanations for the inconsistency revealed in the 
previous section: 
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(i) The commercial data (see Table 1) do not reflect a single swarm only towed 
for ~ haul. It could be, therefore, that tows in the fishery through more 
than one swarm are much longer than those through a single swarm. Further 
inspection of the data, however, does not support this hypothesis. Table 1 
shows that the differences in such average FISHT values are small and of 
variable sign; none of the four cases examined corresponds to a difference that 
is statistically significant at the 5% level. 

(ii) The swarms observed during FIBEX (the results from which contributed 
substantially to the distribution parameter values chosen for the model 



developed here) are not typical of those upon which the fishery operates. Ichii 
(in litt., 30 May 1980) comments that the latter "are much bigger", and are 
also presumably less dense. It should be borne in mind as well that quoting 
single summary statistics for the FIBEX data can be misleading. For example, 
Table XI of BIOMASS (1986) shows that different vessels in the FIBEX exercise 
recorded very different values for mean intersected swarm length A. The 
smallish mean A = 73 m quoted in section 2.2 is a reflection of the total 
FIBEX sample being dominated in number terms by the typically small swarms 
recorded in the surveys by the S.A. Agulhas, Professor Siedlecki and Walther 
Herwig. In contrast, the surveys by the Dr Eduardo L. Holmberg and Itzumi 
reported mean A values ~ 500 m, which correspond to much larger swarms 
[though I Hampton (pers. commn) considers that this might rather reflect 
differing criteria used to distinguish swarms from layers]. 

(iii) The definition of a "swarm" used by the fishermen in recording commercial 
data differs substantially from that used in scientific publications [such as 
BIOMASS (1986)], and typically rather more than one "scientific" swarm is 
towed in a haul. Ichii (in litt., 30 May 1988) comments that he often 
observed fishermen record a haul as fishing a single swarm only even though 
several swarms were towed, and suggests that their data are less reliable in 
this respect because their interest centres on the catch-per-haul rather than 
the number of swarms towed. Ichii has also shown the author an echo chart of 
a krill aggregation fished by a commercial vessel and recorded thereby as a 
single swarm, which could readily be interpreted as up to six separate 
swarms. Failure to discriminate "scientific" swarms may also reflect spatial 
correlation effects (absent from the model of Chapter 2), with individual 
swarms clustered together being regarded as one swarm only. 

(i v) Non-circularity of swarms. Although an exercise in section 2.2 showed that 
the krill distribution parameters used were consistent with a circumpolar 
krill biomass of about one hundred million tonnes, the results from FIBEX 
[BIOMASS (1986)] give a much lower value. This is "surprising", since 
those same FIBEX results were used to choose a number of the krill 
distribution parameter values used for this model. A possible reason for this 
discrepancy is that swarms are distinctly non-circular, contrary to the 
assumptions of the model in Chapter 2. 

( v ) Net avoidance. If the effective net width is less than the 20 m assumed, hauls 
would need to be longer to achieve the same catch. However, this effect would 
need to be very large to rectify the inconsistency found in the previous 
section. 

Unfortunately little information is available, or has yet been analysed, that would 
allow either a choice between the hypotheses above, or their independent quantification to 
allow, say, fixed revised krill distribution parameter values to be set. Instead two somewhat 
ad hoc model modifications have been introduced drawing on the suggested explanations in 
(ii) - (iv) above. 

( a ) Elongated swarms 

This modification combines the ideas of (ii) and (iv). The restriction to one swarm 
per haul is maintained. However, the (fishable) swarms are artificially elongated in 
the direction in which they are towed by a "fudge factor", f: 
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r (perpendicular to tow direction) ~ r 
r (along tow direction) ~ r f ( 3 1 ) 
o ~ olf 

This form of transformation means that Bmin can be kept fixed in a tuning exercise 

[having being used be fix a realistic average catch per haul (C/H) simulation model 
output figure], while f provides the extra degree of freedom needed to increase the 

average time required to make such a catch (FISHT) in the simulation model. In 
practice a value of f = 8 was found to be appropriate (see Table 3). It could be 
argued that introduction of this factor necessitates adaptions to other elements of the 
model; for example, the derivation of equation (26) for the swarm search operation 
might be modified, but since the factor of 4 in that equation was empirically 
motivated, the net result might not reflect any eventual change to equation (26). 

( b ) More than one swarm towed per haul 

The rationale for this modification is provided by (iii) above. As described in section 
2.8, tows do not necessarily end after traversing the swarm (here assumed again to 
be circular) initially selected for fishing; instead they continue up to a maximum 
total distance (TOWmax) chosen here to be 4 n miles. Other swarms (any swarms, not 
only "fish able" ones) intersecting a 17.5 m "sonar band" either side of the 
trackline are also then fished in that haul. A feature of note in tuning the fishing 
operation parameters for this modification is that it proves necessary to reduce Bmin 
to 5 tonnes [one tenth of its value for (a)] to secure a realistic simulation model 
output value for the catch rate TC/TFISHT, which is otherwise much too large. Given 

more than one swarm per haul, an average catch per haul (C/H) of 6-10 tonnes is 
much less difficult to achieve, and swarm selectivity increases from 8% in (a) to 
29% here. It seems unrealistic to assume that the simulated vessels would "forego" 
a potentially much higher catch rate by being prepared to start towing on smaller 
swarms, but in terms of the simulation model this may be a means of compensating 
for the limitations of the model's two-dimensional nature - not all swarms 
intersecting the "sonar band" around the trackline may be fished readily because of 
depth variation. The modified simulation model suggests an average of about 5 
swarms fished per haul (see Table 3). 

The fishing operation parameter values eventually chosen and listed in the second and 
third columns of Table 2 reflect only a partial tuning of the model output to the commercial 
statistics available. Tuning is carried out using the average of the output for a number of 
simulation runs; as many as 100 runs have been used in this analysis, but this nevertheless 
gives rise to not insubstantial standard errors for the estimated means, which range up to 
7%. This precision could be improved by using a larger number of runs, but this would be 
unrealistic in computer time terms. Typically 100 half-month runs of the 
one-swarm-per-haul model require 20 minutes on a mainframe computer (a Sperry 
UN IV AC 1108 was used), or some 20 times that period on a microcomputer. The 
more-than-one-swarm-per-haul modification requires about 40 minutes on the mainframe 
for 100 runs. The aspect of the simulation model that consumes most of the computer time 
is the generation of the swarm field within a concentration; when tows are continued beyond 
the initial swarm, the additional swarm field generation procedure then needed adds further 
to the computer time requirements. Because of this, the computer time requirements for a 
set of runs depend critically on the average number of concentrations fished per half-month. 
Thus, although still better agreement could be achieved between model output and 
commercial statistics than is reflected in Table 3 by further tuning of parameters, this was 
not considered warranted because of the additional computer time requirements and because, 
given the simplified model being used (ignoring krill quality considerations, for example), 
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the levels of differences reflected in the comparisons in Table 3 were not considered a 
serious impediment to use of the model to draw conclusions about the potential utility of 
alternative abundance indices as measures of krill biomass. 

The more-than-one-swarm-per-haul model modification developed in section 2.8 
restricts vessel deviation to the "sonar band" 17.5 m either side of its trackline when 
towing swarms encountered after the initial swarm, so that these swarms are towed 
offcentre. The results of a complete relaxation of this condition, whereby deviation is 
unrestricted so that all such subsequent swarms are also towed along their diameters, are 
shown in the final column of Table 3. The principal features of these results are increases 
in the total catch (TC) and catch rate (TC/TFISHT) to values yet further above the 
commercial data statistics. While better agreement could be restored by reducing Bmin and 
increasing CRmin, it was considered more realistic to retain the feature of offcentre towing of 
the subsequent swarms for further analysis. 

The major remaining discrepancy between the commercial data sample and the output 
from the two modifications of the simulation model is the average number of concentrations 
fished per half-month (TNC): 4 and about 2 respectively (see Table 3). Higher TNC values 
could be achieved in the simulation model outputs by increasing the number of 
concentrations in the sector (Ne), or improving the concentration searching efficiency of the 
vessels. The latter could be rationalised as a reflection of "external" information received 
from other vessels or based on experience of persistent concentrations in certain areas in 
previous seasons. [This may be the reason for the longer inter-concentration distances 
indicated by the commercial statistics compared to the model outputs (see Table 3).] 
However, the identification of the number of concentrations fished from the commercial data 
sample was problematic (see section 3.1). Further, the values provided by Ichii (section 
3.1) of TNC - 1-2 compare well with the simulation model outputs. Accordingly, possible 
further adjustments to the models in this respect were not pursued. 

Some other aspects of the comparisons of Table 3 merit mention. The simulation 
model outputs show greater variability in the total catch (TC) and number of hauls (TH) 
than do the commercial data statistics. This is a reflection of the greater variability of the 
number of concentrations fished (TNC) for the former. On the other hand the catch rate 
TC/TFISHT is more variable in reality than for the model - perhaps a reflection of temporal 
variability in the kri" distribution parameters in the real world. The total times spent 
searching (T AST) and fishing plus net handling (TTOWT) are very similar as seems 
appropriate for a fit to commercial data (see final paragraph of section 3.1). The mean of 
the simulated distances between successive hauls of about 2.6 n miles is slightly less than 
the 3 n miles indicated by the commercial data, but this may reflect the effect of currents 
as alluded to in section 3.1. 

3.4 Potential Indices of Abundance 

The simulation model output provides values for a number of indices (mainly of the 
CPUE type) which may reflect a change in the sector biomass. These fall under a number of 
headings, and are listed below together with the direction of response to decreases in the 
values of some (or a") of the kri" distribution parameters which might be expected a 
priori. (Reca" that the prefix "T" used in the following implies summation over the 
half-month period under consideration.) 

(A) Total measures related to catching: 

( 1) TC+++: Total catch: decrease for Ne' Le, De, r or 0 decrease. 
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Total number of hauls: decrease in response either 
to more time being required for searching, or to 
longer FISHT being needed on a haul to obtain the 
desired catch, i.e. for Ne, Le, Dc, r or 0 decrease. 

(B) Total time related measures: 

(Here only the anticipated direction of primary response is indicated; since the 
total time in the half-month is fixed, the resultant negative correlations will 
cause secondary responses to other measures in the reverse direction.) 

( 1) TFISHT+++: 

(2) TPST: 

( 3) TPST + TSSp: 

(4) TCSp: 

(5) TASP+: 

Total time spent fishing swarms: increase for 0 
decrease. 

Total primary searching time for swarms within 
concentrations: increase for Dc decrease [note: not 
for r in a primary sense, insofar as the motivation 
for equation (26) is justified, though there would 
be secondary effects through the selectivity S of an 
increase for an r or 0 decrease]. 

Total primary and secondary searching time (the 
latter for processing needs, in terms of the model) 
within concentrations: increase for Dc decrease. 

Total searching time for concentrations: increase 
for Ne or Le decrease. 

Total of all searching time (= TPST + TSST + 
TCST): increase for Ne, Dc, and Le decrease: unclear 
for r as FISHT would also be affected. 

( C ) Catch per time CPUE measures: 

( 1) TC/TFISHP++: 

( 2) C/FISHT+++: 

( 3) TC/TPST: 

(4) C/PST: 

Total catch for all hauls divided by total fishing 
time for all hauls: decrease for 0 decrease. 

Catch per fishing time for each haul, averaged over 
the half-month: decrease for 0 decrease. 

Total catch for all hauls divided by total primary 
searching time for all hauls: decrease for Dc 
decrease. 

Catch per primary searching time for each haul, 
averaged over the half-month: decrease for Dc 
decrease. 

( 5) TC/(TPST + TSST)+: Total catch divided by sum of total primary and 
secondary searching time within concentrations: 
decrease for Dc decrease. 



( 6) TC!TCSp: Total catch divided by total searching time for 
concentrations: decrease for Ne or Le decrease. 

( D) Combination catch-time indices: 

Note that each index in (C) is anticipated to respond to changes in only one or 
two of the five krill distribution parameters, a decrease in anyone of which 
could reflect a biomass decline. The motivation for combination indices is to 
have a measure that will respond to changes in a greater number of these 
parameters. 

( 1) TC/TFISHT/PST: Catch per fishing time, divided by the average 
primary searching time for each swarm fished: 
decrease for Dc, r or 0 decrease. 

(2) TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+: Catch per fishing time, divided by average 
primary plus secondary searching time for each 
swarm fished: decrease for Dc, r or 0 decrease. 

( 3) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST: D.1 divided by the mean concentration searching 
time (Le. total concentration searching time TCST 
divided by number of concentrations found and 
fished TNC): decrease for Ne, Le' Dc, r or 0 
decrease. 

(4) TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)/(CST)+: D.2 divided by the mean concentration 
searching time: decrease for Ne, Le, Dc, r or 0 
decrease. 

( 5) TC/TFISHT/T ASP+: Catch per fishing time, divided by the total of 
search times of all types (T AST = total of all search 
time = TPST + TSST + TCST): decrease for Ne' Le, 
Dc, r or 0 decrease. 

(E) Indices related to the number of concentrations fished: 

( 1) TNC+: 

( 2) TH/TNC+: 

( F) Per haul measures: 

( 1) C/H+++: 

Total number of concentrations fished: increase for 
Dc, r or 0 decrease, but decrease for Ne or Le 
decrease. 

Number of hauls per concentration: decrease for Dc, 
r or 0 decrease. 

Average catch per haul: decrease for r or 0 
decrease, but this could be offset by saturation 
effects arising from curtailment of hauls due to 
processing rate limitations. 

Average fishing time per haul: increase for r or 0 
decrease. 
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Average fishing plus net raising and lowering time 
per haul: increase for r or 0 decrease. 

Average inter-haul time: increase for De, r or 0 
decrease. 

For each index above, an indication has been made regarding the possibility of 
collecting such data in practice as follows: 

+ + + Data are already collected. 

+ + Data could be collected (and have been for some experimental periods), 
but such collection is onerous. 

+ Data could be collected, but there would be difficulties of definition, and 
considerable difficulties with collection. 

Blank: Extreme difficulties of definition and collection. 

These indications are based on impressions gathered by the author during discussions 
in Japan with krill fishery scientists and vessel Captains and Commanders [see Butterworth 
(1988)]. Generally the problems centre on the practicalities of collecting searching time 
information. Total searching time (T A8T) can be obtained essentially by subtraction of the 
total time spent on other activities, which is more readily recorded. Separating out 
concentration searching from swarm searching time would run into a field definition 
problem. Distinguishing primary and secondary searching time while operating within a 
concentration would be almost impossible in practice. This is the reason why a number of 
indices listed above combine primary and secondary searching time (TP8T + T88T); use of 
primary searching time alone is preferable in principle, but including secondary searching 
time may be a practical necessity. In general, there is a trade-off between collection 
practicality, and the anticipated magnitude of the reaction of the index to overall biomass 
changes, which one would expect to be damped by the inclusion of extraneous contributions 
(such as secondary searching time). (Note: TBH data are already collected, but would need 
censoring for bad weather, inter-concentration movement, and so forth - hence the ++ 
designation.) 

3.5 Biomass Reduction Scenarios Examined 

In the first instance, six variations of the base case distribution model parameter 
values, and the resultant influence on various potential abundance indices, have been 
considered. Each of these scenarios corresponds to a reduction of 50% in the total biomass of 
krill in the 600 n mile square sector. The variations are: 
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(i) Number of concentrations drops by 50% (by the same proportion in each 
stratum) : 

Ne = 36 ~ 18 

(ii) Number of concentrations drops by 50% with a "Pelagic Shift" (P.S.) 
(number of concentrations in the southernmost two strata unaltered; no 
concentrations in three northernmost strata: 



(iii) Concentration radius drops by 30% (Le. to 1/{2 of original value): 

Le = U[5.6, 11.3] ~ U[4.0,8.0] n miles 

(iv) Density of swarms per unit area in a concentration drops by 50%: 

E still from N[O ,(0.1 )2] 

(v) Swarm radius drops by 30% (Le. to 1/{2 of original value): 

E still from N[0,(1.1 )2] 

(vi) Surface density of krill within a swarm drops by 50%: 

E still from N[0,(1.4)2]. 

The "Pelagic Shift" change envisaged in scenario (ii) is by analogy with pelagic fish 
populations, whose response to biomass reduction is to decrease their geographical extent 
while local density in the most favoured habitat (where catch rates would be best) may 
scarcely be affected [e.g. the northern anchovy off California, MacCall (1983)]. 

In each of the scenarios, all parameters except the one indicated are unchanged from 
their base case values. The selection criterion for a fishable swarm [Bmin: equation (20)], 
the condition for attempting to refish a swarm [(CIF ISH T) rpt: constraint (25)], the 
criterion for leaving a concentration because of poor catch rate (per total time elapsed) 
[< CRmin tonnes per hour averaged over the last ten hauls], and (where appropriate) the 
swarm elongation "fudge factor" [f: equation (31)] remain unchanged from the pertinent 
values listed in Table 2. 

Comparisons of the output from the base case model and these six alternative 
scenarios corresponding to different ways in which the overall krill biomass could fall by 
50%, are given for the two model modifications under consideration in Tables 4, 6, and 7. 
Table 5 is a rerepresentation of the information in Table 4. 

Table 4 compares the performance of the 24 candidate abundance indices suggested in 
section 3.4. It is important to be clear as to the meaning of the standard errors given in this 
Table. For each scenario, the simulation model was run 100 times. Thus, in the base case 
instance for example, 100 values of half-month catch (TC) were generated. These 100 
values have a mean and a standard deviation. This mean will, however, differ from the 
expected value [Le. the average which would be obtained if model runs were repeated a very 
large (infinite) number of times], because the mean of the 100 values will be subject to 
sampling variation. The size of this variation must be known so that true differences from 
scenario to scenario are not confused with sampling variability. A measure of this variation 
is the standard error of the mean (1/10 of the standard deviation of the 100 values that 
contribute to the mean TC in this case). It is this standard error of the mean which is shown 
with the mean values of the base case indices. 

Such standard errors of the mean can be used to estimate the precision of the 
estimated change in mean value of an index from one scenario to another. This preciSion has 
been expressed as the standard error of the percentage change in an index from the base case 
to an alternative scenario, which is calculated by: 
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s.e. = 100 alb--J[s.e.m.(a)/a]2 + [s.e.m.(b)/b]2 % (32) 

where b is the mean value of the index for the base case over 100 simulation runs, and 
s.e.m.(b) is the associated standard error of the mean 

a is similarly the mean, and s.e.m. (a) the standard error of the mean, for the 
same index for the alternative scenario. 

[Note: Strictly, equation (32) is an approximation which could be corrected for bias, but 
this adjustment is likely to be small for most of the indices considered. Later, the 
assumption of normality is made in relating ± 1.96 of these standard errors to a 95% 
confidence interval. Again, this is approximate because the distributions of the indices (and 
also their ratios) are skew. However, making detailed corrections for these effects does not 
seem critical for what is only an initial investigation of this problem at this stage.] 

These precision levels could be improved by increasing the number of simulation 
runs from 100 used, though that would be expensive in terms of computer time as discussed 
in section 3.3. Table 4 shows that for most indices, value changes between scenarios have 
been determined up to a standard error of 10% or better, which seems adequate for this 
analysis for which interest centres on biomass changes as large as 50%. All the exceptions 
involve concentration searching time (eST), with associated standard errors up to 28%. 
The reason is that far fewer concentrations (~ 200) are fished than hauls (~ 10 000) are 
made over 100 simulations, so that the precision with which concentration-linked indices 
can be assessed is necessarily relatively poorer. 

Some runs of the simulation model result in no concentrations at all being discovered 
in the half-month period, and so no catch being made. This is a very infrequent occurrence 
for the base case, but can occur up to 20% of the time for scenario I) above where the 
number of concentrations (Ne) is decreased by 50%. Such instances remain included in the 
statistics quoted in Table 4 for summation-type indices A.1-2, B.1-5 and E.1, and also for 
the ratio index Te/TeST (C.6); however, since they provide no pertinent data, they are 
excluded from other ratio indices such as C.1-5 and 0.1-5. 

Table 5 summarises the information in Table 4 in a less quantitative manner (which 
is described in detail in the Table caption) to provide a clearer overall comparative 
perspective. Note that "significant" is used in Table 5 in its statistical sense, and does not 
necessarily imply "substantial", In fact some differences, although detected to be 
statistically significant at the 5% level, are no more than 2% in magnitude. 

If krill biomass was to drop, it is more likely that this would be manifest by some 
combination of changes in the various krill distribution parameters, rather than a change in 
one only as examined thus far. However, there is no basis at present to determine whether 
some parameters would be more likely to change than others. Thus a further scenario is 
examined where a random combination of changes in Ne' Le, De' rand 0 is chosen to effect a 
fixed net reduction in the overall krill biomass in the sector [a possible change in the 
relative distribution of concentrations with habitat - such as the Pelagic Shift of (ii) above 
- is ignored here for simplicity]. Accordingly, a reduction factor ex (the krill sector 
biomass as a fraction of the base case level) is chosen, and simulations are run for 100 
different combinations of changes in Ne, Le, De, rand 0 that effect this same reduction. The 
proportion of change attributed to each parameter is specified by choosing four numbers 
from U[0,1] and then ordering them, with the resultant five intervals on [0,1] providing 
the proportions (except that these proportions are adjusted to allow for rounding the changed 
value of Ne to the nearest integer). 
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Table 8 shows the results of simulation model outputs for such scenarios. The values 
of potential abundance indices are expressed as fractions of their estimated base case levels. 
(The inverse of such fractions has been taken wherever this was necessary to have the 
statistics listed show a generally increasing trend with ex). The results are given for 
ex = 0.1 (0.1 )0.9, Le. for biomass reductions down to 10% of the base case level. The 
standard errors shown for the estimated relative levels of the abundance indices reflect both 
the sampling error pertinent to 100 runs of the simulation model for fixed parameters, and 
also the variation associated with the random allocation of the biomass reduction amongst the 
five krill distribution parameters. 

Figure 7 plots the results of Table 8 for a selected subset of the potential abundance 
indices examined. In these plots, mean abundance index estimates have been normalised to 
the estimates of their respective mean base case levels. The error bars shown are estimates 
of the central 68% interval of the index distributions (Le. distributions of the indices for 
vessel-half-months); the ranges of ± one standard error of the mean will be about one-tenth 
of the sizes of these intervals. Note that while the error bars for the base case (ex = 1) 
estimate reflect sampling error only, the error bars for other values of a also incorporate 
variation arising from the differing contributions of changes in the various krill 
distribution model parameters to the overall krill biomass reduction, and so are typically 
larger. 

Curves of the form: 

index = a + (1-a)exb (33) 

have been fitted to the normalised mean abundance index estimates. Such curves are 
constrained to pass through the point (1,1), so that only the estimates for ex = 0.1 to 
ex = 0.9 were used in the fitting process. The curve parameters a and b were estimated 
using weighted least squares and a non-linear optimisation program, where the weights were 
chosen to be the squared inverses of the standard errors of the mean of the mean abundance 
index estimates. 

Note that equation (33) provides a convex or concave curve depending on whether the 
parameter b is less than or greater than 1 respectively. As ex ~ 0, all the indices must 
also ~ O. However, fits of equation (33) were not constrained in this way (Le. the fits did 
not force a = 0) so as to achieve a better representation of the relationship over the ex range· 
of [0.1, 1.0]. The equations shown on Figure 7 cannot be extrapolated reliably beyond this 
range, particularly for ex < 0.1. 

Figure 9 shows similar plots to Figure 7, but for the case where ex (the relative 
level to which the biomass is reduced) is occasioned by a decrease in within-swarm krill 
surface density (5 only. The index vs ex equations shown for those fits have been determined in 
exactly the same manner as described above. 

3.6 The Performance of Alternative Abundance Indices 
in Detecting Biomass Decline 

In view of the somewhat ad hoc nature of the model modifications introduced in section 
3.3 to reconcile the simulation model outputs with the commercial data, the question must 
immediately arise: how much reliance can be placed on conclusions that are drawn from the 
outputs of these modified models, particularly as regards the utility of alternative abundance 
indices as measures of krill biomass? Even given reservations about these modifications, 
the model nonetheless still hopefully incorporates the major factors that need to be taken 
into account in a Japanese krill fishing vessel's strategy. Thus, the effects of changing the 
krill distribution parameters on various candidate abundance indices, together with these 
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indices' likely variability, may still be reasonably reflected in a qualitative and relative 
sense, although quantitative results such as the assessed magnitudes of non-linearities in 
index-biomass relationships should be regarded as much less reliable. 

Tables 4 and 5 show essentially only two counter-intuitive sets of results in relation 
to the directions of change of indices under various biomass reduction scenarios, which were 
hypothesised a priori in section 3.4. The first set all relate to FISHT when the swarm radius 

r is reduced; contrary to expectation TC/TFISHT, C/FISHT and CIH increase, while FISHT and 

TOWT decrease. The reason, presumably, is the inter-relation with the selectivity criterion 
of equation (20), which means that fishing remains restricted to the larger swarms. This 
anomaly occurs only for the one swarm-per-haul situation; the direction of change is as 
expected when more than one swarm can be towed. 

The second set of counter-intuitive results relate to situations where a decrease in 
the number of concentrations (Ne) is accompanied by a "Pelagic Shift". It might have been 
anticipated that the increase in TCST, and decreases in TC, TH, TC/TCST and indices involving 

(CST)-', would be less marked than when all strata are similarly affected by the Ne decrease, 
as is evident for the one swarm-per-haul case. However, when more than one swarm may 
be towed, the directions of change are the reverse of those expected, with catch rates per 
concentration searching time (CST) increasing despite the Ne decrease. This is presumably 
an artefact of the concentration searching procedure (section 2.6) implemented in the 
simulation model. Once equation (16) has provided the time until the next concentration is 
found, movement may occur to ~ concentration within a 10 knot steaming range for that 
period. In the absence of a "Pelagic Shift", such movement may be selected to be to a 
concentration north of the highest density strata S1 and S2 (see Figure 2); once the vessel 
has moved to a more northern stratum where the concentration density (d) is lower, more 
time becomes required for possible further concentration searching in terms of equation 
( 1 6) . 

However, for the "Pelagic Shift" example considered, there are !lQ. concentrations 
north of strata S1 and S2, so that the simulated vessel remains in the high densities of the 
southern most strata and needs, on average, to expend less of the available time on searching 
for concentrations, thus enhancing many catch-rate indices. Why the quantitative effect of 
this should be larger for the case of towing more than one swarm-per-haul is not 
immediately clear. Future model modifications might perhaps build a positive bias towards 
southward movement into the concentration selection weighting factors of equation (17) to 
compensate for this effect. This would produce a more realistic representation of the actual 
fishing strategy, which would be to move preferentially towards areas known from previous 
seasons to provide higher densities of concentrations (Le. to move southward in the context 
of the krill distribution pattern assumed for the model). 

There are what might seem to be some other counter-intuitive results if the point 
estimates only of Table 4 are considered, but such apparent anomalies are attributable 
either to sampling variation (note the high standard errors associated with such estimates) 
or, where total-time-related measures are concerned, to secondary responses as described 
in section 3.4, part B]. 

The primary concern of this study is the ability of candidate abundance indices to 
detect biomass declines. A number of important features that emerge from Tables 4, 5 and 8 
are discussed under the seven subheadings that follow. 
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3.6.1 Non-Proportional Response 

It is immediately clear from Tables 4 and 5 that the number of instances where an 
index responds to a 50% biomass drop by a change approaching that same magnitude is 
relatively rare. For certain indices, the response never reaches 20% for any of the biomass 
reduction scenarios examined. Thus, from a resource monitoring perspective, there is the 
undesirable situation that the indices generally respond to biomass drops by proportionately 
smaller changes. The effects of saturation and compensation on the indices, which arise from 
the complexity of the overall operation, are evidently of more than a little importance. 

It does seem, however, from these Tables that most indices do detect significant and 
substantial change when the krill surface density 0 drops by 50% for either model 
modification considered. Further, when more than one swarm-per-haul may be towed, 
changes in swarm radius (r) and areal density (Dc) are similarly well detected. The last 
result is not surprising, as the rate of finding subsequent swarms in the "sonar band" in 
such extended tows will be proportional to both r and Dc. 

The positive impression given by such results may, however, be misleading. The 
essential reason for the changes in many of these indices is that the vessel finds considerably 
greater difficulty in meeting the catch rate per overall elapsed time criterion (CRmin - see 
section 2.8) in these situations, and consequently leaves concentrations much more 
frequently to search for others. (Table 7 shows that approaching 90% of concentration 
departures are because of poor catch rate in these instances, compared to the values of 
typically 60-70% otherwise. Note also the associated large changes in TNC and TH/TNC in 
Table 4.) However, it may well be that by lowering CRmin , the vessel could achieve a larger 
total catch over the half-month than by spending more time steaming between concentrations 
in search of better catch rates (see Figure 8 and discussion in section 3.7). This would have 
the effect of reducing the magnitude of the differences indicated in Table 4 for these 
scenarios. 

3.6.2 Indices Based on Data Currently Being Collected 

The indices available from data currently being collected are TC, TH, TFISHT, 

TC/TFISHT,C/FISHT, C/H and FISHT. Of these, the crudest indices TC and TH give generally the 
best responses over the range of biomass reduction scenarios considered (see Tables 4 and 5, 
and Figure 7 (i). Their responses are nearly identical, which is essentially a reflection of 

the very poor performance of C/H as an index of biomass; C/H reacts only to a few of the 
reduction scenarios (and then weakly), because it is determined primarily by processing 
rate limitations (see section 2.8). A disadvantage of TC and TH is that they show typically 
2-3 times the variability of some other indices [the (C) and (D) catch rate indices that do 

not involve CST], so that they would not be able to determine biomass declines as precisely. 
Much of this additional variability, and the apparent good performance of these indices in 
detecting changes in the number of concentrations (Ne), is related to concentration searching 
time (CST), and so they need to be considered in the context of the reservations in this 
regard expressed under the next subheading. Similarly the performance of TFISHT, changes 
in which are essentially reflections of an inevitable negative correlation with TCST, must be 
considered reservedly. 

The performances of ratio indices related to FISHT are very poor. Only a decrease in 0 
is detected consistently, and even then there is some doubt about the realism of those 
particular results for the reasons discussed under the previous subheading. This is a matter 
for some concern, as these particular ratio indices are the primary CPUE-type measures 
presently collected for the Japanese krill fishery. 
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3.6.3 Detecting Changes in the Number of Concentrations Ne 

Tables 4 and 5 show that effective detection is achieved only by indices incorporating 
concentration searching time (CST). (This incorporation may be indirect in the sense of TC, 
TH, TNC and total-time-related indices.) 

However, there are two problems in regard to such indices. First, their variance is 
relatively larger (particularly for indices using CST directly), because of the small number 
of concentrations (compared to swarms) fished per half-month. Secondly, as discussed in 
section 3.1, the author suspects that, in reality, a substantial fraction of inter
concentration movements of a vessel reflect receipt of external information, rather than the 
vessel's own searching activities. 

To obtain some idea of how serious this second source of concern might be, 
calculations were repeated for the "One elongated (f = 8) swarm per haul" case with 
concentration searching efficiency increased 7.5 times [by appropriate multiplication of the 
exponent in equation (15)], to mimic availability of external information on concentration 
positions. The results are shown in Table 9, which is to be compared to Table Sa. Such a 
comparison shows that abundance indices change by much lesser amounts in response to a 
reduction in Ne given greater efficiency in searching for concentrations. 

The TC!TCST index appears to have the potential to detect changes in Ne as well as 
many of the other distribution parameters, even it if is relatively imprecise. There is 
though a further problem with this index, at least in the context of the model developed. 
Cases do arise of a concentration being found almost immediately after the vessel leaves its 
starting point, and fishing continuing for the rest of the half-month in this same 
concentration (until the time comes to return to offload) because the catch rate never drops 
below CRmin • Such instances provide very high TC/TCST values, so that this statistic has a 
very long tailed distribution. "Outlier" values from this tail have considerable influence on 
mean and variance estimates, and it may be necessary to consider trimmed means or 
harmonic means to obtain estimates with greater precision, if an index of this type is to be 
considered further. 

Detection of changes in Ne by various indices may be confounded by simultaneous 
changes in the relative density of concentrations between strata, such as the "Pelagic Shift" 
examined here. However, for reasons discussed at the beginning of this section, the 
quantitative results for the "Pelagic Shift" shown in Tables 4 and 5 are probably an artefact 
of an over-simplistic concentration search model, and so should not be considered as 
reliable. 

3.6.4 Detecting Changes in the Concentration Radius Le 

Again it is only indices involving CST which change by non-minimal amounts in 
response to changes in Le, but the magnitudes of the changes in such indices are considerably 
less than for changes in Ne (see Tables 4 and 5). 

This confirms the concern expressed in Butterworth (1988) about the likely 
inability of catch-statistics-based indices to monitor average concentration size. (Note that 
the typical catch by a vessel from a concentration over the half-month period considered 
makes no substantial impact on the concentration's total biomass.) 
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3.6.5 Precision of Indices of Krill Biomass in Practice 

Even given estimates of the proportional change in various abundance indices under 
certain biomass depletion scenarios, a pertinent question is: what is the ability of the 
"Japanese krill fleet" to detect such changes from one year to the next, given the sampling 
variability associated with any single abundance measure? The standard errors of the 
differences shown in Table 4 would also apply to the case of detecting differences between two 
successive years in each of which 100 vessel-half-months of krill fishing effort was 
expended. This would correspond to, say, 20 vessels working 2.5 months each year and 
catching an annual total approaching 100000 tonnes of krill. This is perhaps twice the 
size of the current Japanese krill fishery, so that estimates of inter-annual sampling 
variability would be about {2, or approximately 1.5 times as large as the figures in 
parenthesis in Table 4. 

These, however, would be minimum estimates. In practice greater variability would 
arise because of inter-month and inter-vessel cooperation correlations, catchability 
fluctuations and so forth. This means that detection of any significant change in an index, and 
hence in the krill biomass, would be more difficult. 

In practice, therefore, the inter-annual variance of abundance indices will not be 
negligible for the present level of catching. This means that it is important to compare 
alternative abundance indices in the context of the precision with which they can estimate 
biomass decline, as well as considering the extent of non-proportionality in the 
index-biomass relationship. 

3.6.6 Choice of the "Best" Index 

To simplify the comparison of the large number (24) of potential abundance indices 
listed in section 3.4, these have been reduced to six for further consideration: 

( i ) A.1: TC 
(ii) C.1:TC/TFISHT 
(iii) C.3: TC/TPST 

(iv) 0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST 

(v) 0.2: TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST) 

(vi) 0.3: TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 

"Per haul" measures (F.1-4) have been rejected because they detect very few 
distribution parameter changes, and even for those they change by only small amounts. The 
direction of change for total time measures (B.1-5) is not always clear, and these indices 
are also influenced by the uncertainty surrounding CST, so that they have not been included. 
Most indices involving CST directly (e.g. TC/TCST) or indirectly (e.g. TNC) have been 
omitted because of their imprecision, while "total/total" ratio indices are preferred 
because they are more precise than the corresponding "average individual ratios" indices 

(e.g. TC/TFISHT is preferred to C/FISHT). The performances of TC and TH are very similar, 
but where they differ the magnitude of the TC change is greater, so that TC has been chosen. 

Comparisons between these six choices enable most of the pertinent considerations to 
be addressed as adequately as might be possible using alternative or additional choices. 
Important considerations amongst these are: 
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( a) Do combination catch-time indices detect biomass decline more effectively by 
being sensitive to more possible sources of such falls? 

(b) How seriously does failure to differentiate PST and SST compromise indices 
using within-concentration search time? 

( c ) What is the bias-variance trade-off in incorporating CST into an abundance 
index? 

For ease of comparison of these indices, the corresponding point estimates of 
proportional changes from Tables 4a and 4b have been set out in a consolidated form in Table 
10. Further, Figure 7 provides graphical representations of the results in Table 8 (which 
presents results for random combinations of changes in the krill distribution parameters) 
for both model modifications considered. 

Consideration (a) is addressed by comparing D.1 with C.1 and C.3 in Table 10, and 

also Figure 7 (iv) with Figures. 7 (ii) and (iii). The combination index TC/TFISHT/P ST 
performs better than either TC/TFISHT or TC!TPST separately in terms of general magnitude 
of response, though at the expense of a slight variance increase. TC/TPST performs better 
than TC/TFISHT, which does not reflect changes in De and r as effectively. This result is, 
however, certainly in part a consequence of the (invariant) criterion used for fishable 
swarm selectivity [equation (20)] TC/TPST responds to a 0 decrease because this reduces 
the proportion of fishable swarms), and consequently is subject to the reservations 
discussed in section 3.7. All these indices, however, respond only to changes in within
concentration krill distribution parameters, and are insensitive to Ne and Le. 

Regarding consideration (b), the results for D.1 and D.2 in both Table 10 and in 
Figures 7 (iv) and (v) suggest that failure to distinguish primary and secondary 
searching time degrades the effectiveness of the combination index by about one third, where 
"effectiveness" is measured by the slope of the curve of index against biomass. [Compare 
also Figs 9 (iii) and (iv) in this regard.] One compensating advantage, however, is that the 

variance of TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST) is slightly less than that of TC/TFISHT/PST. 

Finally, regarding consideration (c), the TC index has a large variance, and fails to 
reflect De or r changes for the one elongated swarm-per-haul model modification. 

Incorporation of CST into the combination catch-time index D.3 does provide a measure 
which responds to changes in Ne and Le, but at the expense of a 3-5 fold standard deviation 
increase. While D.3 could, of course, be used in conjunction with, say, D.1 in assessing 
trends in krill biomass, this high variance together with uncertainties in the reliability of 

CST statistics as representative. of a truly random search strategy suggest that indices 
incorporating CST would have limited utility. 

Thus, the analysis suggests that the choice of a "best" index lies between 

TC/TFISHT/PST and TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST). Data other than those likely to arise from the 
Japanese krill fishery as it operates at present would be needed to detect changes in extra
concentration krill distribution parameters such as Ne and Le. 

3.6.7 The Trade-Off Between Effectiveness and Practicality of Collection 

Tables 4 and 5 in general, as well as the specific indices extracted for Table 10, 
reflect the supposition in section 3.4 that there is a trade-off between the effectiveness of an 
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index in detecting biomass decline and the practicality of collection of the requisite data. In 
particular, indices based on primary searching time (PST) alone reflect the magnitude of 
biomass changes better than when they are combined (as may be practically necessary) 
with secondary searching time (SST). 

Care must be taken not to over-interpret this result, as the model simplifies what is 
a very complex searching process within a concentration; PST and SST are idealisations, and 
given field definition problems, statistics collected during commercial operations might not 
perform nearly as effectively as the model indicates. 

As an initial test of the effect of difficulties of definition, the model runs were 
repeated allowing for a random error chosen with uniform probability over the range 
(-30%, +30%) in the allocation of time to PST from the total (PST +SST) period between 
each successive pair of hauls in a concentration. The results are shown in Table 10, and 
suggest that introduction of this misallocation effect has virtually no influence on the extent 
of the greater effectiveness of indices using PST compared to those not needing to 
differentiate between the two types of within-concentration searching. (The variance 
increase in the PST indices arising from the misallocation effect is marginal only.) 

While the result of this initial test is promising, it is certainly not conclusive. It 
does, nevertheless, suggest that it may be premature to consider abandoning the use of PST 
based indices at this stage because of potential data collection problems. 

3.7 Reservations About the Model 

Obviously, numerous parameter value variations and further model modifications are 
possible and may merit investigation. However four particularly important problem areas 
stand out. 

3.7.1 Krill Distribution Model 

The model modifications adopted in section 3.3 to solve the "FISHT problem" were of 
an ad hoc nature, and so are not particularly satisfactory. If one is to be confident about the 
magnitudes predicted for the extent of the non-proportionality between abundance indices 
and overall krill biomass, rather than have to be satisfied with qualitative predictions only, 
equal confidence is needed in the krill distribution model adopted. Such confidence is 
impossible given comments (see section 3.3) to the effect that the distribution statistics 
from FIBEX (upon the results of which many of the choices for distribution parameter values 
for this exercise were based) are atypical of the swarms on which the Japanese krill fishery 
operates. While there is scope for further analYSis of krill distribution data from previous 
scientific surveys, the greatest need would seem to be for additional intensive hydroacoustic 
surveys by research vessels over small areas in which fishing vessels are operating 
concurrently. Such surveys should be planned and the results analysed with a view to 
developing more realistic "within-concentration" krill distribution models. In particular 
they might provide information on the important aspect of temporal variability of the 
distribution parameters, which is pertinent to more realistic modelling of the process of 
diminishing catch rates which causes a vessel to leave a concentration, as discussed further 
below. 

The concentration-swarm distinction is also a simplification of a more complex 
spatially aggregated distribution pattern. Here further analysis of existing data may provide 
the basis for a more realistic distribution model (on a larger length scale than was the 
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concern of the previous paragraph), and an investigation of whether this would affect the 
conclusions on the performance of various potential abundance indices should then be carried 
out. 

3.7.2 Swarm Selectivity 

The considerable difference between the tuned values of Bmin for the two model 
modifications (see Table 2) suggests that at least one of these modifications is .!lQ1 a realistic 
representation of the actual situation. Empirical data from actual fishing operations on the 
proportion of swarms considered fishable would provide a valuable constraint for further 
model development. 

Of more concern is whether the swarm selectivity criterion (the Bmin value) would 
change if krill biomass declined, rather than remain invariant as assumed in the calculations 
reported. The sensitivity of the TC/TPST index to a decline in 0 for the one swarm-per-haul 
model, for example, is essentially just a reflection of this assumption. It is arguably 
logically more consistent (internal to the model) to choose Bmin and other selectivity related 
parameters [(C/FISHT)rpt and CRmin] for each scenario that maximise the total catch per 
half-month under those distributional conditions. This would, however, be a very lengthy 
exercise in computer time terms. 

If the selectivity arguments in this paper are reasonably close to reality, the fishery 
operates on only the upper 7% (or 30%, if more than one swarm may be towed in a haul) of 
the swarm biomass distribution, which is very long-tailed. How will the shape of this 
distribution change in response to biomass depletion? One would be rather more confident 
about model robustness to the assumption in this analysis of relative shape invariance and a 
change only in the modal value of a distribution, if the fishery covered the centre rather than 
only the tail of the krill swarm biomass distribution. 

3.7.3 The Criterion to Leave a Concentration 

Figure 8 shows how sensitive the base case model output is to the choice of a value for 
the parameter CRmin' Over a narrow range of about [1.5,2.5] for CRmin, the behaviour of 
the simulated vessel changes from the one extreme of remaining in the concentration first 
found for the balance of the half-month period, to fishing as many concentrations as possible 
and waiting only long enough in each to conduct sufficient hauls to establish that the CRmin 
criterion has not been met. Though Figure 8 is for the "One elongated (f = 8) swarm per 
haul" model modification, similar results follow if more than one swarm may be towed in a 
haul. 

Figure 8 also points to a weakness of the model, viz. TC is maximal for the extreme 
of remaining in the concentration first found, rather than for moving between concentrations 
as does occur in the real world. This points to the need to take one or both of temporal 
variability of distribution parameters and krill quality considerations into account. (In the 
latter respect, "greenness" also would vary with time.) The argument in section 2.4 that 
the manner in which the model deals with the occurrence of bad weather mimics temporal 
variation of within-concentration distribution parameter values is neither strong nor 
satisfactory. 

The ogive-like nature of the plot shown in Figure 8 (ii) has an important bearing on 
the shapes of the relationships between abundance indices and biomass, because the effect of 
changing within-concentration distribution parameter values is similar to changing CRmin, 
and so has a large influence on the proportion of total available time spent in searching for 
concentrations (CST). Figure 9 shows similar plots of abundance index vs biomass to 
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Figure 7, but for the case where only the swarm density parameter 0 changes. Note that 
these relationships, although generally closer to proportionality than in Figure 7 because 
most indices are able to reflect changes in 0 well, range from convex to near-linear to 
concave, rather than showing only the convexity expected from saturation effects. These 
complicated shapes are a reflection of the manner in which swarm-selectivity and 
concentration-leaving have been modelled, and may well prove not to be robust to variations 
in the models of such processes. 

3.7.4 Concentration Searching 

There is considerable doubt that searching for concentrations resembles random 
search in reality; rather, some information is passed (directly or indirectly) between 
vessels, and some concentrations are associated with oceanographic features whose positions 
have become known as vessel Captains have gained experience. Model modifications to reflect 
such features might be considered to examine their effect on CST-related abundance indices. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

( a) The simulation indicates that the catch statistics data routinely collected at 
present would be of low utility in detecting biomass decline. Catch per 
vessel-day (cf: TC) responds to the widest variety of biomass reduction 
scenarios, but is an imprecise index. Catch per fishing time indices (e.g. 
TC/TFISHT) perform very poorly. 

(b) This utility might be improved by the collection of search time data to allow 

calculation of the index TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST), for example. This could be 
achieved by keeping records of the times spent on various other vessel 
activities, so that searching time could be deduced by subtraction. It would be 
desirable also to have an indication of the periods spent steaming between or 
searching for concentrations, so that within-concentration search time could be 
distinguished. 

(c) Indices distinguishing primary searching time (PST) for swarms within 

concentrations, such as TC/TFISHT/PST, perform better than those which do not. 
However, collection of such data would be much more onerous than would be the 
case for what is proposed in (b) above, and practical field definitions to 
distinguish PST and SST (secondary searching time) may not be achievable. 
Before considering routine implementation of such data collection: 

(i) 

( ii) 

small scale experiments to test collection viability should be performed, 
and ' 

further model tests of the robustness of PST based indices to errors in 
recording should be carried out. 

(d) The priority for further research is improving the krill distribution model 
underlying the calculations presented here, as there are sound reasons for 
considerable misgivings about this model. Existing scientific data bases may not 
be adequate for this purpose, and intensive hydroacoustic surveys by research 
vessels in areas in which fishing vessels are operating concurrently merit 
consideration. 
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( e) Only indices including concentration searching time (CST) seem capable of 
responding to changes in the number of krill concentrations, and even these 
remain rather insensitive to concentration size. There are, however, important 
reservations about the utility of any CST data that might be extracted from the 
Japanese krill fishing operations. Thus, while these operations may be able to 
provide information on changes in krill abundance per unit area within 
concentrations, monitoring of changes in the number, distribution and size of 
the krill concentrations themselves will probably need to be effected by other 
means, such as research vessel surveys. 

( f ) While the model developed has ignored considerations of krill quality and 
product targeting thus far, nevertheless immediate consideration should be 
given to possibly requiring the routine recording of a vessel's product targeting 
and sensitivity to "greenness". Discussion in Butterworth (1988) indicates 
that is it quite likely that these factors may influence the values of CPUE-like 
abundance indices, and data should be collected to allow for empirical analysis of 
this possibility. 
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS 

Note: (i) A prefix "T" indicates summation over the period considered (a half-month in 
the simulation). 

(ii) A bar (-) over a symbol indicates an average. 

( I ) Krill distribution related 

Ne Number of concentrations in 600 n mile square sector 

Le Radius of (circular) concentration 

Density of swarms within a concentration (number per unit area) 

r Radius of (circular) swarm 
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p 

s 

f 

P.S. 

U[A,B] 

Surface (areal) density of krill within a swarm (biomass per unit 
area) 

Volume density of krill within a swarm (biomass per unit volume) 

Biomass of krill in a swarm 

Intersected swarm length in a survey 

Distance to a swarm (or concentration) 

Swarm elongation factor in modified model - see equations (31) 

Fraction of base case level to which sector biomass is reduced 

Pelagic Shift in krill concentration distribution - see section 3.5 

Uniform distribution between A and B 

Normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0'. 

( II ) Fishing operation related 

S 

Bmin 

(C/FISHT)rpt 

CRmin 

v 

w 

Selectivity - fraction of swarms in a concentration considered to be 
fish able 

Minimum biomass for swarm to be considered fishable 

Minimum catch rate per fishing time for repeat tow on a swarm to 
be attempted 

Minimum catch rate per total elapsed time (average over last 10 
hauls) to continue fishing in a concentration 

Vessel speed (10 knots searching: 2 knots towing) 

Effective search width (also used to indicate relative weight) 

( III ) Fishery statistics 

C 

H 

DBH 

TBH 

lNC 

PST 

SST 
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Catch (by mass) 

Haul 

Distance between successive hauls (within the same concentration) 

Time between successive hauls (within the same concentration) 

Total number of concentrations fished in period under consideration 

Primary search time for a swarm in a concentration 

Secondary search time for a swarm (while waiting to complete 
processing) 



CST 

TAST 

FISHT 

TOWT 

TOWT-FISHT 

TRANS 

Search time for a concentration 

Total of all search time (TPST + TSST + TCST) 

Fishing time with net at desired depth (as recorded routinely at 
present) 

Total period net is in the water during a haul 

Sum of net lowering and raising times 

Time lost to bad weather 

Time in transit to offload. 
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Table 1: 

.j:>. 
1.0 

Summary statistics from a sample of data from a Japanese commercial krill trawler. A number followed by another in 
parenthesis corresponds to mean (standard deviation), except where indicated otherwise or where only a single statistic is 
involved. 

JAH 1981 FES 1981 JAH 1982 FEB 1982 AVERAGE 
- - . __ ._.- ---

Hu!t>er of haul ~ (TH) 227 163 185 174 187 (28) 
Swarms fIshed per haul 1.34 (0.67) 1.36 (0.69) 1.05 (0.23) 1.09 (0.34) 1.21 (0.46) 

Total catch (TC) (ton~) 1502 1085 1485 11935 111502 (347) 
Catch, per haul (C/H) (t) 6.62 (4.70) 6.66 (5.14) 8.03 (4.76) 11.12 (5.43) 8.11 (5.20) 

Total fIshIng time (TFISHT) (hours) 236.5 226.2 162.1 \278.5 11225.8 (48.1 ) 
TC/TFISHT (t/h) 6.35 4.80 9.16 6.95 6.82 (1.81 ) 
C/FISHT (t/h) 9.08 (10.71) 5.BB (5.29) 15.06 (17.48) 9.01 (9.48) 9.76 (10.46) 

FISHT per haul (h) 1.042 (.578) 1.388 (.672) 0.876 (.573)1 1.601 (.742) 11 1.227 (.661) 
FISHT per haul (Swarms I) (h) 1.034 (.591) 1.416 (.695) 0.874 (.583) 1.604 (.754) 1.232 (.678) 
FISHT per haul (Swarm~ > I) (h) 1.066 (.543) 1.317 (.593) 0.908 (.372) I. 556 (.566) 1.212 (.526) 

TIme between haul~ (TBH) (h) 2. I .. (0.95) 2.68 (1.02) 2.39 (1.13) 2.95 (1.40) 2.54 (1.13) 
C/TSH (t/h) 3.66 (2.81) 3.00 (2.50) 4.51 (3.66) 4.30 (2.30) 3.87 (2.85) 
Average C/TSH (over 10 successive 3.61 (I. 38) 2.84 (0.92) 3.82 (1.00) 3.77 (O.BI) 3.51 (1.04) 

hauls) (t/h) 
Ol~tance between hauls (OSH) (n.m.) 2.35 (2.37) 3.39 (3.51) 2.51 (2.08) 3.62 (2.76) 2~97 (2.70) 
Speed of haul (knots) 2.01 (0.03) 2.00 (0.02) 2.01 (0.03) 2.00 (0.02) 2.01 (0.02) 

Ho. concentrations fIshed (THe) 7 [ 7, 10] 7 [ 4, 8] 11 [ 10,11] 7 [ 5, 7] 8 [6.5, 9] 
[mln, max] 

Total concn search time (TCST) (h) 195.7 117.5 276.1 75.3 166.2 (BB.7) 
Search tIme per concn (CST) (h) 21.7 (13.1 ) 16.8 (15.2) 25.1 (37.8) 12.6 (8.1) 19.1 (17.5) 
Inter-concentratIon distance (n.m.) 115 ( 106) 138 ( 122) 100 (87) 70 (68) 106 (96) 

North-South fIshIng extent (n.m.) 100 71 108 119 100 (21 ) 
Bad weather and transit tIme (h) 57.2 113.2 91.0 107.8 92.3 (25.2) 

Balance tIme (net raisIng, lowerln91 254.6 215.1 214.6 210." 223.7 (20.7) 
searchIng for swanm~; processIng) (h) 



Table 2: 

50 

Values of fishing operation parameters for various modifications. Where a 
value of a "partially tuned" parameter is shown in square brackets, the value 
was not tuned for that modification, but set equal to the tuned value for a 
related modification. 

PARAMETER 

fIxed 

. Start search posl t Ion (n.m.) 
InItIal search aIm poInt (n.m.) 
Dlst moved bad weather (n.m.) 

Process rate (t/h) 
Process time estimated avaIlable 

durIng next haul (h) 

Target catch per haul (t) 

Ho swarms per haul 

Hex length hau I TOWmax (n.m.) 

Sonar detection wIdth (m) 

Partlall~ Tuned 

Swarm elongatIon factor, f 

Swar~ SelectIvIty, B~ln (t) 

Repeat haul criterion 
(C/FISHTlrpt (t/h) 

Leave concentratIon criterIon 
CRmln (t/h) 

(No concentratIons Ne) 

Principal fIshIng operatIon 
statistic to which tuned: I) 

2) 
3) 
") 
5) 

HOOEL 

One Swarm per Haul I10re than One Swami per Hau I .. 
No eiongatlon E longat lon++ Off-Centre++ Through Centre 

(0,100) (0,100) 
(300,0) (300,0) 

50 50 

2.5 2.5 

0.75 1.5 

10 10 

I I 

(free) (free) 

M.A. N.A. 

(I) 8 1 

[50) 502 

50· 10· 

3.25 2.05 

[36] 365 

Mean fish time per haul (fISHT) 
Mean catch per haul (C/R) 
Catch per fIshing time (TC/TFISHT) 
Fraction attempted repeated hauls 

(0.100) 
(300,0) 

50 

2.5 

1.5 

10 

(free) 

• 
35 

(I) 

53 

10 

3.25 

[36] 

Concentration searching tIme (TCST) &od number of 
concentrations fIshed (TNe) 

(0.100) 
(300,0) 

50 

2.5 

1.5 

10 

(free) 

" 
35 

(I) 

(5) 

. [ 10] 

[3.2] 

[36] 

++ ModifIcatIons used for further analysis 
•• Corresponds to original model developed In Chapter 2. 



Ul ...... 

Table 3: Comparison of statistics for the Japanese commercial krill fishery from the data sample provided and other sources with the 
simulation model outputs for the base case. The simulation model results reflect the mean over 100 runs. (NB: All statistics 
apply to a half-month period.) The numbers in parenthesis are c.v:s, except for time budget percentages where they are 
standard deviations. 

CATCH STATISTICS COMMERCIAL DATA SIMULATION MODEL OUTPUT 
.~.---.---- .. - -------- ------_. __ ._-_._---------------------_._-_.-.. ---

80/81 + BI/82 Other One Swarm per Haul More than :W~arm per Hau I 
Data Sample Sources 

---- .----------- -_._ .. -. --- ._-----" ----- Non':TiiTf ~ wa-rms towed -----
•• ++ 

(Table I) No elongatIon Elongated swarms Off-Centre Through Centre 
(f= I) (f=8) 

---~------ ------ - ------------

Number of hauls (TH) I 94 (0. IS) 121. (0.42) 93. (0.38) 86 (0.40) 100 (0.39) 

Swarms fIshed per haul 1.21 (0.38) I I 4.97 (O.SS) 4.63 (0.55) 

Total catch (TC) (t) 751 (0.23) 856 (+) (0.43) 666 (0.40) 784 (0.4I) 944 (0.40) 

Catch per haul (C/H) (t/h) i 
8.11 (0.64) 7.08 (0.46) 7.17+ (0.45) 9.14 (0.28) 9.43 (0.27) 

Total fIshIng tIme (TFISHT) (h) 113 (0.21 ) 27 (0.4I) 112 (0.35) 98 (0.38) 107 (0.36) 

TC/TFISHT (t/h) 6.82 (0.27) 31.54 (0.14) 5.87 (0.17) 7.92+ (0.10) 8.66 (0.11 ) 

C/FISHT (t/h) 9.76 (1.07) 43.75 (0.12) 11.85 (0.21 ) 17.82 (0.22) 18.31 (0.2I) 

FISHT per haul (h) 1.23 (0.54) 0.22+ (0.65) + (0.90) 1.14+ (0.60) 1.07 (0.61 ) 
I 

0.4 1 
1.20+ 

FractIon attempted repeated hauls I 0.40 (0.20) 0.44 (0.21 ) 0.44 (0.16) 0.48 (0.16) 

I 
TIme between hauls (TBH) (h) I 2.54 (0.44) I. 70 (0.32) 2.28 . (0.49) 2.34 (0.34) 2.29 (0.34) 

DIstance between hauls (DBH) (n.m.) I 2.97 (0.9I) 1.27 (I. 09) 2.61 (0.89) 2.57 (0.79) 2.40 (0.82) 
! 
I 

1-2 1 + + + 
Number concentratIons fIshed (TNC) 

I 
4 (0.25) 2.09( ) (0.45) 2.13+ (0.36) 2.37 } (0.4I) 1.83 (0.44) 

Total concn search tIme (TeST) (h) 83 (0.53) 125 + (0.63) 116 (0.57) 132 + (0.54) 102 (0.77) 

Search tIme per concn (CST) (h) 19.1 (0.92) 73.4 (0.94) 64.0 (0.83) 62.0 (0.91 ) 58.7 (1.01 ) 

Inter-concentratIon dIstance (n.m.) 106 (0.91 ) 85 (0.74) 75 (0.62) 76 (0.72) 78 (0.62) 

North-south fIshIng extent (n.m.) 100 (0.21 ) ( 1002 52 (1.01 ) 40 (0.93) 57 (0.85) 55 (O.96) 

DIstance from Ice-edge (n.m. ) I 
66 (O.72) 67 (0.65) 64 (0.67) 65 (0.74) 

, 

TIME BUDGET (~) 
TPST+TSST+(TTOWT-TFISHT} 32 (3) 49 (21 ) 28 ( IS) 28 (I I) 34 (13) 

TCST 23 (l2) 
453 

35 (22) 32 (l8) 37 (20) 28 (22) 

TAST=TPST+TSST+TCST 25 4 61 (I I} 42 ( IS) 48 ( IS) 43 ( 16) 

TFISHT I 32 (7) 18 8 ( 3) 31 (II) 27 ( 10) 30 (11 ) 

TTOWT (Includes TFISHT) I 42 50 30 ( 13) 49 ( 17) 44 ( 17) 49 (18) 

BW+TRANS 
, 

13 (4) 13 25 9 ( 5) 9 ( 6) 8 ( 6) 8 ( 6) , 

I} T Ichl I (pers. commn. Sept 1987) Corresponds to orIgInal model developed In Chapter 2 FIxed by desIgn 
+ PartIally tuned 
(+) PartIally tuned for 

related modIfIcatIon 

2} CaptaIn Fukul (pers. commn. Sept 1987) 
3} Butterworth (1987) ++ ModIfIcatIons used for further analysIs 
4} Y Shlmadzu (pers. commn. Sept. 1987) 
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Table 4: Comparison of abundance indices for the base case simulation model run with those from six alternative krill distribution 

scenarios, each corresponding to a 50% overall biomass drop. For the base case, the mean over the 100 simulations is 
shown, together with the standard error of this mean in parenthesis. For the alternative scenarios, the percentage 
difference from the base case mean is given, together with the standard of error that difference in parenthesis. (Units, 
where appropriate, are tonne-hour combinations.) 

( a) One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul 

INDEX I Base case 

+++ 666 A. I: TC+++ 
2: TH 93 

B.I: TFISHT+++ 111.8 
2: TPST 22.8 
3: TPST++ TSST+ 36.0 
4: TCST++ 116.2 
5: TAST 152.2 

C. I: TC/TF I SHJ~+ 
2: C/FISHT+ 

5.87 
11.85 

3: TC/TPST 28.99 
4: C7PST 64.59 
5: TC/(TPSJ+TSST)+ 18.56 
6: TC/TCST 13.07 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST 23.31 
2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ 14.84 
3: TC/TFISHT/PSf/CSf 0.724 
4: TC/TFISHT/(PST~ST)/CST+ 0.459 
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST 0.045 

E.I: TNC+ 2.13 
2: TH/TNC+ 43.6 

-+++ 7.17 F.I: C/H +++ 
2: FISHJ 1.20 
3: TOWJ/ 1.89 
4: TOO 2.28 

Data currently collected +++ 

++ 

+ 
Data collectable, but onerous 

blank 

Data collectable wIth diffIculty 

Extreme difficulties data collectIon 

(27) 
( 4) 

(3.9) 
(0.9) 
( 1.4) 
(6.6) 
(5.3) 

(0.10) 
(0.24) 
(0.39) 
( 1.02) 
(0.18) 
(2.15) 

(0.52) 
(0.25) 
(0.085) 
(0.056) 
(0.002) 

(0.07) 
(2.4) 

(0.03) 
(0.01 ) 
(0.01) 
(0.01 ) 

Nc x 0.5 

-40 ( 9) 
-39 ( 9) 

-38 ( 8) 
-39 ( 8) 
-40 ( 9) 
+68 (7) 
+42 ( 5) 

- 8 ( 3) 
- 6 ( 4) 
- I ( 3) 
- Z ( 3) 
+ 3 ( 3) 
-64 (23) 

- 6 ( 4) 
- 3 ( 3) 
-57 ( 16) 
-57 ( 16) 
-27 ( 7) 

-38 ( 8) 
- I ( 9) 

- 2 ( I) 
+ 2 ( I) 
+ I ( I) 
+ 0 ( I) 

N x 0.5 Lc x 1/./2' Dc x 0.5 r x 1/12' cS x 0.5 
c+ P.S. 

+ I ( 6) -16 ( 7) -17 ( 6) + 9 ( 6) -60 ( 7) 
+ 2 ( 6) -16 ( 7) -17 ( 6) + 8 ( 5) -52 ( 6) 

+ 3 ( 5) -15 ( 6) -17 ( 5) - 4 ( 5) -32 ( 5) 
- I ( 6) -17 ( 7) +44 ( 6) +63 ( 5) -27 ( 6) 
+ I ( 6) -17 ( 7) +18 ( 6) +39 ( 6) -44 ( 6) 
- 2 ( 9) +29 ( 8) +20 ( 8) - 8 ( 9) +73 ( 6) 
- I ( 5) +18 ( 5) +19 ( 5) + 3 ( 5) +45 ( 4) 

- 2 ( 3) - 4 ( 3) - 0 ( 3) +15 ( 2) -42 ( 3) 
+ I ( 3) - I ( 3) + 5 ( 3) +13 ( 3) -39 ( 4) 
+ 5 ( 2) + I ( 2) -43 ( 2) -33 ( 2) -45 ( 3) 
+ 2 ( Z) + Z ( 3) -31 ( 3) -25 ( 3) -34 ( 3) 
+ I ( I) + 0 ( I) -31 ( 2) -22 ( 2) -29 ( 2) 
+12 (23) -22 (24) -37 (22) +57 . (24) -87 (19) 

+ 4 ( 4) - I ( 4) -42 ( 4) -24 ( 3) -62 ( 4) 
+ I ( 3) - 2 ( 3) -30 ( 3) -11 ( 3) -52 ( 3) 
+ 3 (15) -17 ( 16) -49 ( 15) - 8 (16) -77 (14) 
+ I (15) -20 (16) -39 ( 15) + 5 (16) -71 (14) 
+ 4 ( 6) -11 ( 7) -18 ( 6) + 9 ( 6) -62 ( 6) 

- 7 ( 6) - 9 ( 6) + 7 ( 5) 0 ( 6) +41 ( 5) 
+ 9 ( 8) - 7 ( 8) -22 ( 8) + 8 ( 8) -66 ( 6) 

- I ( I) - I ( I) + 0 ( I) + 2 ( I) -17 ( I) 
+ I ( I) + I ( I) - 0 (I) -11 (1) +41 ( 2) 
+ I ( I) + I ( I) - 0 ( I) - 7 ( I) +26 ( I) 
+ 0 (1) + 0 ( I) + 7 ( I) - 1 (1) +25 ( I) 

---
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Comparison of abundance indices for the base case simulation model run with those from six alternative krill distribution 
scenarios, each corresponding to a 50% overall biomass drop. For the base case, the mean over the 100 simulations is 
shown, together with the standard error of this mean in parenthesis. For the alternative scenarios, the percentage 
difference from the base case mean is given, together with the standard of error that difference in parenthesis. (Units, 
where appropriate, are tonne-hour combinations.) 

(b) More than one swarm per haul 

INDEX Base case Nc x 0.5 Nc x 0.5 Lc x 1/./2' Dc x 0.5 r x 1/./2' & x 0.5 
+ P.5. 

+++ 784 (32) -41 ( 9) +25 ( 5) -10 ( 6) -62 ( 6) -51 ( 6) -64 ( 6) A.I: TC+++ 
2: TH 86 ( 3) -42 ( 4) +24 ( 5) -11 ( 6) -53 ( 6) -46 ( 6) -57 ( 6) 

B.II Tfl5HT+++ 98.0 (3.8) -42 ( 8) +26 ( 4) -10 ( 6) -41 ( 6) -34 ( 6) -42 ( 6) 
2: TPST 20.7 (O.B) -42 ( 9) +22 ( 5) -14 ( 6) -18 ( 6) -30 ( 6) -43 ( 6) 
3: TPST + + T55T+ 42.9 ( 1.8) -40 ( 9) +26 ( 5) -10 ( 6) -49 ( 6) -4B ( 6) -61 ( 6) 
4:. TCST++ 131.5 (7. I) +55 ( 7) -36 ( 8) +12 ( 7) +64 ( 6) +59 ( 6) +70 ( 6) 
5: TAST 174.4 (5.5) +32 ( 4) -21 ( 4) + 6 ( 4) +37 ( 4) +33 ( 4) +38 ( 4) 

C.I: TC/TFI5HJ+++ 7.92 (0.08) + 0 ( 2) - 0 ( I) + 0 ( 2) -35 ( 2) -26 ( 2) -38 ( 2) 
2: C/fI 5HT+ + 17.82 (0.40) - 4 ( 4) - 5 ( 3) - 2 ( 3) -26 ( 4) -19 ( 4) -46 ( 5) 
3: TC/TPST 37.96 (0.51 ) + 3 ( 2) + 3 ( 2) + 5 ( 2) -51 ( 3) -30 ( 2) -36 ( 3) 
4: C7PST 86.52 (1.67) - I ( 4) + 7 ( 2) + 4 ( 3) -43 ( 4) -22 ( 3) -29 ( 4) 
5: TC/(TPSJ+T55T)+ 18.39 (0.14) + 0 ( I) - I ( I) - I ( I) -23 ( 2) - 7 ( I) - 7 ( 2) 
6: TC/TC5T 10.18 ( 1.04) -37 (27) +98 ( 16) +17 (28) -84 (13) -79 ( 13) -86 (12) 

O. I: TC/TFI5HT/PST 32.08 (0.57) + 3 ( 3) + 2 ( 2) + 4 ( 3) -63 ( 4) -44 ( 3) -55 ( 3) 
2: TC/TFIsHT/(PST+ssT)+ 15.50 (0.18) - 0 ( 2) - 2 ( I) - 2 ( 2) -42 ( 3) -26 ( 2) -34 ( 2) 
3: TC/TFISHT/PST/CsT 0.883 ( .071) -45 ( 17) +85 (11) -I I ( 16) -76 (11) -62 (10) -72 (11) 
4: TC/TFIsHT/(PSTr?sT)/CST+ 0.421 ( .032) -48 ( 15) +79 ( 10) -18 ( 14) -62 (11) -49 (10) -59 (11) 
5: TC/TFIsHT/TAsT 0.051 ( .002) -IB ( 6) +20 ( 4) - 6 ( 5) -55 ( 4) -49 ( 4) -59 ( 4) 

: + 
i LI : TNC 2.37 (0.10) -43 ( 8) +27 ( 5) -15 ( 6) +42 ( 6) +45 ( 6) +38 ( 6) 

I 2: TH/TNC+ 36.2 

-+++ 9.14 
F. I: 9 H 

rT+++ 
I 2: FISH + 1.14 
. 3: TOW 1.83 

4: TBH + 2.34 

+++ Data currently collected 
++ Data collectable, but onerous 
+ 

blank 

Data collectable with difficulty 

Extreme difficulties data collection 

( I.B) + 3 ( 9) 

(0.03) + I ( I) 
(0.01 ) - I ( I) 
(0.01 ) - 0 ( 1) 
(0.01 ) + 0 ( I) 

- 2 (7) + 5 ( 7) -67 ( 5) -62 ( 6) -69 ( 5) 

+ I ( 0) + I ( 0) -17 ( I) -I I ( I) -17 ( I) 
+ 2 ( I) + 2 ( I) +27 ( I) +21 ( 1) +35 ( I) 
+ I ( I) + I (I) +17 ( I) +13 ( I) +22 ( 1) 
+ I ( I) + I ( I) +17 ( I) +11 ( I) +16 ( I) 



~ Table 5: Efficiency of abundance indices in detecting changes in krill biomass : 

100 simulations detect no change significant at 5% blank 
+ / -
* 

direction of change if difference significant at 5% level detected 
Index (or its inverse) drops by > 20% 

* * index (or its inverse) drops by > 45% (within 95% limits) 

(a) One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul 

INDEX Ne x 0.5 N x 0.5 
e+ P.S. 

Le x 1/12' De x 0.5 

+++ ---A.I: TC+++ - -
2: TH --- - -

B.I: TFl5HT+++ _0- - -
2: TPST _00 - +-
3: TPST + T55T+ _0. - + 
4: TC5T+ +-- +0 + 
5: TA5T++ +- + + 

C.I: TC/TFI5HJ+++ -
2: C/FI5HT+ + 
3: TC/TP5T + _00 

4: C/PST 
_. 

5: TC/(TPS++TS5T)+ --
6: TC/TCST .. .. ." .0 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST _.-
2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ _0 

3: TC/TFISHT/PST/CST _0- .. _0-
4: TC/TFISHT/(PST~ST)/CSTI _ .. .0 _.-
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST -- -

LI: TNC+ _e. 
2: TH/TNC+ --

F.I: C/H+++ -
2: FISHC+ + 
3: TOWr.;. + 
4: TBH + + 

r x 1/./2' 4 x 0.5 

-"" _ .. 
-" 

+0. -" 
+" -" 

+ •• 
+a 

+ _aa 
+ _eo 

! _0 _00 _. 
-" 

-* 
_. 

+ •• _ .. 
_. _ .. 
- _0. 

_00 
_00 
_0. 

+a 
_00 

+ -
- +a 
- +0 

+ 
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Table 5: Efficiency of abundance indices in detecting changes in krill biomass 

100 simulations detect no change significant at 5% blank 
+ / -
* 

direction of change if difference significant at 5% level detected 
Index (or its inverse) drops by > 20% 

* * index (or its inverse) drops by > 45% (within 95% limits) 

(b) More than one swarm per haul 

INDEX N x 0.5 N x 0.5 Le x 1/12' Dc x 0.5 
e e+ P.S. 

+++ -" +' -" A.I: TC+++ 
2: TH 

_,e + _e. 

B.I: TFISHT+++ _.e +. _e. 
2: TPST 

_e. + - -
3: TPST + + TSST+ _.e +' -" 
4: TCST++ +" _ .. + •• 
5: TAST +' 

_. +a 

C.I: TC/TFISHJ+++ -' 
2: C/FISHT+ + _e 

3: TC/TPST + _e. 

4: C/PST + _e. 

5: TC/(TPSJ+TSST)+ -' 
6: TC/TCST e. +,e •• _e • 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST 
_e. 

2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ 
_ .. 

3: TC/TFISHT/PST/CST _ .. + •• _e. 
4: TC/TFISHT/(PST~ST)/CSTI _.e +'. .. _e • 
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST - + _e. 

E.I: TNC+ _ .. +. +. 
2: TH/TNC+ _ .. 

=-=-+-++ + + F.I: C/H +++ + -
2: FISHL. + +. 

3:~ + + 
4: TBH + + + + 

r x 1/12' cS x 0.5 

_00 _00 

_0' _0' 

_.e -" 
-' _a. 

-" _ .. 
+" +" 
+a +" 

_e -* 
- _ .. 
_e -' _. _0 

- -
_0. -'. 
-'. _ .. _. -' _ .. _ .. 
-'. -" _ .. _.a 

+. +a 
-" _ .. 

I 

- -
+ +. 
+ + 
+ + 
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Table 6: Further comparative statistics from 100 model runs for the base case and for six alternative scenarios each corresponding 

to a 50% overall biomass drop. The format is as for Table 4 except that values in parenthesis for the base case are standard 
deviations (D.Q1 standard errors of the mean). 

( a) One elongated (f-=8) swarm per haul 

Base case ,\ Hc x 0.5 Hc x 0.5 Lc x 1/./2' Dc x 0.5 r x 1/./2' I 11 x 0.5 
I1 + P.S. 

Proportion of flshable swarms per concentration 0.075 (0.004) ~ + 1 (0.6) + 1 (0.5) 0 
-----.--
(0.7) + 1 (0.6) -40 (0.6) -41 (0.5) 

Hean blomass of flshable swarms (t) 439 (4920) - 1 (5) + 1 (5) + 1 (6) + 1 (6) -19 (5) -21 (5) 
Hean radius of flshable swarms (m) 

(before elongation) 370 (331) - 0 (0.5) - 0 (0.4) - 0 (0.6) + 0 (0.5) -14 (0.5) +21 (0.4) 
Hean length of swarm towed through (m) 4160 (4003) + 2 (2) + I (I) + 1 (I) - 0 (I) 

I 

-12 (I) +44 (2) . 
Proportion of attempted reflshlng of swarm 0.44 (0.09) -10 (4) - 2 (3) - 4 (4) + 0 (3) +11 (3) -43 (5) 
Hean distance between swarms fished (n.m.) (OBH) 2.61 (2.34) + 2 (2) + I (1) - 5 (I) +13 (I) + I (I) +41 (2) 

Hean distance between concentrations fished (n.m.) 75 (47) +20 (11 ) -16 (9) - 3 (10) - 4 ( 10) - 4 ( 10) - 4 (9) 
Proportion of concentrations found that had 

previously been fished that half-month 0.09 (0.29) 1 -65 (54) -49 (39) -47 (39) -31 (34) -31 (35) +30 (27) 
I 

Hean distance to Ice-edge of 
concentrations fished (n.m.) 67 (44) + I (7) -13 (6) - 6 (6) + 0 (7) - 4 (7) + 6 (6) 

Hean distance excluding case where no concentration I I 
__ ~as found during Initial transit to Ice ~ 65 (56) :1 -14 (14) -41 (13) I -22 ( 12) -17 (13) -33 (13) -10 ( 13) I , 

I ----- - - -'----- I ---

'Standard deviation Is of set of 100 estimated proportions. 
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Table 6: Further comparative statistics from 100 model runs for the base case and for six alternative scenarios each corresponding 
to a 50% overall biomass drop. The format is as for Table 4 except that values in parenthesis for the base case are standard 
deviations (D.Q1 standard errors of the mean). 

( b) More than one swarm per haul 

,----------- ---
Lc x 1/./'[' DC x 0.5 r x 1//'2' 6 x 0.5 Base case N x 0.5 N c x 0.5 c + P.S. 

Proportion of flshable swarms per concentration 0.290 (0.007) :I- 0 (0.3) 0 (0. 3) - 0 (0.3) + 0 (0.3) -29 (0.3) -29 (0.3) 

Mean blomass of flshable swarms (t) 127 ( 1972) + 2 (5) + 2 (5) - 7 (4) + 8 (B) -29 (5) -2B (4) 

Mean radius of flshable swarms (m) 204 (213) - 0 (0.4) - 0 (0. 3) - 0 (0.4) + 0 (0.3) -16 (0.3) +IB _ (0.3) 

Mean length of tow from entering first swarm (m) 3935 (2531 ) - I (I) + 2 (I) + 2 (1) +29 (I) +23 (I) +3B (I) 

Number of swarms fished per haul 4.97 (2.76) + 0 (I) + 4 (I) + 3 (I) -24 (I) + 3 (I) +27 (I) 
• 

Proportion of attempted reflshlng of swarm 0.44 (0.07) - 3 (3) - 3 (2) - 2 (2) -41 (4) -33 (3) -55 (5) 

Mean distance between swarms fished (n.m.) (OBH) 2.57 (2.03) - 2 (I) + 2 (I) - 2 (I) +40 (I) +26 (I) +41 (I) 

Mean distance between concentrations fished (n.m.) 76 (55) \ +14 (12) -32 (B) +13 ( 10) -4 (B) + 7 (B) + B (B) 

Proportion of concentrations found that had 
previously been fished that half-month 0.06 (0.23) -33 (52) +95 (3, - 0 (40) +196 (30) +160 (30) +156 (30) 

I 

+ 9 (7) +13 (6) +20 (6) +20 (6) 

+52 (10) +53 (11) +67 (13) +57 (12) 
- -----------

I 
I 

Mean distance to Ice-edge of li ., 18' -, 15 concentrations fished (n.m.) I 64 (43) 
I 

Mean distance excluding case where no concentration I 
50 (29) 'I +4B ( 12) +28 ( lE was found durIng InitIal transIt to Ice i 

I 
--------------'--- -- -------

·Standard deviatIon Is of ~et of 100 estimated proportions. 
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Table 7: Additional comparative statistics from simulation model runs for the base case and six alternative scenarios each 
corresponding to a 50% overall biomass drop. The values given are means over 100 runs, with the standard errors of those 
means given in parenthesis. 

( a) One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul 

---

I Base case Nc x 0.5 N x 0.5 Lc x I r/2' Dc x 0.5 r x 1/12' 6 x 0.5 
!f P.S. 

Proportion occasions fishing 
concentration terminated 
due to: bad weather 0.10 ( .02) 0.07 ( .02) 0.07 ( .02) 0.05 (.02) 0.08 ( .02) 0.07 (.02) 0.03 ( .01) 

poor catch rate 0.55 (.03) 0.68 ( .04) 0.62 ( .04) 0.60 ( .03) 0.73 ( .03) 0.53 ( .04) 0.86 (.02) 

Proportion of runs where 
concentration found prior to 
Initial transIt reaching Ice-edge 0.74 ( .04) 0.47 ( .05) 0.72 ( .05) 0.54 ( .05) 0.66 ( .05) 0.73 ( .05) 0.67 ( .05) 

TI HE 8UDGET (~) 

BW + TRANS 9 (I) 10 (I) 8 (I) 9 (I) 9 (I) 8 (I) 9 (I) 

TAST 42 (I) 60 (2) 42 (2) 50 (2) 50 (2) 43 (I) 61 (I) 
nOWT 49 (2) 30 (2) 50 (2) 41 (2) 40 (2) 48 (2) 30 (I) 

(b) More than one swarm per haul 

Base case N c x 0.5 N x 0.5 Lc x 1/./2' Dc x 0.5 r x 1/12' 6 x 0.5 I 

~ P.S. 

Proportion occasIons fishing 
concentratIon termInated 
due to: bad weather 0.06 ( .02) 0.09 ( .03) 0.09 (.02) 0.06 (.02) 0.03 (.01 ) 0.03 (.01 ) 0.01 (.01 ) 

poor catch rate 0.70 ( .03) 0.66 ( .04) 0.64 ( .02) 0.69 ( .03) 0.91 (.01 ) 0.86 (.02) 0.89 (,02) 

Proportion of runs where 
concentratIon found prior to 
Initial transit reaching Ice-edge 0.66 ( .05) 0.40 (.05) 0.93 (.03) 0.58 ( .05) 0.70 ( .05) 0.79 ( .04) 0.63 ( .05) 

TlHE BUDGET (~) I 
I 

BW + TRANS I 8 (I) 11 (I) 7 (I) 9 (I) 10 (I) 9 (I) 10 (I) 
TAST 148 (2) 64 (2) 38 (I) 

I 
52 (2) 66 (I) 64 (I) 67 (I) 

nOWT i 44 (2) 25 (2) 55 (I) 39 (2) 24 (I) 27 (I) 23 (I) 
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Table 8: Abundance indices as a proportion of their values for the base case simulation model run. When the overall krill biomass is 
decreased to a fraction Cl of its base case level through a random combination of changes in Nc ' Le, Dc , rand B. Results relate 
to the means over 100 simulations in every case. The figures in parenthesis are standard errors of the proportions 
estimated. Note that some of the indices listed are the inverses of those shown in Tables 4 and 5; the inverse has been taken 
whenever necessary to make the index an increasing function of Cl - such cases are indicated by *. 

( a) One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul 

IN~ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

+++ 
A.I: TC+++ 

2: TH 
0.55 (.08) 0.63 (.07) 0.70 (.07) 0.70 (.07) 0.79 (.07) 0.83 (.06) 0.86 (.06) 1.00 (.05) 
0.59 (.07) 0.67 (.07) 0.73 (.06) 0.72 (.07) 0.81 (.07) 0.84 (.06) 0.88 (.06) 1.00 (.05) 

B.1: TFISHT+++ 
2: TPST 
3: TPST + !~ST+ 
4: [TCST J -1 
5: [TAST+ ] 

+++ 
C.1: TC/TFIS~J+ 

2: C/FISHT 
3: TC/TPST 
4 C7PSf 
5 TC/(TPS++TSST)+ 
6 TC/TCST 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST 

0.63 
0.94 
0.77 
0.62 
0.71 

0.85 
0.90 
0.62 
0.74 
0.73 
0.24 

2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ 
3: TC/TFISHT/PST/ESf 
4: TC/TFISHT/(PST~ST)/CST· 
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST ! 

0.56 
0.66 
0.29 
0.34 
0.58 

+ -1 
Eo 1: [TNC ] 

2: TH/TNC+ 

-+++ 
F.1: C~+++ _1 

2: [FISHL. -1 
3: [~ 11 
4: [TBH +] 

1 

1.00 
0.59 

0.94 

. '1 0.93 

I 
0.95 

i 0.91 

( .06) 
( .07) 
( .07) 
( .07) 
( .04) 

(.03) 
(.04) 
(.03) 
( .04) 
( .02) 
(.20) 

(.05) 
( .04) 
(.16) 
(.16) 
( .07) 

( .06) 
(.08) 

(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 

0.71 
1.01 
0.83 
0.66 
0.74 

0.88 
0.90 
0.65 
0.73 
0.77 
0.43 

0.61 
0.72 
0.41 
0.49 
0.67 

1.00 
0.67 

0.95 
0.94 
0.96 
0.93 

(.06) 0.76 
(.07) 1.02 
(.07) 0.87 
(.07) 0.71 
(.05) 0.78 

(.03) 
( .04) 
( .03) 
(.03) 
( .03) 
( .28) 

(.05) 
(.04) 
(.18) 
(.18) 
( .07) 

(.06) 
(.08) 

(.01) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 

0.92 
0.90 
0.71 
0.78 
0.81 
0.34 

0.68 
0.77 
0.39 
0.46 
0.69 

0.96 
0.70 

0.96 
0.96 
0.97 
0.94 

(.06) 
( .06) 
(.06) 
( .07) 
( .04) 

(.03) 
( .03) 
( .03) 
( .03) 
(.02) 
( .20) 

( .04) 
( .03) 
( .15) 
( .15) 
( .06) 

( .06) 
( .08) 

( .01) 
(.01 ) 
( .01) 
( .01) 

0.76 
0.92 
0.82 
0.70 
0.78 

0.92 
0.92 
0.76 
0.80 
0.85 
0.46 

0.72 
0.80 
0.49 
0.54 
0.73 

1.02 
0.74 

0.97 
0.95 
0.97 
0.95 

( .06) 
(.07) 
( .07) 
(.08) 
(.05) 

(.04) 
( .04) 
( .03) 
( .03) 
( .02) 
( .22) 

( .05) 
(.03) 
(.16) 
(.16) 
(.07) 

(.06) 
(.08) 

(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
( .01) 

0.82 (.06) 
0.98 (.07) 
0.90 (.07) 
0.77 (.08) 
0.83 (.05) 

0.95 (.03) 
0.97 (.03) 
0.82 (.03) 
0.87 (.03) 
0.89 (.02) 
0.78 (.28) 

0.80 (.04). 
0.87 (.03) 
0.67 (.17) 
0.73 (.18) 
0.82 (.07) 

1.04 (.06) 
0.84 (.08) 

0.98 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 
0.98 (.01) 

0.86 (.06) 
0.96 (.06) 
0.91 (.06) 
0.79 (.08) 
0.85 (.05) 

0.96 (.03) 
0.99 (.03) 
0.86 (.02) 
0.90 (.03) 
0.91 (.01) 
0.55 (.20) 

0.84 (.04) 
0.89 (.03) 
0.63 (.15) 
0.66 (.15) 
0.82 (.06) 

1.02 (.05) 
0.86 (.08) 

0.99 (.01) 
0.98 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 
0.98 (.01) 

0.89 (.06) 
0.97 (.06) 
0.92 (.06) 
0.85 (.08) 
0.90 (.05) 

0.96 
0.99 
0.89 
0.93 
0.93 
0.72 

(.03) 
(.03) 
( .02) 
(.03) 
( .02) 
(.22) i 

0.88 (.03) 
0.92 (.03) 
0.82 (.16) 
0.86 (.16) 
0.89 (.06) 

0.96 (.06) 
0.84 (.08) 

0.98 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 

(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
(.01 ) 
( .01) 

I 

1.03 (.05) 
1.09 (.05) 
1.04 (.05) 
1.01 (.08) 
1.00 (.05) 

0.97 
1.00 
0.9" 
0.97 
0.97 
1.06 

0.92 
0.95 
0.96 
1.01 
0.96 

0.96 
0.97 

(.02) 
( .03) 
( .02) 
( .02) 
(.01 ) 
(.23) 

( .03) 
(.02) 
( .15) 
( .15) 
( .06) 

( .05) 
(.08) 

0.99 (.01) 
0.98 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 

0.9 

0.95 (.06) 
0.95 (.06) 

0.97 (.05) 
0.96 (.06) 
0.96 (.06) 
0.92 (.09) 
0.94 (.05) 

0.96 (.02) 
0.97 (.03) 
0.99 (.02) 
1.01 (.03) 
0.99 (.02) 
1.11 (.28) 

0.96 (.03) 
0.96 (.02) 
0.96 (.17) 
0.94 (.17) 
0.96 (.07) 

1.06 (.06) 
1.01 (.08) 

1. 00 (.01) 
0.98 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 
0.99 (.01) 



0\ o Table 8: Abundance indices as a proportion of their values for the base case simulation model run. When the overall krill biomass is 
decreased to a fraction a. of its base case level through a random combination of changes in Ne, Le, De , rand B. Results relate 
to the means over 100 simulations in every case. The figures in parenthesis are standard errors of the proportions 
estimated. Note that some of the indices listed are the inverses of those shown in Tables 4 and 5; the inverse has been taken 
whenever necessary to make the index an increasing function of a. - such cases are indicated by *. 

(b) More than one swarm per haul 

---------------- Q INDEX --______.. 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

+++ 0.36 (.07) 0.35 ( .07) 0.43 ( .08) 0.48 (.07) 0.57 (.07) 0.59 (.06) 0.77 (.06) 0.76 ( .07) 0.93 A.I: TC+++ 
2: TH 0.42 (.07) 0.40 ( .07) 0.47 ( .07) 0.52 (.07) 0.60 (.07) 0.62 (.06) 0.62 (.06) 0.78 ( .07) 0.93 

B.I: TFISHT+++ 0.52 (.07) 0.49 (.06) 0.56 (.07) 0.61 ( .06) 0.68 (.06) 0.69 (.06) 0.83 (.06) 0.81 ( .06) 0.96 
2: TPST 0.60 ( .08) 0.55 (.07) 0.59 (.07) 0.62 ( .07) 0.67 (.06) 0.69 (.06) 0.81 (.06) 0.78 (.07) 0.92 
3: TPST + T?ST+ 0.42 (.07) 0.40 ( .07) 0.46 (.07) 0.50 ( .07) 0.59 (.07) 0.61 (.07) 0.78 (.06) 0.76 ( .07) 0.93 + - . 0.57 ( .06) 0.56 ( .06) 0.59 ( .06) 0.60 (.06) 0.65 (.06) 0.66 (.06) 0.77 (.07) 0.78 ( .07) 0.92 4: [TCST +) _I 
5: [TAST 1 • 0.70 (.03) 0.69 (.03) 0.72 ( .04) 0.73 (.04) 0.77 (.04) 0.77 (.04) 0.86 (.04) 0.87 ( .04) 0.96 

C.I: TC/TFlSHJ t ++ 0.71 ( .03) 0.71 (.03) 0.79 (.03) 0.78 (.02) 0.83 (.02) 0.88 (.04) 0.91 (.02) 0.93 ( .02) 0.94 
2: C/FISHT+ + 0.72 ( .06) 0.72 (.06) 0.81 ( .06) 0.75 (.05) 0.79 (.04) 0.87 (.05) 0.89 (.04) 0.90 (.04) 0.87 
3: TC/TPST 0.66 (.04) 0.67 (.03) 0.74 (.03) 0.79 (.03) 0.86 (.02) 0.88 (.02) 0.97 (.02) 0.99 ( .02) 1.01 
4: C/PST 0.74 ( .05) 0.73 (.05) 0.80 (.04) 0.83 (.04) 0.87 (.03) 0.88 (.03) 0.99 (.03) 0.99 (.03) 1.03 
5: TC/(TPSJ+TSST)+ 0.88 ( .02) 0.90 (.02) 0.92 (.01 ) 0.96 (.01 ) 0.98 (.02) 0.98 (.01) 1.00 (.Ol) 1. 01 (.01 ) 1.01 
6: TC/TCST 0.14 (.13) 0.14 ( .14) 0.20 (.16) 0.26 (.23) 0.31 (.19) 0.29 (. 14) 0.61 (.19) 0.64 (.19) 1. 10 

D. I: TC/TFISHT/PST 0.53 (.05) 0.54 (.05) 0.62 (.05) 0.66 (.04) 0.74 (.03) 0.79 (.04) 0.89 (.03) 0.93 ( .03) 0.96 
2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ 0.69 ( .03) 0.72 ( .04) 0.77 (.03) 0.79 ( .02) 0.84 (.02) 0.88 (.03) 0.92 (.02) 0.94 ( .02) 0.95 
3: TC/TFISHT/PSi/Clr 0.24 (.11) 0.24 ( .12) 0.34 (.12) 0.38 (.12) 0.45 (. 14) 0.44 (.IO) 0.70 (. 12) 0.74 ( .12) 0.87 
4: TC/TFISHT/(PSTi~ST}/CSTI 0.33 ( .10) 0.32 (.11) 0.43 ( .12) 0.47 (.II) 0.51 (. 12) 0.50 (. 10) 0.73 (.12) 0.76 (.II) 0.86 
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST 0.45 ( .04) 0.45 (.05) 0.53 ( .05) 0.55 (.05) 0.61 (.05) 0.65 (.05) 0.16 (.05) 0.80 (.05) 0.94 

+ -I · 0.90 ( .07) 0.96 ( .07) 0.91 (.07) 0.84 (.06) 0.90 (.06) 0.96 (.06) 0.88 (.06) 0.94 (.06) 1.05 Eo I: [TNC 1+ 
2: TH/TNC 0.38 (.06) 0.38 (.06) 0.43 ( .06) 0.44 (.07) 0.54 (.07) 0.56 (.07) 0.69 (.07) 0.73 ( .07) 0.98 

C71T'"++ 0.86 (.01 ) 0.87 (.01 ) 0.91 (.01 ) 0.91 ( . 0 I ) 0 . 95 (. 0 I) I 0.96 (.Ol) 0.98 (.Ol) 0.98 (.01 ) 1.00 F.I: 1 
2: [FISHJ:+~f • 0.80 (.01) 0.81 (.01 ) 0.85 (.01 ) 0.85 (.01) I 0.89 (.0 I) j 0.90 (.Ol) 0.94 (.Ol) 0.95 (.01 ) 0.97 

! 3: [TOWJ 11 • 0.87 (.01 ) 0.87 (.01 ) 0.90 (.01 ) 0.90 (.01 ) 0.93 (.01) . 0.94 (.0 I) I 0.96 (.Ol) 0.97 (.01 ) 0.98 
i 4: [TBH +] • I 0.88 (.01 ) 0.89 (.01) ! 0.92 (.01 ) 0.92 ( .01) I 0.94 (.0 I) , 0.95 (.01) : 0.97 (.01) , 0.98 (.01 ) 0.98 

: 

(.06) 
( .06) 

( .06) 
(.06) 
(.06) 
( .08) 
( .05) 

( .02) 
(.04) 
( .02) 
( .03) 
(.01 ) 
( .17) 

(.03) 
(.02) 
( .12) 
( .12) 
(.05) 

( .06) 
( .08) 

(.01 ) 
(.01) i 
(.01 ) 
(.01) : 

J 



Table 9: 

0'\ 
>-' 

Efficiency of abundance indices in detecting changes in krill biomass: 

blank 
+/ 
* 
* * 

100 simulations detect no change significant at 5% level 
direction of change if difference significant at 5% level detected 
index (or its inverse) drops by > 20% 
index (or its inverse) drops by > 45% (within 95% limits) 

This table corresponds to Table Sa for the "One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul" case, except that concentration searching 
efficiency has been increased 7.5 times. 

INDEX Ne x 0.5 N x 0.5 Le x 1/12' De x 0.5 r x I/If' ~ x 0.5 
e+ P.S. 

+++ -" A.I: TC+++ - + -"" 
21 TH -* - + -' 

B. I: TFISHT+++ -* - -
2: TPST -* +* +' + 
3: TPST + + TSST+ -* +* +' -
4: TCST +" +. 
5: TAST++ +' + + 

C.I: TC/TFIS~r+++ + -" 
2: C/FISHT + + 

_. 
3: TC/TPST _ .. -' -'" ! 
4: C/PST -* -' -" 
5: TC/(TPSr+TSST)+ -* -' -" 
6: TC/TCST -** * • -'. 

, 
0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST 

! 
-'* -' _e. 

2: TC/TFISHT/(PST+SST)+ -' - _ .. 
3: TC/TFISHT/PST/EST _e. -'* - _ .. 
4: TC/TFISHT/(PST~ST)/CST+ _e. -* _ .. 
5: TC/TFISHT/TAST -* - + _ .. 

LI: THC+ -* + - I +' 
2: TH/TNC+ _. I 

-" + I 
-+++ I 

F.I: C/H +++ + I -
I 2: FISHr -

I 
+ - +' 

3: TOWr++ - + - +" 
4: TBH - + +" 

1 



Rj 
Table 10: A consolidated version of Table 4 for the six abundance indices selected for detailed comparison in section 3.6. Only the point 

estimates of the percentage difference from the estimated base case mean are given for the six alternative krill distribution 
scenarios (each corresponding to a 50% overall biomass drop). The first figure shown corresponds to the "One elongated 
(f=8) swarm per haul" and the second figure to the "More than one swarm per haul" model modification. 

INDEX Ne x 0.5 N x 0.5 
e+ P.S. 

Le x I/l'l' De x 0.5 r x I/I'I' oS x 0.5 

A.I: TC+++ -40; -41 + I; +25 -16; -10 -17; -62 + 91 -51 -601 -64 

C.I: TC/TFISHT+++ - B; + 0 - 2; - 0 - 4; + 0 - 01 -35 +15; -26 -421 -3B 
3: TC/TPST - I; + 3 + 5; + 3 + I; + 5 -431 -51 -33; -30 -45; -36 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST - 6; + 3 + 4 + 2 - I; + 4 -42; -63 -241 -44 -62; -55 
2: TC/TfISHT/(PST+SST)+ - 3; - 0 + I - 2 - 21 - 2 -30; -42 -Ill -26 -52; -34 

3: TC/TfISHT/PST/CST -57; -45 + 3 +85 -17; -11 -49; -76 - 8; -62 -771 -72 



Table 11: 

I 

Estimates of the percentage decrease in abundance indices incorporation PST 
for a 50% overall krill biomass drop are compared with and without random 
error (see text - section 3.6) in the allocation of within concentration search 
time between PST and SST. The comparisons are shown for the biomass drop 
due to falls in each of Dc, rand 8, and are for the "One elongated (f=8) swarm 
per haul" case. 

Dc x 0.5 r x 1/12' 11 x 0.5 

INDEX No error Error No error Error No error Error 

6.2: TPST . +44 +32 +63 +55 -27 -27 
3: TPST+TSST+ +18 + 5 +39 +32 -44 -43 

!Dlfference! 26 27 24 23 17 16 

C.3: TC/TPST -43 -44 -33 -32 -45 -44 
5: TC/(TPST+TSST)+ -31 -31 -22 -21 -29 -29 

!Dlfference! 12 13 11 11 16 15 

0.1: TC/TFISHT/PST -42 -47 -24 -23 -62 -61 
2: C/TF1SHT/(PST+SST)+ -30 -34 -11 -11 -52 -51 

!Dlfferencel 12 13 13 12 10 10 

i 0.3: TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 
: 4: TC/IT I SHT 1 (PSHSST) /CST+ 

-49 -61 - 8 -10 -77 -76 
-39 -51 + 5 + 4 -71 -69 

!Dlfference! 10 10 13 14 6 7 
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Figure 1: A flow diagram of the basic structure of the simulation model. 
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~ .. ------- 600 n.mi. .. 

S5 Least preferred habitat 150 n.mi. 

5" 
150 n.mi. 

600 n.mi. 

Figure 2: 
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S3 150 n.mi. 

S2 75 n.mi. 

S1 Most preferred habitat 75 n.mi. 

The stratified habitat chosen for the krill distribution model in a 600 n mile 
square sector of the Southern Ocean. 
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0 0 c 0 c 200 -+- 0 (I) .- 0 Cl 
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0 0 0 0 

00 100 200 300 400 500 600 

Distance (n.mi.) 

Figure 3: An example of the distribution of krill concentrations in the 600 n mile 
square Southern Ocean sector chosen, which has been generated as described in 
section 2.3. The radii of the concentrations are to scale. The arrowed lines 
indicate the concentrations fished sequentially during a half-month period. 
The dotted line represents movement during a period of bad weather (see 
section 2.4). 
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Exhaustive sea'rch: Prob = min[1,Wst/A] 

"Random search: Prob = 1 - e-W.t/A 

Search time, t 

Detection probability as a function of time for the exhaustive, search and 
random search models. 
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Figure 5: 

Nautical miles 

An example of the distribution of fishable swarms in a concentration, 
generated as described in section 2.7. The radii of the swarms are NOT to 
scale. This example corresponds to the "One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul" 
model modification, with the symbol for each fishable swarm placed at the 
centre point chosen for that swarm prior to elongation. The arrowed lines 
reflect the sequential towing of swarms in the concentration by a fishing 
vessel. Note that only the initial swarms are towed, even though these lines 
may intersect the symbols for other swarms. The full lines represent the 
length and direction of each haul (to scale), while the dashed lines indicate net 
movement in searching for the following swarm to tow. 
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FIgure 6: ContInuIng a haul through more than one swarm 
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Figure 6: An example of a single haul for the model modification where more than one swarm may be towed per haul (see sections 2.8 and 
3.3). The swarms shown are to scale. While the initial swarm towed is a "fishable" swarm in terms of criterion (20), .all 
swarms in the area to the right of this original swarm are shown. The dashed lines to the right of the initial swarm define the 
"sonar band"; swarms intersecting this band are also fished until the haul is ended because (in this example) the Captain 
estimates the catch has reached 10 tonnes. 



Figure 7: Plots of abundance indices as a function of ex (the proportion of the base case 
level to which the krill biomass has been reduced), where biomass reduction 
occurs as a result of a random combination of decreases in the distribution 
parameters Ne, Le, Dc, rand o. The abundance indices have been normalised to 
their estimated base case mean levels. The error bars shown represent 
estimates of the central 68% of the distribution of the index in question for a 
vessel-half-month, while the symbol is the estimate of the distribution mean, 
for each particular value of ex. A formula is shown for the curve fitted to the 
relationship between the index and a by the method described in section 3.5. 
Plots a) and b) are for the "One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul" and "More 
than one swarm per haul" model modifications respectively, and correspond to 
the indices : 

(i) TC 
(ii) TC/TFISHT 
(iii) TC/TPST 

(i v) TC/TFISHT/PST +SST 

(v) TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST) 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 
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Figure 8: Plots of (i) total half-monthly catch (TC) and (ii) number of concentrations 
fished (TNC) against the minimum catch rate per overall elapsed time (CRmin) 
required to be achieved for a vessel not to leave a concentration. The plots are 
for the base case krill distribution and the "One elongated (f=8) swarm per 
haul model modification. The error bars indicate one standard deviation. 
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Figure 9: Plots of abundance indices against a. as in Figure 7, except that the overall 
biomass decline is the result of a change in krill swarm surface density 0 only. 
The plots are for the "One elongated (f=8) swarm per haul" model 
modification, and correspond to the indices: 

(i) TC 
(ii) TC/TFISHT 
(iii) TC/TPST 
(iv) TC/(TPST + TSST) 

(v) TCITFISHT/PST +SST 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 
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Tableau 1 

Tableau 2 

Tableau 3 

Tableau 4 

Tableau 5 

Tableau 6 

Legendes des tableaux 

Statistiques de synthese d'un echantillon de donnees recueillies par un 
chalutier industriel de krill japonais. Un nombre suivi par un autre entre 
parentheses correspond a une moyenne (ecart-type), sauf indication 
contraire ou lorsqu'une seule statistique est en jeu. 

Valeurs des parametres d'operations de peche pour differentes 
modifications de modele. Lorsqu'une valeur d'un parametre "partiellement 
affine" est mise entre parentheses carrees, la valeur n'a pas ete ajustee 
pour cette modification, mais egalisee a la valeur ajustee pour une 
modification connexe. 

Comparaison de statistiques pour la pecherie commerciale japonaise de 
krill etablies a partir de I'echantillon de donnees regues et d'autres 
sources, avec les resultats du modele de simulation du cas de base. Les 
resultats du modele de simulation refletent la moyenne sur 100 cas. (N B: 
Toutes les statistiques ont trait a une periode d'un demi-mois.) Les 
chiffres entre parentheses sont les coefficients de variation sauf les 
pourcentages de bilan temporel qui sont les ecarts-types. 

Comparaison des indices d'abondance pour I'experience du modele de 
simulation du cas de base avec ceux de six autres scenarios de repartition 
du krill, correspondant chacun a une baisse totale de 50% de la biomasse. 
Pour le cas de base, la moyenne sur les 100 simulations est representee 
avec I'erreur standard de cette moyenne entre parentheses. Pour les aut res 
scenarios, la difference de pourcentage du cas de base moyen est donnee 
entre parentheses, avec I'erreur standard. (Les unites, le cas echeant, sont 
en combinaisons tonne-heure.) 

(a) Un Essaim Allonge (f=8) Par Trait 

(b) Plus d'Un Essaim Par Trait 

Efficacite des indices d'abondance a detecter les changements de la biomasse 
de krill: 

blanc: 

+ / -
* 
* * 

100 simulations ne detectent pas de changement significatif a un 
intervalle de confiance de 5% 
significative a un intervalle de confiance de 5% 
indice (ou son inverse) baisse de > 20% 
indice (ou son inverse) baisse de > 45% (dans des limites de 
95%) 

(a) Un Essaim Allonge (f=8) Par Trait 

. (b) Plus d'Un Essaim Par Trait 

Statistiques comparatives complementaires de 100 experiences de modeles 
de simulation pour le cas de base et pour six autres scenarios 
correspondant chacun a une baisse totale de 50% de la biomasse. Le format 
est le meme que celui du tableau 4 mais les valeurs entre parentheses pour 
le cas de base sont les ecarts-types (et non pas les erreurs standard de la 
moyenne.) 
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Tableau 7 

Tableau 8 

Tableau 9 

Tableau 10 

Tableau 11 
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(a) Un Essaim Allonge (f=8) Par Trait 

(b) Plus d'Un Essaim Par Trait 

Statistiques comparatives supplementaires des experiences de modeles de 
simulation pour le cas de base et six autres scenarios correspondant chacun 
a une baisse totale de 50% de la biomasse. Les valeurs donnees sont des 
moyennes sur 100 experiences, avec les erreurs standard de ces moyennes 
donnees entre parentheses. 

(a) Un essaimallonge (f=8) par trait 

(b) Plus d'un essaim par trait 

Indices d'abondance comme proportion de leurs valeurs pour I'experience 
de modele de simulation du cas de base quand la biomasse totale de krill est 
reduite a une fraction a de son niveau du cas de base par une combinaison 
au hasard de changements en Ne, Le, Dc,r et o. Les resultats se rapportent 
aux moyennes sur 100 simulations dans chaque cas. 11 faut noter que 
quelques uns des indices mentionnes sont les inverses de ceux indiques sur 
les tableaux 4 et 5; I'inverse a ete utilise si necessaire, pour faire de 
I'indice une fonction croissante de a - ces cas sont indiques par un *. 

(a) Un Essaim Allonge (f=8) Par Trait 

(b) Plus d'Un Essaim Par Trait 

Efficacite des indices d'abondance a detecter les changements de la biomasse 
de krill: 

blanc: 

+/-

* 
* * 

100 simulations ne detectent pas de changement significatif a un 
intervalle de confiance de 5% 
direction de changement en cas de detection d'une difference 
significative a un intervalle de confiance de 5% 
indice (ou son inverse) baisse de > 20% 
indice (ou son inverse) baisse de > 45% (dans des limites de 

95%) 

Une version consolidee du Tableau 4 pour les six indices d'abondance 
selectionnes pour une comparaison detaillee dans la section 3.6. Seules les 
estimations ponctuelles de difference de pourcentage par rapport a la 
moyenne estimee du cas de base sont donnees pour les six autres scenarios 
de repartition du krill (correspond ant chacun a une baisse totale de 50% de 
labiomasse). Le premier chiffre indique correspond a "Un essaim 
allonge(f=8)-par-trait" et le second chiffre a la modification du modele 
"Plus d'un essaim-par-trait". 

Des estimations de la baisse du pourcentage des indicesd'abondance 
incorporant le temps de recherche primaire(PST)pour une baisse totale de 
50% de la biomasse de krill sont comparees avec et sans erreur aleatoire 
(voir texte - section 3.6) dans I'allocation du temps de recherche de 
concentrations entre temps de recherche primaire et secondaire (PST et 
SST). Les comparaisons sont indiquees pour la baisse de la biomasse dOe a 
des baisses en Dc, r et 0 respectivement, et sont pour le cas dlllUn essaim 
(f=8)allonge-par-trait". 



Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Legendes des figures 

Organigramme de la structure de base du mode le de simulation. 

L'habitat stratifie choisi pour le mode le de repartition du krill dans un 
secteur de 600 milles nautiques carres de I'ocean Austral. 

Un exemple de la repartition des concentrations de krill dans le secteur 
choisi de I'ocean Austral de 600 milles nautiques carres qui a ete engendre 
selon la description de la section 2.3. Les rayons de concentrations sont 
representes a I'echelle. Les Iignes flechees indiquent les concentrations 
pechees sequentiellement pendant une periode d'un demi-mois. La Iigne 
pointillee represente le mouvement pendant une periode de mauvais temps 
(voir sectione.4). 

Probabilite de detection comme fonction de temps pour la recherche 
approfondie et les modeles de recherche au hasard. 

Un exemple de la repartition d'essaims pechables dans une concentration 
engendree selon la description de la section 2.7. Les rayons d'essaims ne 
sont PAS representes a I'echelle. Cet exemple correspond a la modification 
du modele "Un essaim allonge (f=8) par trait", avec le symbole, pour 
chaque essaim pechable, place au point central choisi pour cet essaim avant 
I'elongation. Les Iignes flechees refletent le chalutage sequentiel de bancs 
dans la concentration par un navire de peche. 11 faut noter que seuls les 
bancs initiaux sont chalutes, bien que ces lignes puissent entrecouper les 
symboles d'autres bancs. Les lignes continues representent la longueur et 
la direction de chaque trait (a l'echelJe), tandis que les lignes en tirets 
indiquent le mouvement net de recherche du prochain essaim a chaluter. 

Un exemple d'un seul trait pour la modification du modele lorsque plus d'un 
essaim pe ut etre chalute par trait (voir sections 2.8 et 3.3). Les bancs 
representes sont a l'echelJe. Tandis que le premier banc chalute est un banc 
"pechable" en termes de critere (20), 1Q..u.s. les bancs dans la zone a la 
droite de ce banc d'origine sont representes. Les lignes en tirets a la droite 
de I'essaim initial delimitent la "bande de sonar"; les essaims intersectant 
cette bande sont aussi peches jusqu'a ce que le trait soit termine parce que 
(dans cet exemple) le Capitaine estime que la capture a atteint 10 tonnes. 

Courbes des indices d'abondance comme fonction d' a (la proportion du 
niveau du cas de base auquel la biomasse de krill a ete reduite), oll la 
reduction de la biomasse se produit par suite d'une combinaison au hasard 
de baisse dans les parametres de distribution Ne, Lc, Dc, r et o. Les indices 
d'abondance ont ete normalises a leurs niveaux moyens estimes pour le cas 
de base. Les barres d'erreur representent les estimations des 68% 
centraux de la distribution de I'indice en question pour un navire par 
demi-mois, tandis que le symbole est I'estimation de la moyenne de 
distribution pour chaque valeur particuliere de a.. Une formule est 
presentee pour la courbe ayant trait a la relation entre I'indice et a par la 
methode decrite dans la section 3.5. Les courbes a) et b) se rapportent 
respectivement aux modifications du mode le "Un essaim allonge (f=8) par 
trait" et "Plus d'un essaim par trait" et correspondent aux indices: 
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Figure 8 

Figure 9 

Ta6JIlilla 1 

Ta6JIlilla 2 

100 

(i) TC 
(ii) TC/FI8HT 
(iii) TC/TP8T 

(i v) TC/TFI8HT/P8T +88T 

( v) TC/TFI8HT/(PST +SST) 

( vi) TC/TFISHT IPST ICST 

Courbes de (i) capture totale par demi-mois (TC) et (ii) nombre de 
concentrations pechees (TNC) par le taux de capture minimum par temps 
total ecoule (CRmin) requis pour qu'un navire n'abandonne pas une 
concentration. Les courbes ont trait a la repartition du krill du cas de base 
et a la modification du modele "Un essaim allonge (f=8) par trait". Les 
barres d'erreur indiquent un ecart-type. 

Courbes des indices d'abondance par ex sur la figure 7, sauf que le declin de 
la biomasse totale provient uniquement d'un changement de la densite 0 de 
surface d'un banc de krill. Les courbes sont celles de la modification du 
modele "Un essaim allonge (f=8) par trait", et correspondent aux indices: 

(i) TC 
(ii) TC/FISHT 
(iii) TC/TPST 
(i v) TC/(TPST + TSST) 

(v) TC/TFISHT/P8T +SST 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 

3arOJIOBKIi K Ta6JIIiu;aM 

CBo,aKa 1i36paHHhlx CTaTIiCTIi1.JeCKIiX ,aaHHhlx, nOJIY1.JeHHhIX C 
RnOHCKoro KOMMep1.JeCKOrO KpliJIeBOrO TpaYJIepa. Uli~pa C 
nOCJIe,aYIOIIJ;e:H: B cKo6Kax ,aPyrO:H: U;1i~pO:H: cOOTBeTcTByeT cpe,aHeMY 
1.JIiCJIY (cpe,aHeMY KBa,apaTIi1.JeCKOMY OTKJIOHeHIiIO), 3a IiCKJIlOqeHlieM 

Tex npliMepoB, r,ae llli~PhI CTORT B ,apyroM nopR,aKe, IiJIIi r,ae 
npliBe,aeH TOJIhKO O,aIiH nOKa3aTeJIh. 

3HaqeHliR napaMeTpoB npOMhICJIOBO:H: onepaU;1i1i ,aJIR pa3JIliqHhIX 
Mo,aIi~IiKaU;li:H: Mo,aeJIIi. TaM, r,ae 3HaqeHlie qaCTliqHO 
"npIiBe,aeHHoro B cooTBeTcTBlie" napaMeTpa nOKa3aHO B 
KBa,apaTHhlx cKo6Kax, 03HaqaeT, qTO 3HaqeHlie He 6hIJIO npliBe,aeHO 
B COOTBeTCTBlie ,aJIR ,aaHHO:H: Mo,aIi~IiKaU;lili, a 6hIJIO OCTaBJIeHO 
paBHhIM npIiBe,aeHHO:H: B COOTBeTCTBlie BeJIliqliHe ,aJIR coce,aHe:H: 
Mo,aIi~IiKaU;1i1i. 

CpaBHeHlie CTaTIiCTliqeCKIiX pe3YJIhTaTOB, KaCalOIIJ;IiXCR RnOHCKoro 
KOMMepqeCKOrO npOMhICJIa KPIiJIR, nOJIyqeHHhIX 1i3 BhI60PKIi 
,aaHHhIX .Ii ,apyrlix IiCTOqHIiKOB, C BhIXO,aHhIMIi ,aaHHhIMIi 
IiMIiTaU;IiOHHO:H: Mo,aeJIIi ,aJIR 6a3liCHOrO BapliaHTa. Pe3YJIhTaThI 
IiMIiTaU;IiOHHO:H: Mo,aeJIIi OTpa)l(alOT cpe,aHIOIO BeJIliqIiHY, 
nOJIyqeHHYIO 3a 100 nporoHoB Mo,aeJIIi. CTIpliMeqaHlie: BCR 
CTaTIiCTIiKa OTHOCIiTCR K neplio,ay nOJIYMecRu;a.) UIi~PhI B cKo6Kax 



TaoJull~a4 

TaoJulu;a 5 

TaoJulu;a 6 

TaoJUlu;a 7 

.SIBJI.SIIOTC.SI K03«P«PHU;HeHTaMH BapHaU;HH, 3a HCKJIlOqeHHeM 
npou;eHTHblx BeJIHqHH 3aTpaqeHHOrO BpeMeHH, r,ae OHH 
cooTBeTcTBYIOT cpe,aHeMY KBa,apaTHqeCKoMY OTKJIOHeHHIO. 

CpaBHeHHe HH,aeKCOB qHCJIeHHOCTH ,aJI.SI HMHTaU;HoHHoH Mo,aeJIH 
oa3HcHoro BapHaHTa C HH,aeKcaMH qHCJIeHHOCTH, nOJIyqeHHbIMH H3 
IIIeCTH pa3JIHqHbIX KOMOHHaU;H:H napaMeTpoB pacnpe,aeJIeHH.SI KPHJI.SI, 
Ka)l(,aa.Sl H3 KOTOPbIX cooTBeTcTByeT oow;eMY YMeHbIIIeHHIO OHOMaCCbI 
Ha 50%'. ,llJI.SI oa3HcHoro BapHaHTa ,aaeTC.SI cpe,aH.SI.SI BeJIHqHHa, 
nOJIyqeHHa.Sl B pe3YJIbTaTe 100 nporoHoB Mo,aeJIH, B cKooKax 
YKa3aHa cpe,aH.SI.SI KBa,apaTHqeCKa.Sl oIIIHoKa 3TOH cpe,aHeH BeJIHqHHbI. 
,llJI.SI pa3JIHqHbIX KOMOHHaU;H:H napaMeTpoB pacnpe,aeJIeHH.SI KPHJI.SI 
,aaeTC.SI npou;eHTHa.Sl pa3HHu;a no OTHOIIIeHHIO K cpe,aHeH BeJIHqHHe 
oa3HcHoro BapHaHTa, B cKooKax YKa3aHa cpe,aH.SI.SI KBa,apaTHqeCKa.Sl 
oIIIHoKa 3TOH npou;eHTHoH pa3HHU;bI. (E,aHHHU;bI B cOTBeTcTBYIO:W;HX 
MeCTax Bblpa)l(eHbI B TOHHax/qac.). 

(a) O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

(b) OOJIbIIIe o,aHoro CKOnJIeHH.SI 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

TIoKa3aTeJIb 3«p«peKTHBHoCTH HH,aeKCOB qHCJIeHHOCTH npH 
OOHapY)I(eHHH H3MeHeHHH B oHoMacce KPHJI.SI: 

nYCToe MeCTO 

+/-

* 

** 

3a 100 nporoHoB Mo,aeJIH HHKaKHX CTaTHCTHqeCKH 
3HaqHMbIX H3MeHeHHH He OOHapY)I(eHO npH 5%' 
ypOBHe 
HanpaBJIeHHe H3MeHeHHH, Kor,aa CTaTHCTHqeCKH 
3HaqHMOe pa3JIHqHe OOHapY)I(eHO npH 5%' ypOBHe 
HH,aeKC (HJIH oOpaTHa.Sl BeJIHqHHa HH,aeKCa) 
CHH)I(aeTC.SI Ha > 20 %' 
HH,aeKC (HJIH oOpaTHa.Sl BeJIHqHHa HH,aeKCa) 
CHH)I(aeTC.SI Ha> 45%' ( B npe,aeJIax 95%') 

(a) O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

(b) OOJIbIIIe o,aHoro CKOnJIeHH.SI 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

,llonOJIHHTeJIbHa.Sl cpaBHHTeJIbHa.Sl CTaTHCTHKa no 100 nporoHaM 
HMHTaU;HoHHoH Mo,aeJIH ,aJI.SI oa3HcHoro BapHaHTa H ,aJI.SI IIIeCTH 
pa3JIHqHbIX KOMoHHaU;HH napaMeTpoB, cooTBeTcTYIOW;HX oow;eMY 
YMeHbIIIeHHIO OHOMaCCbI Ha 50%'. 0003HaqeHH.SI Te )l(e, qTO H B 
TaOJIHu;e 4 KpOMe Toro, qTO U;H «pp bI B CKOOKax ,aJI.SI oa3HCHoro 
BapHaHTa .SIBJI.SIIOTC.SI cpe,aHHMH KBa,apaTHqeCKHMH OTKJIOHeHH.SIMH (a 
He cpe,aHHMH KBa,apaTHqeCKHMH OIIIHOKaMH cpe,aHeH BeJIHqHHbI). 

(a) O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

(b) OOJIbIIIe o,aHoro CKOnJIeHH.SI 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe. 

,llonOJIHHTeJIbHa.Sl cpaBHHTeJIbHa.Sl CTaTHCTHKa no nporoHaM 
HMHTaU;HoHHoH Mo,aeJIH ,aJI.SI oa3HcHoro BapHaHTa H ,aJI.SI IIIeCTH 
pa3JIHqHbIX KOMoHHaU;HH napaMeTpoB, cooTBeTcTBYIOW;HX oo:w;eMY 
YMeHbIIIeHHIO OHOMaCCbI Ha 50%'. ,llaHHble 3HaqeHH.SI .SIBJI.SIIOTC.SI 
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Cpe,l{HMMM qMCJIaMM, nOJIyqeHHbIMM 3a 100 nporoHoB MO,l{eJIM, B 
cKooKax YKa3aHbI cpe,l{HMe KBa,l{paTMqeCKMe oIlmoKM 3TMX 3HaqeHMit 

(a) O,l{HO Y,l{JIMHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHMe 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe. 

(b) BOJIbWe O,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHM.R 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe. 

I1H,l{eKCbI qMCJIeHHOCTM, Bblpa)l(eHHble B npolleHTHoM OTHoweHMM K 
MX BeJIMqMHaM, ,l{JI.R nporoHa MMMTallMoHHoH MO,l{eJIM oa3McHoro 
BapMaHTa, KOr,l{a OOma.R oMoMacca KPMJI.R YMeHbWaeTC.R ,l{O ,l{OJIM ex 
OT ee oa3McHoro ypOBH.R BCJIe,l{CTBMe CJIyqaHHOrO COqeTaHM.R 

M3MeHeHMH B Ne' Le. Dc, r M O. B Ka)l(,l{OM CJIyqae pe3YJIbTaTbI 

OTHOC.RTC.R K cpe,l{HMM qMCJIaM, nOJIyqeHHbIM 3a 100 nporOHoB 

MMMTallMoHHoH MO,l{eJIM. UmpPbI B cKooKax .RBJI.RIOTC.R Cpe,l{HMMM 
KBa,l{paTMqeCKMMM oWMoKaMM nO,l{CqMTaHHbIX Cpe,l{HMX BeJIMqMH. 

OopaTMTe BHMMaHMe, qTO HeKoTopble M3 HM)l(eCJIe,l{YIOW;Mx MH,l{eKCOB 
.RBJI.RIOTC.R oopaTHbIMM BeJIMqMHaMM MH,l{eKCOB, YKa3aHHbIX B 
TaOJIMllaX 4 M 5; KOr,l{a HeOOXO,l{MMO npeBpamaTb MH,l{eKC B 
B03pacTalOmylO IPYHKIlMIO ex ,l{aeTC.R ero oOpaTHa.R BeJIMqMHa, TaKMe 
npMMepbI OTMeqeHbI 3HaqKOM *. 

(a) O,l{HO y,l{JIMHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHMe 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe. 

(b) OOJIbWe O,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHM.R 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe. 

nOKa3aTeJIb 31PIPeKTMBHoCTM MH,l{eKCOB qMCJIeHHOCTM B 

oOHapY)l(eHMM M3MeHeHM.R oMoMaccbI KPMJI.R: 

nYCToe MeCTO : 

+/-

* 

** 

3a 100 nporoHoB MO,l{eJIM HMKaKMX CTaTMCTMqeCKM 
3HaqMMbIX M3MeHeHHH He OOHapY)l(eHO npH 5%' 
ypOBHe 
HanpaBJIeHHeM3MeHeHHH, KOr,l{a CTaTHCTMqeCKM 
3HaqMMOe pa3JIHqHe OOHapY)l(eHO npH 5%' ypOBHe 
MH,l{eKC (HJIM oOpaTHa.R BeJIHqHHa HH,l{eKca) 

CHM)l(aeTC.R Ha > 20 %' 
HH,l{eKC (HJIH oOpaTHa.R BeJIHqHHa HH,l{eKca) 
CHH)l(aeTC.R Ha > 45%' ( B npe,l{eJIax 95%') 

3Ta TaOJIHlla COOTBeTcTByeT TaOJIMlle Sa ("O,l{HO Y,l{JIHHeHHOe (f=8) 
CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHHe"), 3a MCKJIlOqeHHeM Toro, qTO 

31PIPeKTHBHOCTb KOHlleHTpHpOBaHHoro nOMCKa YBeJIMqeHa B 7.5 pa3. 

OooomeHHbIH BapHaHT TaOJIHllbI 4 ,l{JI.R weCTH HH,l{eKCOB 
qHCJIeHHOCTH, BblopaHHblx ,l{JI.R nO,l{pOOHOro cpaBHeHH.R B pa3,l{eJIe 

3.6. .llJI.R weCTH pa3JIHqHbIX KOMoHHallHH napaMeTpoB 
pacnpe,l{eJIeHM.R KPMJI.R (Ka)l(,l{a.R TaKa.R KOMOMHallM.R COOTBeTcTByeT 
oow;eMY YMeHbweHHIO OHOMaCCbI Ha 50%') ,l{aeTC.R TOJIbKO OlleHKa 
npolleHTHoro pa3JIHqH.R OT,l{eJIbHhlX pe3YJIbTaTOB oa3HcHoro 
BapHaHTa nepBa.R llHlPpa cooTBeTcTByeT MO,l{HIPHKaIlMM MO,l{eJIH 
"0 ,l{HO y,l{JIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHHe", BTOpa.R 
llHlPpa - "00JIbWe O,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHH.R 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe". 

CpaBHeHMe OlleHOK npolleHTHoro CHH)l(eHH.R HH,l{eKCOB 

qHCJIeHHOCTH (c OWHOKOH CJIyqaHHOrO Bbloopa H oe3 Hee), 

BKJIlOqalOW;MX nepBHqHOe BpeM.R nOHCKa (PST), cooTBeTcTBYIOw;ee 
50%' CHM)l(eHHIO oHoMaccbI KPMJI.R npH pacnpe,l{eJIeHHH B npe,l{eJIax 



PMCYHOK 1 

PMCYHOK2 

PMCYHOK 3 

PMYHOK 4 

PMCYHOK5 

PMYHOK 6 

PMCYHOK 7 

BpeMeHM nOMCKa KOHlleHTpallMM OT nepBMqHOrO BpeMeHM nOMCKa 
(PST) ,l{O BTOpMqHOrO BpeMeHM nOMCKa (SST>. CpaBHeHM.s:r KaCaIOTC.SI 

YMeHbWeHM.SI GMoMaccbI BCJIe,l{CTBMe nOHM)I(eHM.SI B Ka)l(,l{OM M3 Dc, r M 0 
M OTHOC.SITC.SI K CJIyqaIO "O,l{HO Y,l{JIMHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHMe 3a O,l{HO 

TpaJIeHMe". 

TIO,l{nMCM K pMCYHKaM 

CxeMa OCHOBHOH CTPYKTKPbI MMMTallMOHHOH MO,l{eJIM. 

CTpaTmpMllMpOBaHHbIH apeaJI oGMTaHM.SI KP MJI.SI , MCnOJIb30BaHHbIH 
,l{JI.SI MO,l{eJIM era pacnpe,l{eJIeHM.SI B yqaCTKe IO)I(HOrO OKeaHa 

nJIO~a,l{bIO 600 KBa,l{paTHblx MOPCKMX MMJIb. 

TIpMMep pacnpe,l{eJIeHM.SI KOHlleHTpallMH KPMJI.SI B BbIGpaHHoM 
KBa,l{paTHOM yqaCTKe IO)I(HOrO OKeaHa nJIO~a,l{bIO 600 KBa,l{paTHblx 

MOPCKMX MMJIb, paCCqMTaHHbIH KaK nOKa3aHO B pa3,l{eJIe 2.3. 
Pa,l{MycbI KOHlleHTpallMH nponoPllMOHaJIbHbI. flMHMM co CTpeJIKaMM 
nOKa3bIBaIOT KOHlleHTpallMM, nOCJIe,l{OBaTeJIbHO oGJIaBJIMBaeMble B 
TeqeHMe nOJIYTopa MeC.SIlleB.ToqeqHa.SI JIMHM.SI M30Gpa)l(aeT 

nepe.QBM)I(eHMe B nepMO,l{ nJIOXOH nOrO,l{bI ( CM. pa3,l{eJI 2.4). 

BepO.SITHOCTb oGHapY)I(eHM.SI KaK qJYHKllM.SI BpeMeHM ,l{JI.SI MO,l{eJIeH 

BceoGbeMJIIO~erO M CJIyqaHHOrO nOMCKa. 

TIpMMep pacnpe,l{eJIeHM.SI CKOnJIeHMH npOMbICJIOBOrO pa3Mepa B 
npe,l{eJIax KOHlleHTpallMM paCCqMTaH KaK onMcaHO B pa3,l{eJIe 2.7. 
Pa,l{Mychl CKOnJIeHMH HE nponoPllMOHaJIbHhl. 3TOT npMMep 
cooTBeTcTByeT MO,l{MqJMKallMM MO,l{eJIM "O,l{HO Y,l{JIMHeHHOe (f=8) 
CKOnJIeHMe 3a O,l{HO TpaJIeHMe", r,l{e oGo3HaqeHMe ,l{JI.SI Ka)l(,l{OrO 

npMrO,l{HOrO ,l{JI.SI npOMbICJIa CKOnJIeHM.SI HaXO,l{MTC.SI B lleHTpaJIbHOH 
TOqKe, BbIGpaHHoH ,l{JI.SI :noro CKOnJIeHM.SI ,l{O era Y,l{JIMHeHM.SI. 
flMHM.SIMM co CTpeJIKaMM.noKa3aHo nOCJIe,l{OBaTeJIbHOe TpaJIeHMe 
npOMbICJIOBbIM CY,l{HOM CKOnJIeHMH B npe,l{eJIax :nOH KOHlleHTpallMM. 
OGpaTMTe BHMMaHMe Ha TO. qTO, XOT.SI 3TM JIMHMM MorYT nepeceKaTb 
oGo3HaqeHM.SI ,l{JI.SI ,l{PyrMx CKOnJIeHHH. oGJIaBJIMBaIOTC.SI TOJIbKO 

MCXO,l{Hble CKOnJIeHM.SI. HenpepbIBHble JIMHMM oGo3HaqaIOT ,l{JIMHY M 
HanpaBJIeHMe Ka)l(,l{OrO TpaJIeHM.SI (npOnOPllMaJIbHO). a nYHKTMpHble 
JIMHMM M30Gpa)l(aIOT ,l{BM)I(eHMe ceTM B xO,l{e nOMCKa CJIe,l{YIOII(erO 

CKOnJIeHM.SI ,l{JI.SI JIOBa. 

TIpMMep OT,l{eJIbHOrO TpaJIeHM.SI ,l{JI.SI MO,l{MqJMKallMM MO,l{eJIM, r,l{e 
YJIOB MO)l(eT COCTaBMTb GOJIbWe O,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHM.SI 3a O,l{HO 

TpaJIeHMe (CM. pa3,l{eJI 2.8 M 3.3). ,llaHHble CKOnJIeHM.SI 
nponOPllMaJIbHbI. XOT.SI, B COOTBeTCTBMM C KpMTepMeM 20. TOJIbKO 
MCXO,l{HOe CKOnJIeHMe .SIBJI.SIeTC.SI "npMrO,l{HbIM ,l{JI.SI npOMbICJIa". 
nOKa3aHbI Bce CKOnJIeHM.SI. HaXO,l{.SI~MeC.SI B paHoHe HanpaBo OT 
3Toro MCXO,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHM.SI. TIYHKTMpHble JIMHMM HanpaBo OT 
MCXO,l{HOrO CKOnJIeHM.SI onpe,l{eJI.SIIOT "3BYKOBYIO nOJIocy"; 

CKOnJIeHM.SI. nepeceKaIO~Me 3TY nOJIocy TaK)I(e oGJIaBJIMBaIOTC.SI, TaK 
KaK (B 3TOM cJIyqae) KanMTaH olleHMBaeT YJIOB B 10 TOHH. 

rpaqJMKM MH,l{eKCOB qMCJIeHHOCTM KaK qJYHKllM.SI a(npOlleHTHa.SI 
BeJIMqMHa Ga30Boro ypOBH.SI, K KOTOPOMY CBe,l{eHa GMoMacca KPMJI.SI). 
r,l{e YMeHbweHMe GMoMaccbI .SIBJI.SIeTC.SI pe3Y JIbTaTOM CJIyqaHHOrO 
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PHCYHOK 9 

Tabla 1 
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COl.JeTaHH.H CHH)KeHHH napaMeTpoB pacnpe,aeJIeHH.H Ne, Le, Dc, rHO. 

I1H,aeKCbI l.JHCJIeHHOCTH ObIJIH npHBe,aeHbI K BbIl.JHCJIeHHbIM cpe,aHHM 
ypOBH.HM oa3HCHoro BapHaHTa. Pa3Mep YKa3aHHbIX Ha rpaqmKe 
CTaTHCTHl.JeCKHX omHOOK npe,aCTaBJI.HeT COOOH OI..\eHKH 
QeHTpaJIbHOH l.JaCTH pacnpe,aeJIeHH.H 68% ,aaHHoro HH,aeKca ,aJI.H 
cy,aHa B Tel.JeHHe nOJIYMeC.HQa, a 0003Hal.JeHHe .HBJI.HeTC.H oQeHKoH 
cpe,aHeH BeJIHl.JHHbI pacnpe,aeJIeHH.H ,aJI.H Ka)K,aoro OT ,aeJIbHOrO 
3Hal.JeHH.H ex. ,llaeTC.H $opMYJIa ,aJI.H KPHBOH, cKoppeKTHpoBaHHoH B 
OTHomeHHe CB.H3H Me)K,ay HH,aeKCOM H ex no MeTO,ay, onHcaHHoMY B 
pa3,aeJIe 3.5. rpa$HKH (a) H (b) COOTBeTCTBeHHO OTHOC.HTC.H K 
Mo,aH$HKaQH.HM Mo,aeJIH "O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO 
TpaJIeHHe" H "OOJIbme o,aHoro CKOnJIeHH.H 3a O,aHO TpaJIeHHe", H 
cooTBeTcTBYIOT HH)KeCJIe,aYIOmHM HH,aeKcaM: 

(i) TC 
(ii) TcrrFISHT 
(ill) TcrrpST 

(iv) TC/TFISHTI PST +SST 

(v) TcrrFISHT/( PST +SST) 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 

rpa$HKH (i) oomero YJIOBa B Tel.JeHHe nOJIYMeC.HQa nc) H (ii) 
KOJIHl.JeCTBa OOJIaBJIHBaeMblx KOHQeHTpaQHH (TNC) no OTHomeHHIO K 
MHHHMaJIbHoMY K03$$HQHeHTY Y JIOBHCTOCTH Ha e,aHHHQY Oomero 
npOTeKmero BpeMeHH (KYMHH), KOTOPbIH Heooxo,aHMO ,aOCTHl.Jb ,aJI.H 

Toro, l.JTOObI Cy,aHO He OTnJIbIJIO OT KOHQeHTpaQHH. rpa$HKH 
KaCaIOTC.H pacnpe,aeJIeHH.H KPHJI.H oa3HCHoro BapHaHTa H 
Mo,aH$HKaQHH Mo,aeJIH "O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO 
TpaJIeHHe". Pa3Mep YKa3aHHbIX Ha rpa$HKe CTaTHCTHl.JeCKHX omHOOK 
CBH,aeTeJIbCTByeT 00 O,aHOM cpe,aHeM KBa,apaTHl.JeCKOM OTKJIOHeHHH. 

rpa$HKH HH,aeKCOB l.JHCJIeHHOCTH no OTHomeHHIO K ex TaKHe )Ke, KaK 
Ha pHCYHKe 7, 3a HCKJIIOl.JeHHeM Toro, l.JTO Oomee YMeHbmeHHe 
OHOMaCCbI .HBJI.HeTC.H pe3YJIbTaTOM H3MeHeHH.H TOJIbKO B nJIOTHOCTH 
nOBepXHOCTHoro CJIO.H CKOnJIeHH.H KPHJI.H o. rpa$HKH KaCaIOTC.H 
Mo,aH$HKaQHH Mo,aeJIH "O,aHO y,aJIHHeHHOe (f=8) CKOnJIeHHe 3a O,aHO 
TpaJIeHHe", H COOTBeTCTBYIOT HH)KeCJIe,aYIOmHM HH,aeKcaM: 

(i) TC 
(ii) TcrrFISHT 
(ill) TcrrpST 

(iv) TC/TFISHTI PST +SST 

(v) TcrrFISHT/( PST +SST) 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 

Encabezamientos de las T ablas 

Resumen de las estadfsticas de una muestra de datos de un arrastrero 
comercial de krill japones. Un numero seguido de otro, entre parentesis, 



Tabla 2 

Tabla 3 

Tabla 4 

Tabla 5 

Tabla 6 

corresponde a un promedio (desviaci6n estandar), salvo indicaci6n 
contraria 0 donde una sola estadistica esta implicada. 

Valores de los parametros de operaciones de pesca para diferentes 
modificaciones del modelo. Donde el valor de un parametro "parcialmente 
ajustado" se indica en corchetes, el valor no fue ajustado para esta 
modificaci6n, pero igualado al valor ajustado para una modificaci6n 
relacionada. 

Comparaci6n de las estadisticas para la pesqueria comercial japonesa del 
krill a partir de una muestra de datos suministrada y de otras fuentes con 
los resultados del modelo de simulaci6n para el ca so de base. Los resultados 
del modelo de simulaci6n reflejan el promedio sobre 100 ejecuciones. (NB: 
Todas las estadisticas se aplican a un periodo de 15 dias). Los numeros 
entre paremtesis con coeficientes de variaciones, excepto los porcentajes 
del presupuesto temportal que son desviaciones estandar. 

Comparaci6n de los indices de abundancia para la ejecuci6n del modelo de 
simulaci6n del caso de base con aquellos de los seis escenarios alternativos 
de la distribuci6n del krill, correspondiendo cada uno a un descenso del 
50% del total de la biomasa. Para el caso de base, se indica el promedio 
sob re las 100 simulaciones, junto con el error estandar de este promedio 
entre parentesis. Para los escenarios alternativos, se da la diferencia del 
porcentaje del caso de base promedio, junto con el estandar de error de esta 
diferencia entre parentesis. (Las unidades, cuando corresponda, son 
combinaciones de toneladas-hora). 

(a) Un cardumen por lance alargado (f=8) 

(b) Mas de un cardumen por lance 

Eficiencia de los indices de abundancia para detectar cambios en la biomasa 
del krill: 

blanco : 

+ / -

* 
* * 

100 simulaciones no detectan un cambio importante al nivel del 
5% 
direcci6n de cambio si se detecta una diferencia importante al 
nivel del 5% 
indice (0 su invers~) baja un > 20% 
indice (0 su invers~) baja un > 45% (dentro de los limites del 
95%) 

(a) Un cardumen por lance (f=8) 

(b) Mas de un cardumen por lance 

Estadisticas comparativas adicionales de 100 ejecuciones del modelo de 
simulaci6n para el ca so de base y para seis escenarios alternativos, cada 
uno correspondiendo a un descenso del 50% del total de la biomasa. El 
formate es el mismo que el de la tabla 4 excepto que los valores entre 
parentesis para el caso de base son desviaciones estandar (D..Q. errores 
estandar del promedio). 

(a) Un cardumen por lance alargado (f=8) 

(b) Mas de un cardumen por lance 
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Tabla 7 

Tabla 8 

Tabla 9 

Tabla 10 

Tabla 11 
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Estadfsticas comparativas adicionales de las ejecuciones del modelo de 
simulaci6n para el caso de base y seis escenarios alternativos cada uno 
correspondiendo a un descenso del 50% de la biomasa total. Los valores 
dados son promedios sobre 100 ejecuciones, con los errores estandar de 
estos promedios dados entre parentesis. 

(a) Un cardumen por lance alargado (f=8) 

(b) Mas de un cardumen por lance 

Indices de abundancia como una proporci6n de sus valores para la ejecuci6n 
del caso de base del modelo de simulaci6n, cuando la biomasa total del krill 
disminuye a una fracci6n ex del nivel del caso de base a traves de una 
combinaci6n aleatoria de cambios en Ne, Le, De r y o. Los resultados se 
relacionan a los promedios sobre 100 simulaciones en cada caso. Las cifras 
entre parentesis son errores estandar de las proporciones estimadas. 
Observese que algunos de los indices en la lista son los inversos de los 
indicados en las Tablas 4 y 5; el inverso se ha tornado siempre que ha sido 
necesario para hacer del indice una funci6n creciente de ex - tales casos 
estan indicados con un *. 

(a) Un cardumen por lance alargado (f=8) 

(b) Mas de un cardumen por lance. 

Eficiencia de los indices de abundancia para detectar cambios en la biomasa 
del krill: 

blanco : 

+ / -

* 
* * 

100 simulaciones no detectan un cambio importante al nivel del 
5% 
direcci6n de cambio si se detecta una diferencia importante al 
nivel del 5% 
el indice (0 su invers~) desciende un > 20% 
el indice (0 su invers~) desciende un > 45% (dentro de los limites 
del 95%) 

Esta Tabla corresponde a la Tabla Sa del caso "Un cardumen alargado (f=8) 
por lance" excepto que la eficiencia de bOsqueda de la concentraci6n ha sido 
aumentada 7.5 veces. 

Una versi6n consolidada de la Tabla 4 para los seis indices de abundancia 
seleccionados para una comparaci6n detallada en la secci6n 3.6. S610 se dan 
las estimaciones de la diferencia del porcentaje del promedio del caso de 
base estimado para los seis escenarios alternativos de distribuci6n del krill 
(correspondiendo cada uno a un descenso del 50% del total de la biomasa). 
La primera cifra indicada corresponde a "Un cardumen-por-Iance" 
alargado (f=8) y la segunda cifra a la modificaci6n del modelo "Mas de un 
cardumen-por-Iance" . 

Se comparan estimaciones de la disminuci6n del porcentaje en los indices de 
abundancia que incorporan PST para un descenso del 50% del total de la 
biomasa del krill con y sin error aleatorio (ver texto -secci6n 3.6) en la 
adjudicaci6n de tiempo de bOsqueda entre PST y SST dentro de una 
concentraci6n. Las comparaciones se indican para el descenso de la biomasa 
debido a disminuciones en cada uno de De , r y 0, y son para el caso de "Un 
cardumen por lance" alargado (f=8). 
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Leyendas de las Figuras 

Un diagrama de flujo de la estructura basica del modelo de simulacion. 

Habitat estratificado seleccionado para el modelo de distribucion del krill 
en un sector de 600 millas nauticas cuadradas del Oceano Austral. 

Un ejemplo de la distribucion de las concentraciones de krill en el sector 
seleccionado del Oceano Austral de 600 millas nauticas cuadradas, el cual ha 
sido producido tal como se describe en la seccion 2.3. Los radios de las 
concentraciones estan a escala. Las flechas indican las concentraciones 
pescadas secuencialmente durante un perfodo de 15 dfas. La linea de puntos 
representa movimiento durante un perfodo de mal tiempo (ver seccion 
2.4). 

Probabilidad de deteccion como una funcion de tiempo para los modelos de 
busqueda exhaustiva y busqueda aleatoria. 

Un ejemplo de la distribucion de los carumenes explotables en una 
concentracion, producidos tal como se describe en la seccion 2.7. Los 
radios de los cardumenes NO estan a escala. Este ejemplo corresponde a la 
modificacion del modelo "Un cardumen por lance" alargado (f=8), con el 
sfmbolo para cada cardumen explotable situado en el punto central escogido 
para este cardumen antes del alargamiento. Las flechas reflejan el arrastre 
secuencial de los cardumenes en la concentracion por un buque de pesca. 
Observese que solo los cardumenes iniciales son arrastrados, aunque las 
Hneas pueden cruzar los sfmbolos para otros cardumenes. Las Ifneas 
solidas representan la longitud y direccion de cada lance (a escala), 
mientras las Hneas quebradas indican movimiento de las redes en la 
bUsqueda del cardumen que se arrastrara a continuacion. 

Un ejemplo de un solo lance para la modificacion del modelo donde mas de un 
cardumen puede ser arrastrado por lance (ver las secciones 2.8 y 3.3). 
Los cardumenes representados estan a escala. Aunque el cardumen inicial 
arrastrado es un cardumen "explotable" en terminos de criterio (20), 
~ los cardumenes situados a la derecha de este cardumen original estan 
representados. Las Uneas quebradas a la derecha del cardumen inicial 
determinan la "band a sonar"; los cardumenes que cruzan esta banda 
tambien se pescan hasta que el lance termina porque (en este ejemplo) el 
Capitan estima que la captura ha alcanzado las 10 toneladas. 

Curvas de los indices de abundancia como una funcion de ex (la proporcion 
del nivel del ca so de base para el cual la biomasa del krill ha sido reducida), 
donde la reduccion de la biomasa ocurre como un resultado de una 
combinacion aleatoria de disminuciones en los parametros de distribucion 
Ne , Le , De r y B. Los fndices de abundancia han sido normalizados a sus 
niveles promedios estimados para el ca so de base. Las barras de error 
representadas indican estimaciones del 68% central de la distribucion del 
fndice en cuestion para un buque durante una quincena, mientras el sfmbolo 
es la estimaci6n del promedio de la distribucion, para cado valor particular 
de ex. Se presenta una forma para la curva ajustada a la relacion entre el 
fndice y ex por el metodo descrito en la seccion 3.S. Las curvas (a) y (b) 
corresponden alas modificaciones del modelo "Un cardumen por lance" 
alargado (f=8) y "Mas de un cardumen por lance" respectivamente, y 
corresponden a los fndices: 
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Figura 8 

Figura 9 
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(i) TC 
(ii) TC/TFISHT 
(iii) TC/TPST 

(iv) TC/TFISHT/PST +SST 

(v) TC/TFISHT/(PST +SST} 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/(PST/CST} 

Curvas de (i) captura total en una quincena (TC) y (ii) numero de 
concentraciones pescadas (TNC) como funci6n de la tasa de captura minima 
por el tiempo total transcurrido (CR min ) requerido para que un buque no 
abandone una concentraci6n. Las curvas corresponden a la distribuci6n del 
krill del case de base y al modelo de modificaci6n "Un cardumen por lance 
(f=8) alargado". Las barras de error indican una desviaci6n estandar. 

Curvas de los indices de abundancia como una funci6n de a. como en la Figura 
7, excepto que la disminuci6n total de la biomasa es solamente el resultado 
de un cambio en la densidad de superficie del cardumen de krill. Las curvas 
corresponden a la modificaci6n del modelo "Un cardumen por lance" 
alargado (f=8) , y corresponde a los indices: 

(i) TC 
(ii) TC/TFISHT 
(iii) TC/TPST 
(iv) TC/(TPST + TSST} 

( v) TC/TFISHT/PST +SST 

(vi) TC/TFISHT/PST/CST 


